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TO THE PUBLIC:•
to the execution of Its purpose to g i ve educat i ona l va lue ana
rcoral. worth to the r e creatiooal act i vit i es of t he boyho od of America,.
the leaders of the Boy Scou t Movement quickly learned t ha t to ef! ectiveis;
c ar ry out its progr a m, the boy must be influenced not only in hi s out• •
of-door lif e but also in the diversions of his other l e isure momen t s • .
It i s a t ouch t ime s tha t the boy is captured by the tales of dar i ng

en t erp r i ses and adventurous good tim es .

What now is needful is not

thAt his taste should be thwarted but trained .

There should constantl}7

be presen~e<ftt'°" him t he books . the boy likes best, yet always the books
tha t will be best for the boy.
t a ste is being

~ onst an tly

As a ma tter ot tact, however, the boy's

vitiated and exploited by the great !!less of

cheap juve nile li tera turo,
To help a nx ious ly 'oono er ned par ent 9 and educa tors to me et thia
grave pe r il, the Li brary Commi s sion of t he Boy Scouts

been org anized .

.Al1 the l>ooks chosen have bee n approved by them.
composed ot the

ot Amer i ca

h as

EVERY BOY'S LI BRARY ! s tho result or their la bors •

f~ ll o w i ng

The Comm issio n is

membe rs: George F. Bowe rman, Librarian , Publ i c

Libr ary of the Dist ri ct of Co lumbi a , Was hing ton. D. C.; Harri s on W.
Qravor , Li brar ian , Ca rn egie Library of Pi ttsburgh. Pa .; Cla ude G. Le l and.;
~11perintendent ,

Bureau of Li braries, Board of Education , flew Yorl< City ;

" DO A 0000 TURN DhJLY."

Ja't ill'd 'II, Stevens,- Librarian; · Pratt ' Institute Free Library, l!roo11:1711,
New York: together wit}l the Editorial Board ot our Movement, William

o.

llurray, -Georie

o: Pratt and Frank Preabr;~,"";j_th .Franklin K. llathiewe.

Chief ,Scout Librarian_, as Secretary,
ln selecting 'tho books, the Co1111111osion has chosen only such

•..

'al'e ot interest to beys, the first

.

twenty-riv~

BB

being either works of

fiction or stirring ~tories of adventurous experiences . - In l&ter lists,
l:>ooll:a of a more serious sort will be included • • 1t is hoped that as

111N17

M

twenty-tive may l;>e added to the Library eaoh year.
Thanks are dUll the several publishers who have helped to

fiilniaurate this new

1n

'

d~partment of our work. - Without their co-operatio
n
available ·to:r popular price'd editions aome of the best books
published for llOYs, the prcQlotion of EVERY BOY• S LIBRARY woJUd.

m11kin~

ev~r
~

beeo

imp~ssibl.e~

lie wish, tooo,. to express our heartiest gratitude to the Librai:Y
Commission. who. wlttnQ'Ot. cotupensatio n, have 11laced their vast experieoo&

&!ld illlllenee resourceir.<a t the service of our. Movement,
The Commission invites suggestions as to future books to be
,·
I<'
lnoluded ln the Library. Librarians, teachers, parents, and all others

interested in welfaf.e wo' rk tor boys, can render a unique service by
forwarding to Nation~l Headquarter s listo Of such books es in their
Judg11>ent WO\ll~ l:>e e111t1>ble for EVER'l BOY'S LIBRARY.
Signed

~re. - ~·
Chief Scout
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DANNY FISTS
CHAPTER I
OFF TO MANOR HALL

F Daniel Phipps, Jr., fourteen years old,
freckled and red-haired, had been content
to bathe his eye with a little water and let
it go at that, he might have finished out his early
education at the Westbrook High School, and
then have gone off to college. But young Mr.
Phipps thought that that particular eye demanded
the attention of a piece of beefsteak. Mrs.
Phipps came into the kitchen while Danny was
ministering to the injury, and though he fled has·
tily, he fled Vl(_ithout success.
"What is the matter with Danny?" M rs.
Phipps demanded of Nora, the cook.
"He has a black eye, ma'am."
"A black eye?"
"Yes, ma'am."

I
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"Whe re did he get a black eye?"
"In a fight, sure."
Mrs. Phipp s gasped.
"It's nothing, ma'am ," Nora sooth ed; "noth ing to worry about. It ain't his first fight, and it
ain't his first black eye."
Mrs. Phipp s gaspe d again. She opened the
kitchen door. Her son had disappeared.
"Nor a," she said severely, "tell me what Dann y
has been doing."
Half an hour later Mrs. Phipp s came from the
kitchen, went directly to the telephone in the library , and called for the Phipps Iron vVorks.
"Dani el," she said, "I wish you would come
home early to-day."
Mr. Phipp s' voice was anxious. "Wha t's the
matte r? Anything wrong at the house ?"
"You r son," said Mrs. Phipps, "is becoming
a little rowdy ."
At three o'clock Mr. Phipp s reach ed home.
Ihere were lines in his face that told of worry .
"Wha t's Dann y been doing ?" he demanded.
"Figh ting," Mrs. Phipp s answered sternly.
"He has a black eye. You know, Daniel, I have
2
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often suggested that we move from this house.
Now see the result. A neighborhood of rough
boys has formed on the next street, and Nora
tells me that Danny is one of the-the 'gang.' "
Her husband frowned. "What was Danny
fighting about?"
"I do not know. He has a black--"
Mr. Phipps' face cleared a bit. "Black eyes
and boys seem to go together a bit, Martha," he
argued, with an attempt at cheerfulness. "I
think I had one or two myself before I quit
school."
"Do you know what the-the 'gang' calls your
son?"
"Danny Phipps, I suppose."
"They call him 'Danny 'Fists.' Why? Because he fights so much. Danny Fists I Think of
it."
"I'll talk to Danny," Mr. Phipps said slowly.
The interview between father and s.:m took
place that August night. Mr. Phipps sat in .t he
library and stared across the table at the quiet
boy.
"That's a bad eye, Danny," he began.

3
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Danny flushed. "Yes, sir."
"How did it happen? "
"One of the fellows said he could whip me if
I'd promise not to hit in· the clinches."
"Did you hit in the clinches?"
"No, sir," Danny answered in surprise. "I
promise d."
Mr. Phipps nodded. So far there was nothing
to stamp his son as a rowdy.
"They call you Danny Fists, don't they?" he
began again.
"Yes, sir."
"Why?"
"They say I'm pretty good with my fista."
Mr. Phipps frowned. This was bad.
" Fighting ?" he asked.
"Yes, sir."
"Bullying, I suppose, and picking on the little
fellows?"
Danny's eyes widened. "No, dad; none of
that. Our fellows wouldn' t allow anything like
that."
"But th·ey're a rough crowd over there,
aren't they, Danny? " Mr. Phipps asked, wav4
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ing his hand in the direction of the next street.
"Why, no, sir. They're just-just--"
"Just what?"
"Just fellows, sir."
The man seemed to understand what his son
meant. He nodded his head once or twice.
"Danny," he asked quietly, "how is it you get
into so many street fights."
.The boy seemed puzzled.
"You do get into fights right along, don't you ?n
"Sometimes, sir. Not street fights, though.
We don't go around looking for trouble. You
know how it is in a crowd, dad. Once in a while
there's a squabble, and then we go behind our
ba rn and sail in. We don't get hurt much. If I
fight some fellow, and the other fellows see he
can best me, they just stop it and we shake hands,
and that's the end of it."
"So I No mean, nasty, grudge fights or anything
like that?"
"No, sir."
"A nd no picking on, and bullying, the smaller
boys?''

5.
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"I'd like to see any fellow try it in our crow d,"
D anny answered, simply.
Mr. Phipps leaned back in his chair. Slowly
a smile came to his mouth.
"Tha t's a dandy eye," he said. "Wh o won? "
Dann y grinned. "I guess it was about even.
Can I go out for half an hour, dad? Pete Meye r
said he'd show me his new pups if I'd go aroun d
to his house to-night."
"Who 's Pete Meye r, son?"
"Why ," said Dann y, "he's the boy I fough t
to-day."
The ma n patte d the boy's shoul der. "Go ahead ,
Dann y. Take an hour if you like."
Thou gh Mr. Phipp s' mind was now at ease
with respect to his son, M rs. Phipps refus ed to
be convinced.
"Dan ny Fists I The idea. It sounds like a
prize-fighter."
"The boy's all right, Mart ha," Mr. Phipp s
argued. "He fights, and shakes hands, and forets it. Ther e's no bullying, no grudges, no sneakrng meanness. Ther e's the maki ng of a fine man
in Dann y."

6
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"There is," Mrs. Phipps agreed, proudly.
"We must see that the makings are not spoiled.
If he enters the Westbrook H igh School-"

"If?"
"If he enters," Mrs. Phipps repeated. "If he
does enter next month, he will remain friendly
with those rough boys in the next street-and
come home with more black eyes.'!
"Danny says th ey'r~ _just.fellows," her husband
remarked.
Mrs. Phipps ignored the observation. "I think,
for Danny's own good, w~ should send him to
boarding school. The discipline of a good school
would do him good."
Mr. Phipps stared straight ahead. "Any particular school, Martha?"
"I thought of Manor Hall," Mrs. Phipps said,
hesitatingly, and Danny's father promptly

.

grinned.
"Oh, that's all right," he agreed, heartily.
"That's only two hours from here. I can run up
there any time I get lonesome for the boy."
"You mean we can run up there whenever we

7
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get lonesome," Mrs. Phipps amended, and then
they smiled at each other.
That night, when he returned from his pup inspection, Danny was told of Manor Hall.
"Have they a gym, and a coach, and a locker
room, and all that?" Danny demanded, eagerly.
Mr. Phipps laughed. "You're going to Mano r
Hall to study-Danny Fists."
"Danny Fists!" cried his mother, indignantly.
Three days later the Manor Hall catalog came,
and Danny smuggled it up to his room.

The

glorious book told him that the school colors were
green and white; that it had a gymnasium and an
athl etic field; that it boasted a track t eam, a football squad and a baseball nine, and that graduate
and paid coaches directed the teams.
August gave place to September.

There were

days :;nd days of packing. Everybody seemed to
be kinder than usual to Danny. Peter Meyer offered him one of the pups.
ginger cake all for himself.

Nora made him a
His father came

home earlier and took him out for long walks into
the country. A nd so came his last night at home.
8
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Danny, his father and his mother sat alone in
the library. For a long time there was silence .
"Danny," said his mother at last, " you will find
youn<Y gentlemen at Manor Hall, not rough, unruly boys. I want you to be a gentlema n. Will
you promise me not to fight?"
" I promise, mother," said Danny, stoutly.
Mrs. Phipps kissed him and went off to make
sure fo r the third time that his winte r fla nnels
wer e safely packed. Father and son were alone.
1\1r. Phipps looked thoughtfu lly at the vivid r ed
of the boy's hair.
"Danny," he asked presently, " have you ever
11
lost your temper and piled into a scrap ?
Danny dropped his eyes.
" Have you ?"
" Yes, sir."
" That's bad, Danny," said his fathe r, soberly.
"If Manor Hall teaches you to keep a gnp on
yourself I won't worry much about anything else.
\;Vhat was it sent your temper flying?"
"They called me 'Redney-b uck'."
Mr. Phipps ran his fingers through his own
hair- hai r that had once been as fiery as Danny's.
9
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"Keep a grip on yourself, son," he said, gently.
He asked the boy to make no promises.
Ten o'clock came, and Danny said good-night
and went up to his room. Twice during the night
he awoke, and each time his mother sat motionless in the little rocker beside his bed.
Next morning there was a mighty hurrying and
scurrymg. Nora gave him another cake all
wrapped in a little box and tied with blue ribbon.
Danny was quite manly through it all, but a lump
sprang into his throat as he stood on the station
platform and felt the grip of his father's hand.
"Good luck, son. '
Danny couldn't answer.
"All a-board I" rang the call of the train crew.
His mother caught him, held him close, and
let him go.
"No fighting, Danny," she whispered.
"No-no fighting," Danny gulped.
A moment later he was up on the car steps anc:l
the train was moving out. He waved his handkerchief until the station passed from sight. After
that he pushed open the nearest door and entered
IO
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a day coach. His eyes were blurred with a cloudy
mist.
"Ouch !" cried ·a boyish voice.
Danny stumbled and barely saved himself from
falling.
"Look out, there, Red-to p,'' caution ed the same
voice. "Those are my feet."
That hated name sent the mists from Danny 's
eyes and the hot blood into his head. His freckle d
:fists clinched and he swung around toward the
voice. '.nd then came a though t of his father's
talk on _emper.
He turned away with an effort, and went down
the aisle of the car. He had had a good look at
the boy who had aroused him-a boy with a
round, fat, jolly face and a brown telescope hat.
There had been a ribbon around the hat, a ribbon
of green and white, a ribbon that flaunted the
colors of Manor Hall.

CHAPTER II
THE FIGHT

WO hours later Danny came to his feet
with a joyous bound as the trainmen
cried "Manor Hall I" through the
coaches. Temporarily the jolly-looking chap who
had stirred his fighting blood was forgotten. He
swung down the train steps with his hand bag,
and immediately hastened forward to the baggage
car. There he waited until he saw his trunk come
forth and take its ' place in a long line of trunks
labeled " Manor Hall School."
After that Danny took stock of his surround: ings. Cool, tree-lined streets ran off three ways
) from the little stone station. The town, from
what he could see of it, had a clean, neat, wellkept look. Danny was sure that he would like
the place.
Next he .glanced with tinges of excitement at
the boys sprinkled thickly around the station.
Most of them had green and white bands on their
I
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hats. Two or three boys wore coat sweaters, and
the sweaters bore triumpha nt green M's. Danny
knew that these boys were Manor Hall's athietic
heroes, and that the letters were the insignia of
work well done on track, on fi eld, on diamond
and on gridi ron. He studied these athletes carefully. He confessed to himself, after a minute 1
that they looked not a bit different than the boys
he knew at home. They, too, were just fellows
In the bustle and confus}on nobody spoke to
Danny, and Danny made no advances. Gradually
the boys thinned out into a broken line, and the
line moved up the widest and the coolest of t he
three streets. Danny, his bag gripped with hot
fingers, followed.
Presently he came to the school grounds. He
had studied his catalog thorough ly. He knew
that freshmen wer e quartered in rooms with older
boys, and he also knew that boys, as they arrived,
r eported at the school office and were then assigned to rooms. He went directly to the office~
or, rather, the outer office. The inner office, as
Danny was to learn later, was the official home
of Dr. Wilmer, the school principal.

13
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After a while the boy found himself at a desk
farthest from the entrance. He gave his name.
The man at the desk consulted a bundle of notes.
"Phipps!" he repeated. "Here we are." He
smiled up at Danny. "You have room No. 52.
You're in with Dutton. He's a fine chap, and I
guess you'll like him. Ever been to boarding
school before?"
"No, sir," Danny answered.
"I hope you'll like Manor Hall. Things are
pretty much upset just now, and it may be half an
hour before I can have somebody show you to
your room. If you care to look around-" The
man glanced questioningly at Danny.
"Perhaps I could find my room," the boy suggested.
The man smiled again. "Good! Here's your
key. In case you get lost come back here for
help."
"Yes, sir," said Danny. But he knew that he
would find his way. He had recognized the dormitory building, from its photograph in the catalog, as soon as he reached the school property.
He found on investigation that the ground floor
14
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had rooms number ed up to 19. On the floor
above he found room No. 20 at the stair landing .
" N ineteen rooms on a floor," Danny figured.
"No use looking here. I'm due on the third floor."
He climbed another flight of stairs, and speedily found the quarter s that would be his for nine
long months . The room had plenty of light from
two long window s. Two beds ran out from a
side wall, and in a corner was a porcela in washbasin with runni ng water. The floor rug was
warm with color. Over toward the windows were
two small study tables, each with its rear rack
for books and each with its long, wide drawer .
A roomy closet filled the corner over from the
wash-basin, and the sidewall across from the beds
held a hi gh, narrow dresser. The dresser mirror
looked as though several generat ions of boys had
storme d it unsuccessfully, for though the glass was
gene rously cracked and chipped it still held together.
Danny pulled open the two upper drawer s of
the dresser. They were neatly filled with fresh
laundry .
"Guess Dutton 's here," he muttere d. H e looked

15
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into the two lower drawers. They were empty.
Into them Danny put the contents of his hand bag.
Then he sat down on one of the beds and stared
around the room.
"Great!" he breathed. "A couple of school
flags, and a few pictures-- Say, this is going to
be some room."
It was long past the dinner hour, but that did
not bother him. On the train he had eaten the
cake that Nora had tied with the blue ribbon.
Now he went down to the yard where, in front of
the dormitory building, several boys were throwing a baseball around.
Danny would have liked to get into the play,
but his sense of newness held him back. He
moved off to the outskirts where he could watch
without being in the wa.y. Soon the boy nearest
him missed the ball. The leather bounded past
Danny.
"Get that ball, freshie," called the boy who had
missed the catch.
The tone was domineering -and Danny was
not the sort to take bossing. Yet he was new to
Manor Hall, and he knew nothing of the school's
'16
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traditions. Perh~ps it was a custom for new boys
to submit to the orders of the older fellows.
Danny chased after the ball.
"Throw it here," the domineering boy ordered.
Danny threw.
Presently the player missed again. "Chase it,"
he called to Danny.
This time Danny moved off slowly.
"Faster, there," came the insolent voice.
Danny stopped. Every inch of his nature was
up in arms. School custom or no school custom,
he wasn't to be bullied that way.
"Well," came the voice, now with a trace of
surprise, "aren't you going to get that ball?"
"No," said Danny.
Instantly there was commotion in the yard. The
boy who had missed the ball ran over toward
Danny. The other players followed him. Around
the yard went the excited announcement that
"Baggs is in a row with a new chap."
To Danny came the thought just then that he
had promised before leaving home that he would
not fight. Yet his experience told him that right
now the situation held some of the earmarks of

17
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trouble.

The better to keep from battle he

thoughtfully dug his hands into his trouser pockets. Then the other boy had him by the arm.
"Get that ball, freshie."
Had the tone been mild, Danny might even at
this late stage have backed down.

But the voice

was still commanding. Danny's hands went deeper
into his pockets, but his lips twitched- and any
of Danny's old friends could have told that that
twitch meant that something was due to start.
"Get it," the sharp voice insisted.
Still Danny did not move.
"Oh, very well.
you.

I suppose I'll have to make

Come along."

The boy pulled at Danny's arm, pulled with a
vigorous, wrenching strength.

And in that mo-

ment the gentlemanly Daniel Phipps, Jr., packed
off to gentlemanly Manor Hall, became "Danny
Fists" again. His hands came out of his pockets.
One palm went under the other boy's chin; then
his arm pushed out.

The trouble-hunter, caught

off his guard, reeled backward and fell.
"Fight!" yelled an excited chap.
18
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It seemed to Danny that boys came runnmg
from all directions.
"That kid knocked Donald Baggs down," four
or five fellows shouted to the newcomers.
"Whew!" breathed one voice. "Good for the
little chap."
Meanwhile Donald had regained his feet.
Danny expected a rush that would have kept him
busy. Instead, the bully faced him angrily.
"Look here, are you going to apologize or
nght ?"
"Fight," said Danny, promptly.
There was a buzz from the boys. Still Baggs
did not rush, nor did he put up his hands. Danny
wondered what sort of fight this was to be. One
of the bigger boys stepped out from the ranks of
the spectators.
''I'll take charge of this," he announced. "Back
of Hinks' to-night, after supper. Here, Dutton,
will you second this new chap?"
"You bet," came a voice. Danny faced around.
Dutton was the name of his room-mate. Who
was D utton ? He saw coming toward him the fat,
19
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jolly-looking boy who had aroused him m the
train.
"Let's get out of here," said D utton.
" But the fight- " Danny started to protest.
"Oh, that doesn't come off until after supper.
I'll explain the rules. Want to go to your room?."
D anny nodded.
"All right ; lead the way."
So Danny marched off to the dormitory building followed by the eyes of almost every fellow
in the yard.

He went up to the third flo or, and

threw open the door of room No. 52.
"Whew !" gasped Dutton. "So you're Daniel
Phipps. They told me at the office that's who I'd
have this year.
Shake."

Didn't I see you on the train?

That train incident still r ankled in Danny's
mind.

For a moment he debated whether he

would take the offered hand. But Dutton was
such a sincere sort of chap that Danny quickly
decided that here was a place where it was best
for him to forget his sensitiveness.
hands.
20
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"Bang I" chuckled Dutton . "And then Don
Baggs was on his back. Let's shake again."
The ceremo ny was repeate d, and Ralph Dutton's enthusi asm brough t a smile to Danny' s face.
Presen tly the older boy leaned back on one of
the beds .
"Now I'll tell you the rules," he said. "You
heard that fellow say Hinks' ? Well, he was a
senior monito r. Dr. Wilme r insists that the
senior monito rs take charge of all scraps andHello I What's the matter? "
Danny 's mouth was open. "The princip al?"
"Sure, " Ralph nodded .
"Does he allow fights?" .
" You bet. The senior monito rs take charge,
and the f ellows who are at it fight three threeminute rounds . Then, if the referee cannot decide, one more round is fought. Of course, the
fight is stopped as soon as one chap shows he's
the other chap's master. Dr. Wilme r feels that
it's better to have the student s fight out their differences fair and square than to carry grudge s.
Of course, if there were too many mix-ups I suppose the Doctor would stop it. Lots of fellows
21
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say we're a rowdy school because of these fights,
but I guess we don't have as many as the schools
where they' re absolutely pro hi bi ted."
Slowly a grin came to Danny's face. "That's
funny,,, he chuckled.
"What's funny." ,
0

"My mother sent me here because I was getting
into too many fights at home-wanted to keep me
out of fights."
The humor of the situation didn't appeal to
Ralph. He stared at Danny with respect. "So
you've fought before, eh?"
"Lots of times," answered Danny, stoutly.
"Then you have a chance with Don, I guess.',
Danny shifted uneasily.

"Is he such a won-

der?" he asked.
"Oh, he's been in two or three. He's the 'Varsity center. He's a decent enough chap, I guess,
only he seems to like to bully somebody, and most
of the fellows stand for it."
"I almost wish I had," muttered Danny, thinking suddenly of his promise.
Ralph gasped. Plainly his new room-mate
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wasn't afraid, and yet he regrette d the coming
fray. What was at the bottom of all this?
"I promise d them at home that I wouldn' t get
into scraps," Danny explained, uneasily. "I seem
to get mixed up in fights all the time. That's why
my mother sent me here-to ld me this was a place
where there were only gentlemen and that I
wouldn 't get into rows."
This time Ralph saw the humorou s side.
"Someb ody ought to tell that to Dr. Wilmer ,"
he laughed .
Danny's mouth, however, remained serious.
"Of course," he grumbled, "I'll stay in this now
that I ·am in, but I surely did mean to keep the
peace."
"Well," sai Ralph, wisely, "if you have a
fighting streak, you and Don were sure to hook •
up sooner or later. So what's the difference?"
Danny didn't waste time answering that argument. Ralph started the water running in the
wash-basin.
"Dig in," he ordered . "Wash up."
"What for?" Danny wanted to know.
"Rules. That's what the seconds are for. Dr~
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Wilmer says there's no dang·er of blood poisoning
if a fellow's hands and face are clean, so the seconds must see that he washes. Then, if he breaks
some skin everything's fine and dandy. And, saynothing to eat until after the fight."
Danny was used to more than cake for dinner,
and his stomach had begun to feel empty. "Why
not?" he demanded.
"You're better off without it. You'll get plenty
Stretch
when the scrap's over. I'll see to that.
I
off on the bed and rest. I'll come for you when
everything's ready."
Danny tried to follow instructions. But his
mind began to hark back home. Here he was in
just the trouble he had promised to avoid. How
had he come to get into this affair? He rehearsed
the scene in the yard, and suddenly his indignati on
flared against what he called his "luck."
"Can't rest," he told himself. "Doesn't do any
good to lie here and get hot. I'll move around.
I did mean to keep out of trouble."
He tried sitting at a window and watching the
busy yard. This brought no relief. He pictured
Baggs, the 'Varsity center. Baggs was his supe24
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rior in height, in weight and in reach. Danny's
stout little heart didn't flinch, but something told
him that he was due to take the small end of this
particular count.
There was still an hour of daylight left when
Ralph came back. "Hustle," he ordered.
They came out to the yard and turned south.
Soon they came to a country lane. Down thi~
they walked.
"No roughing or wrestling," Ralph cautioned.
"If your man's down, even if only on one knee,
you must wait for him to get up."
"All right," said Danny.
"Look out for Don's left. That's his best, because he has a good reach, and he's clever and
cool. Nobody has ever hit ' him hard. I don't
know how he'd stand that. Can you hit?"
Danny gingerly felt the muscle-iron of his
sturdy, young arm. "A little," he confessed.
" Then get him with a couple of good ones. As
long as he can stand there and exchange taps he
doesn't have to worry about the other fellow.
I've always thought that if somebody landed a'
good one on him he'd curl up."
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"Then," said Danny, "I'll get him. "
"Whew!" whistled Ralph. " P r etty confident,
eh?"
"I never worry about what the othe r f ellow is
doi ng to me," D anny explained, "and I can get
'most anybody once or twice. Then if they have
any yellow they quit."
"Whew I" whistled Ralph agam.

" A rusher,

eh ?i That'll keep Don going some. But look out
for that left. He'll shoot it straight out and stop
you sure."
"I'll watch that left," said D anny, grimly.
,T hey came in sight of a barn. "That's H inks' ,"
!Ralph told him.

Five hundred fee t fa rther on

almost one hundred boys were grouped. Several,
in their shirt sleeves, we re running two stout ropes
around stakes that had been driven into the
ground. Da nny felt his hea rt flutter. vVhy, this
was going to be a real fi ght in a r eal ring l
Ralph kept him a bit outside the crowd. Danny
could see tha t most of the boys were watching
him, and he felt a bit uneasy. A little bunch of
fell('ws-fre shmen-started a cheer for Danny,
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but were quickly silenced . Two stools were put
in the ring. Ralph came over.
"All right," he whisper ed. " Broughton is
referee. Come on."
Ralph climbed through the ropes, but Danny •
vaulted them. He took one of the stools.
Brough ton came over, Ralph spoke a few words
of introduc tion, and Danny shook hands with the
referee. A moment later Brought on tossed
somethi ng to Ralph.
"Here,," said the second; " pl,lt these on."
He held out boxing gloves. Danny made a
wry face. He would have felt more at home
with the bare fists that nature had given him.
Howeve r, he held out his hands, and the gloves
were soon laced. Presentl y Brought on called:
" Ready?"
"Ready I" answered Ralph.
"Ready !" came from Don Baggs' corner .
"Shake hands," the r eferee ordered , ;J,nd the
two boys stepped out to the center of the ring.
Their gloves touched. Danny felt a lump of excitement rise in his throat. The gloves felt like
pillows. He tu rned away, and-
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"Time!" called Broughton.
/
And then Danny- the Danny Fists of Westbrook-forgo t the lump in his throat. He fell
into a crouch that came natural to him, and his
hands darted back and forth like tongues of flame
from a dying fire . Baggs, he thought, seemed all
hands, and arms, and eibows. There seemed to
be no place to hit with hope of success.
"Watch that left," called Dutton anxiously.
"Keep him away, Don; keep him away," came
from the other corner.
Danny saw a flash, and Baggs' left was in his
face. He swung, but Baggs was several feet
away. Somebody chuckled.
"That's it, Don; hit and get away," came from
the 'Varsity player's second.
"Watch that left," pleaded Ralph.
' "I will," Danny vowed; and then the left
popped him on the nose.
There was no sting to the blows. In fact,
they were merely slaps. But Danny found it exasperating to have a glove snapping in his face,
and the chap behind the glove always too far away
to hit. He jumped forward with wild lunges, but
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his antagonist seemed to glide away from danger.
Then came the chuckle again, and this time Danny
knew that it was Baggs who laughed.
That laugh, coupled with his own disgust at
being punched so freely without a return, made .
Danny forgetful of everything save the desire to
hit. Suddenly he rushed. Baggs, caught unawares, was driven up against the ropes. Twice
Danny's gloves found him before he glided away.
The blows had been fairly vigorous, and this time
Baggs did not chuckle.
"Watch the left," Dutton warned.
Now that he had found his man Danny felt
more at home. This was something like it I Three
times the left snapped over on his face . Then he
started another rush.
But this time Baggs was prepared. He moved
back a half-step, braced, and shot out the left
strong and straight. Danny, rushing wildly,
stopped with a jar. For an instant he wobbled
on his feet.
"Cover up I" yelled Dutton. "Cover up!"
"Get him," came from Baggs' corner. "Right
and left l Get him."
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Danny hugged his arms to his sides, crouched
over to protect his stomach, and guarded his face
with the palms of the open gloves. The blows
pounded against his arms.
"Time!" came a voice.
Danny went back to his corner. Dutton met
him anxiously.
"How do you feel?"
"All right now. He shook me up a little."
"Didn't I tell you to watch out for that left?"
"I forgot." Danny shook his head. "He
won't get me again."
"Don't let him." Ralph plied a towel vigorously. "That one was almost your finish."
"Time!" came a voice.
Baggs, by this time, had decided that he was
master of the situation. He waded in with more
freedom. Snap I Snap! Snap! Each time the
left glove found Danny's face. The 'Varsity
player, secure in his own cleverness, began to pay
less attention to Danny's actions, . and began to
wink at friends about the ringside.
"Pretty easy, eh?" he called.
'.And then Danny ducked, and slipped under that
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straight left. His right glove shot out to the pit
of the other boy's stomach.
"U-u-h !" Baggs, with the wind almost
, knocked out of him, backed away.
" After him, Danny," yelled Dutt.on.
Around the ringside there were cries of excitement. The freshmen, thoroughly in sympathy
with Danny, yelled wildly, and this time no senior
monitor thought to repress them. The monitors
had caught the battle fever, too.
Wise young D anny, veteran of many West'
brook fights,
needed no urging. He knew all the
signs of the opponent in distress. Right after
Don Baggs he went, and feinted him over toward
a corner. Don was ready for the rush. It came.
But suddenly Danny stopped, and the other boy's
straight left found only empty air. The force
of the blow carried Baggs in. Cheerfully Danny
put his right glove over for a hard cross-counter
to Baggs' jaw. Down went the bigger boy.
"Eat him up, Danny," shouted the freshmen.
The older students marveled excitedly at the
showing of the "little chap."
Broughton had pushed Danny back.

His arm
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rose and fell as he counted: "One-tw othree-"
"Time I" came the voice of the time-keeper.
''Great I" gulped Dutton as Danny came back
to the corner. "You caught him hard that time.
Now watch him curl up."
And, in that third round, Baggs surely did
"curl." He had learned to respect Danny's
gloves. He kept away-far away-and kept the
straight left working as he stepped in and then
out. It was skill against the boy who knew only
hammer and tongs. Once Danny reached his
opponent, but the blow found Baggs going away.
Danny had sense enough to know that if things
kept going at their present pace he would lose
the fight on points. The fellows outside the ring
knew it, too, and many of them yelled to Danny !
I
to bore in and take a chance. But the lad from
Westbrook knew a trick that was worth two of
that.
In the old give-and-take days at Westbrook the
stratagem had succeeded many times. But would
it 11ucceed against the scientific Baggs ? Danny
did not know, but he was at a place where he had
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to try something. A nd this particular something
was to lead the left, to permit it to fall short on
the opponent's arm, and then to snap it forward as
the opponent tried to counter.
The third round was two minutes old.

The

2 seconds were racing away. Outside the ring there
was a sputtering clamor.
his chance.

Suddenly Danny saw

Out went his left, apparently at Baggs' head,
but in reality only on to the 'Varsity boy's right
guard. Baggs saw the blow start. Realizing his
advantage in reach, he promptly sent out that
clever left for Danny's head.

But Danny's head

was ducked to the side, and the glove went past.
A t the same instant Danny's left snapped ahead,
with every ounce of Danny's weight behind it.
" Watch this," yelled a lad who had detected
" the stratagem.
,. Those outside the ring saw Baggs' chin meet
the glove. Apparently there did not seem to be
much force to the blow; but Danny, with wildly
beating pulse, felt the other boy's chin even
through the glove.

He knew the blow had told.
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Back staggered Baggs. From the ringside came
a yell.
"Now, Danny I" shouted Dutton.
And D anny's right and left, sweeping in wide
circles, found their mark. Baggs sank to the
ground.
This time Broughton did not have to push back
Danny, for Danny had walked to his· corner.
Broughton started to count, looked intently at
Baggs, and abruptly stopped counting and pointed
to where Ralph Dutton danced with crazy joy.
"The little chap wins," the referee called. "I
forget his name."
The freshmen, however, had not forgotten.
Their disorganized cnes became a scratchy,
ragged cheer :
" 'Rah, 'rah, 'rah,
'Rah, 'rah, 'rah,
'Rah, 'rah, 'rah,
Phipps! Phipps !

Phipps!"

Danny scrambled over the ropes. Dutton had
an arm across his shoulder. Big, broad-shouldered seniors called to him that he was a "game
little rooster." Danny did not hear them, nor
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did Ralph. In all that clamor one voice had
reached their ears.
"Good-night," it had said. "Baggs will carry
a grudge. against that red-haired chap as long as
they're both at Manor Hall."

/

CHAPT ER III
A LETTER F ROM HOME

A

LL the way back to the yard Ralph babbled about the victory. As soon as
No. 52 of the dormito ry building was·
r eached, he disappe ared. Presently he returned
with a covered platter and a glass of warm milk.
"Drink this," he ordered . He handed Danny
the glass. Danny drank. Then the platter was
uncovered. Danny saw cold meat in abundance,
and bread and butter.
/
"Hungr y?" Ralph asked.
"Starve d," answere d Danny; and proved his
claim by eating everything on the plate.
They went out later, and D anny had his first
night in the ya rd. A bright Septemb er moon
turned into silve r everything on which it shone,
and left all else in blackness. T he two boys kept
to the shadow. M urmuri ng voices, here and there
boyish laughter, off to the left a bit of song-t o
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Danny it was all quite wonderful. He and Ralph
stepped out into the moonlight.
"There he is," yelled a voice from the darkness.
" 'Rah, 'rah, 'rah, Phipps!"
Other voices took up the cheer. Danny drew
back into the shadow. Ralph followed him with
a laugh.
"Here less than a day," he said, "and the hero
of the yard already."
Danny was silent.
"Huh I" Ralph snorted. "You don't seem to
be stuck on being a hero."
"I'm not," snapped Danny. "I broke my promise not to fight. Now I must write home and tell
all about this scrap."
Ralph became tho.ughtful. "What will they
say?"
"Don't know," Danny answered, moodily.
"Guess I'll go in and write.;'
They returned to No. 52. Danny, at one of
the study tables, scratched his head for a while.
Finally, he wrote:
I am sorry, but I have
I couldn't help it. A big

DEAR MOTHER:

been in a fight.
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chap named Donald Baggs tried to boss me,
and, when I refused to ch ase his baseball,
he tried to pull me over and make me pick
it up. I couldn't let him pull me around,
could I ? So there was a fight, and a monitor from the senior class was the referee.
We used gloves, not our fists. I am sorry,
because I meant to keep my promise.
My room-mate is R alph Dutton. He's
a good fellow. He was my second in the
fight.
YouR LovING SoN.
P. S.-Please tell dad I won.

Danny mailed the letter at a post-box not far
fr om the yard. W hen he returned to the room
Ralph was preparing for bed.
"B etter turn in," he advised Danny. "Tomorrow's a busy day. You must see Dr. Wilmer,
and you must see Craig."
"Who's Craig?" Danny asked .
"He's the coach," was the answer. And Danny
went to bed with a fluttering heart. At last he
was to meet a man who directed the athletics of
a great school.
Next morning, at breakfast, there was a bit
more of hero-worship; but D anny made so little

.
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fu ss about the demonstration that it fina ly died
a natural death. After breakfast Ralph to ok him
to the office. There he took a seat in a long line
of freshmen. One by one they passed into the
inner office, and at last it was Danny's turn.
A card bearing his name had preceded him .
He found Dr. W ilmer a broad-shouldered, deepchested man, with a fussy range of gray hair, and
wide, friendly eyes.
" Phipps!" the Doctor repeated. "I am pleased
to meet you, Mr. Phipps. I understand that you
took advantage yesterday of one of Manor H all's
r egulations."
Danny's face reflected surprise.
"I mean fighting," said the Doctor.
This time the boy colored awkwardly. He
wanted to say something, but somehow his tongue
seemed glued.
" Frankly," said the Doctor, "I believe in letting boys figh t out their differences. One good
figh t, and everything is settled. Boys are like the
weather. Rumblings and mu tte rings bring protracted spells of darkened gloom. On the other
·hand, a good, stormy squall, with plenty of light-
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ning, means a clear sky on the morrow. I hope
you see my point, Mr. Phipps?"
"Yes, sir," answered Danny.
"Of course," the Doctor continued, thoughtfully, "too many storms are scarcely to be desired.
On the ocean ships try to escape the storm zones.
And if a boy should develop into a storm zone all
by himself, why, if it should happen that that boy
attended school, it would be either a case of removing the school or removing the boy." The
Doctor raised his eyes.
" Yes, sir," murmured Danny.
" You are sure you catch my meaning, Mr.
Phipps?"
Danny nodded. "Yes, sir. I do not think I'm
a storm zone."
"Let us hope not." The Doctor smiled a
, friendly smile. "You look to be a good, clearheaded chap. Manor ·Hall needs boys like you.
Have you had much chance to look around?"
"No, sir."
"Then spend the day getting acquainted. Run
over to the gymnasium. It is just as imp?rtant
that you should know Manor Hall as that Manor
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Hall should know you. We have a cheerful sort
of school. The rules are few and simple. We
insist, however, that they be obeyed."
"I'll obey them," said Danny.
"Then," said the Doctor with a smile, "you
and the faculty should be great friends. Butah-Mr. Phipps-not too much fighting."
Danny felt an urgent longing to explain the
cause of the battle at Hinks'. Telling tales, however, scarcely appealed to him.
"Yes, sir," he said.
A minute later he was out in front of the office.
There Ralph awaited him.
"Over to the gym," said his room-mate.
They crossed the yard, crossed the road, and
came to the athletic field on the other side. At
the end of the field was the gymnasium building.
They entered through a narrow doorway.
"First you see Dr. McDonald," said Ralph.
"He decides whether you're strong enough for
football. He's a town doctor, but he does the
school work, too. If he says you can play foot- .
ball, you see Craig."
"Why?"
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"Why?" Ralph stared. "Say, where ha v::
you come from? Everybo dy at Manor pl ys
football . T hat's our bi g game. Other schoo s
think we're cr azy to take sue an interest in the
ga me, but we're in for foo tb all eve ry minute.
You' re a chunky chap. You ought to make the
fr eshman team."
Danny hadn't had much experien ce with football. What he had seen of it at home had not
impressed hi m favorabl y. F or that matter D anny's
football experien ce had been confined to watchin g
a dozen or more boys pull and haul each oth r
arouno a field. Compar ed to the game as he knew
it tug-o'-wa r was exciting.
" Supp ose I don't want to play fo otball," h
demand ed.
"You won't amount to much, " Ralph answere d,
"if you flunk football . It's the big sport at thi ~
school. Why, last year some chap's mother wrote
and said she thought football a brutal sport. Dr.
Wilmer sent her a ripping letter. Some of the
fellows saw a copy. The letter said that the faculty thought football the fine st sport in the world
to teach a fellow manlines s, and that if any stu42
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dent though t otherwise, he had better leave the
chool. So the chap whose mother sent the letter
left school. Hello ! Here's D r. McDon ald."
At the end of a room li ned with what looked
to be a sheet of metal wire Danny saw a plain,
thi n ma n who wore enormo us spectacles . D anny,
prodde d by Ralph, walked down the r oom. He
saw as he went along th at the wire wall was
broke n at regula r interva ls, and ~is natural int elligence told him that the wire formed the outside of the lockers, and tha t he was in the locker
room. Over in one corner- a corner that was
partitio ned off by a wall of some stone materi al were five shower s. T here were no curtains to
confine the spray, but the concrete flooring sloped
so that the wate r fro m all five fl owed to a common drain in the center. There we re little nickel
knobs under each shower so that it was possible
to regula te the chill of the wa ter.
"Elere' s another freshm a n, doctor, " said Ralph.
" Strip," said the docto r, briefly.
So Danny, in a corner curtain ed off for that
purpose, took off his clothing. Then he went
forth to the little, thin man with the enormous
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glasses. The doctor prodded him, thumped him,
sounded him, and ran a tape around his chest and
told him to let out the air and then to take it in.
All the while the man of medicine made queer
marks on a printed chart. Finally he whipped

1

(

up the tape, grunted, and turned to his chart.
"Go see Craig," he ordered, gruffly.
"Hurrah !" yelled Dutton., "You're m good
shape."
So Danny went up a flight of stairs and came
to a floor that seemed to run riot with ropes, and
trapeze, and horizonta l bars and mats. An indoor rubber-covered shot lay on the floor. In a
distant corner were four or five vaulting poles,
and far down the room were uprights for the
high jumpers.
Craig, the coach, stood near the horizontal
bars. He was lean, and hard, and clear-skinned.
He gave Danny a cheery smile.
"Did the doctor send you here?"
"Yes, sir."
"Forget the 'sir' ." Now Craig's smile was
broad. "I think I'm a bit of a boy myself. That's
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why I get along so well with the fellows, I guess.
And call me Craig-just plain Craig."
"Very well, Craig," said Danny. He gave his
name. The coach ran him to a scale. The bar
jumped, fluttered, and finally settled.
"One hundred and twenty-five," said the coach.
He prodded Danny's arms, his thighs, his chest.
"You're pretty solid. Ever play football?"
"Well," said Danny, "we played with a football."
Craig stared. He met dozens of boys yearly
who said they knew the game, and then proved
that they knew it not. This was the first time
in his career that a freshman had given such an
answer.
"Why do you say you played with a football?"
he asked.
"Home," Danny answered, slowly, "we just
lined up sides in a vacant lot and pulled each
other all over the place. Now, here is a school
with all this stuff," and his arms waved out as
though to indicate the ropes, the mats, the uprights, the vaulting poles and the shot. "And here
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they have a paid coach. They must play different
footba ll here."
" Brains," Craig mutter ed under his breath . He
wrote someth ing on the pad under Danny 's name.
"Turn out at two-th irty o'clock to··mor row for
footba ll practic e," he ordered.
Danny nodde d.
" F ootbal l is the big game at Ma nor Hall,"
Craig continued. "It's this way : Dr. Wilme r,
who has studied boys fo r a long time, and studied
them successfully, has the theory that any boy who
is going to make much of a man has to have a
spirit of his own, and must then get that spirit
under contro l."
"That 's what my dad said," Danny broke in.
Craig glance d up sharpl y. "Wha t's that?"
"That 's what my dad said. He told me that
if Ma nor Hall taught me to contro l myself he'd
be satisfied."
The coach noticed the boy's red hair. His face
soften ed. " We'll try to teach you that, Danny , "
he said.
" Perhaps tha1t's why dad sent me here," Danny
sugges ted, shyly.
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"Perhaps," the coach agreed. "You see, Dr.
Wilmer believes that foo tball is the greatest t~ i ng
in the world to teach a fellow self-control.

He

started ten years ago with that footb all idea, and
since then every class has had its own team.

Of

course, some boys are not physically able to play
the game; but every fell ow who has the stock and
the heart is expected to get out. The doctor says
that what football teaches a man about his temper
can be learned in no other way. In football, the
big thing is to keep your eyes on the ball.

And

the chap who watches the ball hasn't any time to
lose his temper.

On the other hand, the fell ow

who loses his temper and then sees r ed, doesn't
see the ball."
" What happens to him ?" Danny asked.
"He doesn' t last," said the coach, sharply. The
next moment he smiled.

" But you look like a

chap who can hold himself in."
"I'll try," said D anny, "if-if-"

"If what?"
"If nobody calls me 'Red'."
The coach turned his head away. "Keep a grip
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on yourself, Danny," he advised, gently.
morrow at two-thirty.u

"To-

Danny left with Ralph. They crossed the road
to the yard.
"What do you think of Craig?" Dutton asked.
"He's great," said Danny. "Will there be
football practice this afternoon?"
Ralph nodded._ " Want to go over?"
Danny's r eply was emphatic. "You just bet
I do."
A t dinner the boy from Westbrook saw Donald
Baggs. The 'Varsity center nodded shortly, and
then stared as though he could not understand
how Danny had come to trounce him. Later
Danny and Ralph went across to the athletic field
in front of the gym, and there Danny had his
first glimpse of r eal athletics.
Off at one end of the field was a dummy on
a cable. At another end was t he baseball diamond. Then there was the running track, and
vaulting standards, too. There was the place
where the jumpers worked, and the place from
where other fellows fli rted with the hammer and
the shot. Everything seemed to be in its place;
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and fellows who trotted about the cinder track
rarely got in the way of the two groups of boys
who were working with footballs.
Ralph explained that one group was the senior
class team, and that the other group were the
Juniors. Substitutes of both teams trailed along
in the wake of the plays as each team ran through
its own signal drill. At first Danny, on the sideline, followed the juniors. Soon, however, he
dropped away and attached himself to tb.e senior
class outfit.
Craig hurried past him. "Thought you were
watching the juniors," said the co ach.
"These fellows seem to go smoother," Danny
answered.
The coach paused a moment. "You never
played football?"
" Not this way."
Craig went on. "Brains," he muttered again.
1
'That chap will stand watching."
Danny, unaware of the coach's thoughts,
tramped back and forth with the plays. Truly
this was vastly different from anything he had
ever seen. He was accustomed to a sport in
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which one man ran with the ball and almost
everybody else took a hand in the tackle. Here,
though, was something that looked like a military
drill. There was a general air of trained discipline. As the ball was snapped, every boy seemed
to go to his appointed place. There was no confusion. No player stumbled over anothe r player.
Speedily Danny's imagination was fi red. Before the afternoon was over he was eager to get
into the game.
"Think I can play to-morrow?" he asked
Ralph.
"Maybe." Ralph grinned. "Want to captain
the freshman team?"
Danny flushed. "Is-is there so much to
learn ?11
"Wait until you start," said Ralph, wisely. "It
took me two weeks to learn to tackle correctly
with my right shoulder, and then I had to learn
how to do it wi th my left."
Danny stared across the field at the dummy.
After a while he walked across and gave it a
closer inspection. It appeared to be an easy job
to lunge into the figure and yank it down.
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"Ralph's stringing me," he decided.
When the practice ended, he followed the
players back to the gym. T here, with strange
t hrills· running up and down his back, he wa tched
them strip, take their showe rs, and come forth to
a rubb er mat, on which they stood for a moment
while the water drained fr om their bodies. Scenes
\
such as this had been described in books he had
r ead; now he was living what before this had
been me rely fi ction.
The playe rs talke d as they dressed, and Danny
listened wi th eager ears. D uring the next thirty
minutes he came to know th at aside from the class
teams there was a 'Varsity organization, and that
Cr aig handled all these groups. E ach class team
had a captain, and each captai n received help
from assis tant coaches, t he assistant coaches in
the main being 'Varsity players. T wice a week
each captain reported to Craig. If a boy was
injured, Dr. M cDonald and Cr aig speedily looked
him over, and they decided when he could again
play.
Everything was system. T he hours were so
arranged that the c ass teams, in practice, did not
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interfere with each other or with the 'Varsity,
and no team's practice was allowed to confl ict
with its studi es. Thus there was no confli ct between the school authoriti es and the coach.
All these things led Danny to beli eve that Craig
was a wonderful person. Later, as D anny came
to know that Cra ig had an uncanny talent for
remembering names and faces and individual peculiariti es, he came to realize why diffe rent fellows, after a few minutes' talk with the coach,
were willing to wager that Craig had been watching their special form of play every day for weeks.
For Craig, in his own line, was a genius.
Danny and Ralph were the last boys to leave
the gym. Slowly they walked to the yard. D anny
strode along with his fists dug deep into his,
pockets.
"Worrying ?" asked Ralph.
D anny nodded. "About that fi ght. I'm just
getting to like Manor Hall, and I want to play
football here, and all that. And if my mothe r
thinks I've made a bad start here getting into
that scrap- "

A LETTER FROM HOME
"Afraid you'd have to quit here?" Dutton
asked, breathlessly.
"Y-yes."
''Phew!" Ralph whistled incredulously. "That
would be tough, wouldn't it?"
"It would. ' Danny stretched out his arms an
drew them rn. "Wonder how it fee
o ta - e
a fell ow a
~op him like a log.
Supper, :?t "gh wasn t any too cheerful a
meal for the · reshm:m.
a ·"' would not start
for two days more an there was nothing to confine him to his room. Yet he went there after
leaving the dining hall and tried to find interest
in a tale that reeked of pirate gold. But pirate
gold was tame compared to football, and Danny
finally tossed the book aside. Ten o'clock came
at last, and he went to bed. Ralph slipped into
the room a moment later.
"In bed?" he gasped. "I was away down the
road when I heard the bell. I had to run like
sixty."
Danny tossed restlessly. "Wish I could get
out for a run. I'd feel like sleeping."
However, slumber came speedily, and it was
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daylight when he awoke. Ralph was not in the
room. Danny's watch told him that it was halfpast seven. He was almost dressed when Dutton
hurri ed in.
" H ere's a letter," he cried. "Maybe it's about
the fight."
D anny r ecognized his father' s handwriting.
With trembling fi nge rs he broke the seal. He
read the lette r aloud:
SoN: Y our mother h as
turned your letter over to me. To pick a
fight is one thing ; to st and up for your ow n
self-respect is another thing. The Revolut ion was a fight, but it w as the r igh t kind
of fight. A ny t ime I hear of you picking a
quarrel there's goi ng to be fif ty-seven kinds
of trouble, and I'll be the trouble make r.
That doesn't mean, though, th at you must
let any fellow walk up and down your
back. Be cleJ!!!J yourself, but, if the other
fellow t ries to rub mud under your nose,
pile into him.
You R L ovING F ATHER.
P. S.-I'm glad you won.
M Y

D EAR

" Say," said R alph, "that's some lette r, isn't it?"
D anny nodded. "I bet," he said, softly, "I bet
when my dad was a boy he was a r egular fellow. ' ~

CHAPTER IV:
I

HOT BLOOD

T

HAT night Danny sat long with Ralph
and discussed the things he would need
to play the ga.me. Ralph told him
that he had petter buy pants, a jacket, a belt,
shoes and a nose-guard. Danny found a sporting
goods catalog in the drawer of his study table,
left there, probably, by the boys who had the
room the year before. He figured over this a
long while.
"Here's the list," he called to Ralph. "Pants,
$2.00; canvas jacket, $ r.oo; elastic belt, $ r.oo;
shoes, $2. 50, and nose-guard, half-a-dollar."
"Rats!" scoffed Dutton. "Three dollars for
the shoes and the nose-guard is all right, but buy
the other things from some of the fellows who
have them to spare. You ought to get the pants,
and the jacket, and the belt for $ r .oo."
"That's $4.00 all told," Danny announced.
"Unless you need a jersey." ·
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But Danny had two jerseys. Next morning he
went forth in search of football bargains, and
before ten o'clock he had landed a pair of pants
in good condition, a canvas jacket that could have
been worse, and a belt that still was able to snuggle close to the body and to stay there. The entire outfit had cost him $1.25 .
Long before it was time for him to go to the
field Danny was out in uniform. He thought he
looked quite sturdy and important in his togs, but
to-day the 'Varsity was out for preliminary ·practice, and nobody paid any attention to him. He
1rnw Baggs, but Baggs pretended not to see him.
Craig was ·there, too, and after a while a 'Varsity make-shif.t eleven and a team formed of com- .
bined seniors and juniors was given the field.
Danny watched every play with deep interest.
Presently Craig came down and stood beside this
strange boy who seemed able to smell out the big
things of football.
"Well," the coach asked with a smile, "what
do you think of it?"
"It doesn't seem right," said Danny.
Even though Craig knew of Danny's inexperi-
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ence in the game, he knew, too, that here was a
fresh pair of eyes. And wily Craig was willing
to look at things through any eyes that offered
in the hopes of bettering his teams.
"What do esn't seem right?" he asked.
The play was over near their side of the field.
A 'Varsity tackle broke through, found that the
play was switching across to the other side of the
~

center, and promptly lost interest and slowed up.
"That," said Danny. "If that man on the right
had chased that other chap all the way around,
he wouldn't have had any time to dodge when he
got to the other side."
It was poorly expressed, but Craig understood.
"C orrect,'' said the coach. "That's something
I've never been able to teach some players. If a
tackle, when he goes through, finds that the play
is going around the other side, and if he gets after
the m an with the ball hot, that man has no time
to do dge anybody. The minute he slows up the
pursui ng tackle catches him from behind."
Danny nodded.
"That's the idea of team play,'' continued
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Craig, gravely. "As soon as a man gets the idea
of team play he begins to learn football."
Unconsciously, Danny took a deeper breath.
He had an idea of team play. Then he must have
already learned much about the game.
Boys that Danny recognized as freshmen began to come out to the field. The boy from
Westbrook had an idea that Craig would explain
things to them for a few minutes, and that they
would then be lined up somehow and sent at some
other team- the sophomores, perhaps.
The
thought made Danny hot with determination and
confidence. He would run yards and yards
through the oppo~ing team, and no boy with the
ball would get past him.
Two o'clock came. Later the school clock
chimed the half-hour. Craig and a boy talked at
length, and presently .separated. The boy made
a megaphone of his hands:
"Freshmen down to the end of the field!"
Danny went along with the others. H e learned
that the chap who had called was Talmage, captain of the 'Varsity. At the fi eld end was the
dummy figure of a man running on a cable before
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two uprights . Under the figure was plenty of
loose sand.
Talmag e explained briefly the principles of
tackling. Then the freshme n went at the figure.
At last Danny's turn came. He dove in with
plenty of confidence, but instead of bringing the
figure down, he pushed it along in front of him,
and came to his feet feeling that half the sand
in the place was up his sleeves, and down his
throat, and under his jacket.
" Harder ," said Talmage . "Harde r and lower."
The next time Danny and the figure had the
time of the'ir lives-but the figure came down.
A dozen times each boy took a crack at the
dummy. Then the squad were spread out in a
half-circle. Talmag e rolled and bounded a football toward them and away from them, and boy I
after boy fell on it with grunts, and gasps, and ·
sighs. Danny seemed to take a bit naturall y to
t his ; and though he did not snare the ball th~
'fi rst few times, neither did he rasp and jar his
body as so many of the others did. He had the
.right idea , anyway. T ime after time Talmag e
explained wearily how they should pocket the ball
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so that it could not get away from them. The
'Varsity captain ended the afternoon with a demonstration on the dummy, shooting in low, and
hard, and bringing the image down with a snap.
Danny-the sanie Danny who had expected to
run yards and yards through the opposing teamwent back to the gym with his class-mates. He
began to see faintly what discipline and hard
work meant. Long before he finished dressing
he came to reali ze that it was this very thoroughness in beginning at the bottom that made Craig
such a good coach.
That night he bought the books he would need

in his first school year. In the village book-shop
his eyes chanced on a little volume ori the subject
of footb all. Eagerly t he boy bought the copy.
Back in his room he read it with deep attention.
Better still, he remembered what he had re ad.
He went to bed that night with a vast amount of
r espect for a game that had once looked to him
to be merely a wr estle on a large scale.
Next day class-room work started. Danny
found the instructors to be cheery, hearty men,
all cut somewhat on the pattern of Dr. Wilmer
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himself. He was sure that he would get along
famously at Manor Hall-prov ided he met few
f ellows like Donald Baggs. He was sure that
Baggs disliked him.
That afternoon he went back to the field. Once
more the freshmen assaulted the dummy, and
scrambled, and rolled, and twisted after the ball.
Danny saw, after this second day, that he and
the others might be kept at this form of work fo r
a long time. That night, after his studies were
finish ed, he questioned Ralph.
" How long will they keep us down there at
the end of the field?" he asked.
"Until you learn how to tackle and to fall on
the ball," was the answer.
"How long will 'that be?" Danny persisted.
" Three' or four days for some fellows," D utton grinned. " All season for the others."
Three or four days! That meant that to-morrow, maybe, some of the freshmen would graduate to higher football .
Next day one boy left the realm of the beginne rs. His name was Cross, and he had come
to Manor Hall from a ci ty where he had played
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in a public school league. The follo wing day five
fellows advanced, and Danny was one of the five.
Twenty -four hours later seven more freshm en
left the ranks of the rookies. Craig and a group
of 'Varsit y fellows surveye d the group. Later
Craig came over and told each boy where he would
play- among the forwar ds or among the backs.
Danny found himself ca st for end. He had read
somew here in the footbal l book that the ends
were pretty import ant gentlem en, so his fighting
soul was satisfied. He would be in the thick of
things, anyway.
He thoroug hly expected that there would be a
game next day ; but when he and the others came
out, a group of 'Varsit y fellows fell upon them
and hustled them off for practice such as Danny
had neve r before seen. He and anothe r end were
chased down the fiel d after kicks- again, again,
again. Once Danny looked around and saw a
center, a qu arterba ck and three back-field fellows
getting their share of practice passing the ball.
Along toward the close of the afterno on thr ee
more fr eshmen gradua ted from the dummy and
the sand.
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"You fellows," Craig advised, "had better get
together and elect a team captain."
Half an hour later the freshmen crowded together in a corner of the locker room. A voice
nominated Cross. Another voice named Phipps.
But Danny had sense enough to kn ow that it was
his fight with Baggs that had brought about his
nomination, not his football showing. He declined the honor, and Cross was then elected without opposition.
"Now, fellows, " said Cross, "I'm going to get
together some signals. I'll write them out, and
I'll give out copies to-morrow. We ought to begin to get together as an eleven in a couple of
days."
But it was the following week before the freshmen presented a solid front. Even then the work
was raw and uncertain. And then came the day
when the bulletin board in the gym carried this
announcement in scrawly chalk :
TO-MORROW

JUNIORS VS. FRESHMEN
GAME CALLED 3 :30
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Danny, leaving his last class next afternoon,
raced breathlessly for the gym. The competitive
soul in his sturdy body longed for the fray.
Tackling the dummy and falling on the ball had
been all right at fir st, and signals drills had been
all right later. But this- W ell, this was different. This was football .
Every nerve in D anny's body jumped as he
took his place at end. It is impossible to imagine
any-position on the football field wher e experience
and knowledge of the game is more vi tal than out
at the wings where the ends stand as the last r eso.rt. If an opposing runne r succeeds in circling
them, there is always the chance for a lo ng run.
Other positions in the line are backed by rese rve
players ; but the end is out there by himself. He
must keep his head, his wits, and his feet, and his '
tackles must be actions of deadly certainty.
Y et Danny felt no qualms as he went to his
place. · His fingers itched to get hold of an opposing runn er ; excitement tingled all hi s ne rves. His
time had come! H is side kic ed. T he other end
got the man who caught the ball. T hen came
Danny's first scrimmage.
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The ball was snapped back. A back, guarded
by one interferer, came ci rcling out toward D~nny.
D anny went in quickly to meet the invader. The
interferer shot his bolt too soon and missed.
Danny brought the runner down with a hard,
clean tackle.
He was up in a second. A feeling of t riumph.
came over him. W hy, this was easy I He would
show them that nobody could get around his end.
He didn't see why anybody should ever miss a
tackle. He was willing to bet right then and
there that the juniors wouldn' t try his end again
for a long time.
His logic seemed to be right, for the next few
plays went at the center or at the other side of
the line. The freshmen held stoutly after the
first few minutes. The junior full dropped back
as though to punt.
" Here," muttered D anny, joyfully, "is where
I block that kick. "
He measured the distance. carefully. The mom ~nt the ball was snapped he charged at the fullback. Suddenly he saw that this wasn't to be a
kick after all. W ith his heart in his throat he
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t ried to check his speed ; but the fullback sidestepped him. A moment later the man with the
ball had circled the unguarded end. Twenty-fi ve
ya rds he went. Then an opposing back got ove r
to the side and brought him down.
D anny, choking over someth ing that seemed to
block his throa t, r an back after the ball. H e took
his place in the line again.
"Don't get pulled in like t hat," Cross warned,
sharply. "Take care of that end and don't let
him get around you."
Danny flushed hotly. D own in his heart he
decide d that he would not allow ' himself to be
caught that way again. Presently his side got the
ball. Not long afterwards Cross kicked. D anny
r aced away.
The kick was on his side of the fiel d. He made
straight for the boy who waited for the leather
with eager arms. Danny was six yards from the
back when the latter caught the oval.
Now, an experienced end would have slowed up
and have made sure of his man. Danny, alas,
was not an experienced end. Forward he raced,
his one thought t hat the runn er must not make
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a yard. The back gave just the slightest twist,
and Danny shot past1him on his flying tackle and
buried his face in the ground. The runner started
up the field. Ten yards he went. Then the tackle
who had followed Danny down dropped him
hard.
"Don't over-run your man," ordered the freshman captain.
Danny, shamefaced, went back to his position.
Now his thought was he must do something to
redeem himself. It was an unfortunate frame of
mind for the boy, for his very eagerness caused
his next blunder.
The ball went to the junior halfback on Danny's side, who started for the other end. He
made slow work of it. Feeling that he could
overtake this clumsy fell ow, Danny went sailing
after him . H e was almost on him when the run~
ner tossed the ball to the other half, who had
circled the other way. Danny tried in vain to
stop himself; and for the second time that afternoon a back r aced around his unguarded wing.
He had fall en fo r a cleverly executed criss-cross.
That was the end of Danny. Craig ordered
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him to the side lines without cer emony, and there
he remained the rest of the afternoon. Baggs
was among the spectators, and Danny thought
that Baggs grinned.
But the side line pr-0ved a good place for the
boy, for though his thoughts turned bitter, never~
theless, he thought. He r emembered how, t en
minutes before, with his first tackle, he considered
himself about ripe for the 'Varsity. Now he
realized that it would be some time before he
could hope for a permanent place on even the
freshman team. The game had suddenly become
a mysterious problem. Yet he formed a firm r esolve that he would learn , . and with his fists
clutched, he concentrated every bit of his attention on the plays.
The next day e again chummed with the side
line. The fre shmen had only a signal drill that
afternoon, and the fellow who held Danny's place
seemed to be hopeless. Danny felt humiliated.
To\ •a rd the close of the day he got five minutes
in t. ~ line-up. Craig and Talm age, the 'Varsity
captain, had watched part of the work. Danny
set out to show them that he was the only chap
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among the freshmen who had any license to be
at right end.
"Not. so fast," called Craig, dryly. "Speed
tripped you yesterday."
Danny came back to earth.

Next afternoon

he was back at his place.
A week later the freshmen went out against the
sophomores. By this time Danny had learned a
great deal, for there is nothing like the side line

to quicken a player's observation and to make him
feel that he doesn't know it all. The game ended
as a 6 to 6 tie, and Danny's performance was
creditable. He was too · wise, this time, to be
drawn in on fake kicks, and he had come to know
that, in running down a punt, he could not go into
his man full tilt.
Three days later his team played the seniors.
Once more Danny started the game. But, now,
unfortunately, his t_;ver-bubbling spirits splashed
over, and his temporary success went to his head.
'ifhe seniors, apparently, had selected him as
the weak spot. Play after play came his way.
He was lightning fast on his feet, and 'several
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times only his agility saved him. Then, suddenly,
the seniors started a shift play.
Now, the higher forms of football were as
Greek to Danny. The shift play was new to him,
for up to that time all the teams had been playing an evenly balanced line. On a signal the
tackle shifted over. The back-field man came up
almost behind the end. Danny began to have
an uncomfortable feeling that was more from intuition than from anything else, for he had not
yet come to the point where experience taught him
that it was a mighty disagreeable thing for an end
on defense to have a man outside him.
"All these chaps against me," he muttered. He
wondered if any fellows on his side were prepared
to dash over and support him.
He fidgeted around somewhat, but he didn't
dare go out very far, for he saw that he would
have to get past the back-field man in order to
r each the runner. The play started. It swung
out toward his end.
~he senior end sneaked in and bumped Danny.
The back cut him across the legs with his shoulder. The runner got by.
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Danny's temper- that treacherous temper that
had brought his father's warning- wa rmed up~
"vVhy don't the whole eleven come at me?" he
growled.
He went to his place. The seniors, on signal,
lined up the same way. When the play started,
Danny succeeded in keeping off the end with his.
hand. The halfback, however, shouldered him,
and Danny had to lean far over that boy to reach
the runner. By great good luck his fingers caught
and held desperately.
"That's the boy," called Cross, his captain ..
"Break it up."
Danny, however, realized that it was only luck
that had saved him. He was at a loss how to.
meet the play, but · he was not one of the kind
to stand still and bite his fingers. He thought he
saw a way to check the drive. And all the while
the temper that was his flared more and more.
Once mo re came that shift. Then, as the play
D anny dodged, and avoided the end.
started,
I
"Box me, will you?" he grunted.
He leaped by the back-field man.
"Go it, D anny," yelled a voice from the lines.
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That was just what Danny meant to do. He'd
show them whether they'd pick him for the goat
and chase a whole eleven at him. He made for
the runner. A nd then the interferer crossed, and
he felt himself being borne out.
Danny did not mean to foul. But the temper
that his father understood had not yet lea rned
discipline. Before he thought he had st ruck the
interferer in the face .
A whistle sounded. The play died away in a
confused scatterin_g. On the side lines there was
silence among the spectators.
"Out !" came Craig's voice, sharply.
Danny glanced toward the line. He saw the
coach's arm jerk.
"Out! You, Phipps ! Out!"
The re was a strange silence on the field, too .
. Danny, almost ready to cry, walked toward the
line.
" I- I fo rgot," he faltered.
Craig turned away without a word. The coach
called to the substitute freshm en, and a boy raced
out to Danny's place. The elevens began to form
scrimmage lines again- listlessly, without hea rt,
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as thoug h the snap and the tang was gone from
the 1day.
Suddenly Dann y walke d out on the field from
which he had just been exiled. Did he mean
figh t?
"Her e, Phipp s," Craig yelled, "come out of
that."
But Dann y walked straig ht to the boy he had
struck. He held out his hand.
"I'm sorry ," he said, steadily. "I didn' t mean
to do that. I lost my head. "
The interf erer grinn ed and gripp ed his hand.
"Forg et it, old man. It was pretty shabby keeping a shift work ing on a green man, anyway."
Dann y came back to the line. His action
seemed to have put spice back into things. Chatter and laugh ter broke out again. The boy looke d
at Craig . The coach 's face seemed less stern.
"Goo d boy, Dann y," whisp ered a soft voice.
Dann y knew that from some place behind him
Dutto n had called .
But word s couldn't che :r him now. He had
disgr aced himself. He had playe d foul ball. Hi
temp er had ruled him. He seem ed to hear his
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fathe r saymg, "If Man or H all teach es you to
keep a grip on your self I won' t wo rry much abou
t
anything else."
"I will get a grip on myse lf," Dann y vowed,
miserably. "I will. I will."

CHA PTER V ,
TO THE

'v.ARSITY

ANN Y longe d for the seclusion of the
locker room, but somet hing told him
that to go there now would be like
runnin g away. So, thoug h it was agony for him
to stay, he kept his place on the side line. When
the game ended in a sopho more victory, the players scamp ered for the gym. Danny follow ed
after them.
"Phip ps!" C_raig called. "Wai t a minut e."
"Here 's where Dann y catches it," ran a whis-per throug h the students.
Danny , too, thoug ht that he was in for a bad
half-h our with the coach. But Craig , when they
were alone, spoke to him in a voice that was
strangely gentle . How was Dann y to know that
the man's heart had gone out to him when he had
stalke d forth with an apolo gy to the boy he had
bit?
75
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"I don't blame you so very much, " Craig began; "but you mustn 't let a thing like that happe n
again. I saw you were gettin g pretty hot, and I
h ad an idea you would lose your head. That' s
your speci alty, isn't it?"
"Losing
, my head? " Dann y asked .
Craig nodde d.
Dann y colore d. "I-I guess it is."
"That 's bad," the coach explai ned. "Rem ember this : In footba ll the man who loses his head
is done. If he can't keep his tempe r he is better
off on the side lines th an on the field. In the first
place, for what you did this aftern oon you would
be disqualified, and your team would lose half the
distance to the goal li ne ."
"I-I didn't thi nk of that, " Dann y stamm ered.
Craig glance d at him sharpl y. "Oh, I've been
readin g the rules, " Dann y explai ned hastil y. "I
know the penalt ies."
"But the loss of half the distan ce isn't the worst
of it," sai d Craig .
Danny'.s eyes flashed a question. "Som e-som e
new rule?" he asked with stamm ering hesita ti on.
"No," the coach answe red ; "a very ld rule 76
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the rule of fair play. When you go into a game,
play as hard as you like, but play fair and square
under the rules. That's your understan ding with
the man you're playing against. You look at him
and he looks at you, and your eyes say to each
other : 'We are each ready to take what is coming
to us ·; but if you are a white man and if I am a
white man we are going to play according to our
understan ding of what is straight.' Now, do you
get me on that?"
"Yes," answered Danny in a low voice. The
coach's words had sent a hot thrill through his
young body.
" Good !" Craig's voice expressed satisfactio n.
"I guess we're coming on. The next thing is this:
If you allow yourself to get mad enough to forget
t.e rules, yo u ar e at the same time going to fo rget
a lot of other things we want you to remembe r.
No amount of practice, of study, of experience
will make up for that. Can you see that?"
Danny nodded. Craig was showing him football as he had never before seen it.
"What happened to you this afternoon ," the
coach went on, "happens to lots of ends when their
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t ackles don't help them out as they should. You
were doing about all you could do to that play."
D anny gasped. "I though t they were maki ng
a monkey of me."
"They weren 't," said Cra ig, sharpl y. "There
-are a few things I could tell you that would help,
but the main thing is that your tackle should have
m ade it li veli er for them whe n he broke throug h.
That would have gi ven you more of a chance ."
D anny began to feel a bit more satisfie d with
himsel f. Then Craig droppe d him off his perch
of self-satisfaction.
"This is not excusing you," the coach said,
grimly . " Temp er is tempe r eve ry minute of the
game. Wheth er the tackle helps you or not it
is your job to r ememb er that you must get that
runner and not get boxed. I'll tell you how to
h andle a play like that. When you see it fo rming, don't take position on the line and just stand
there like a post. Don't let them locate you.
W hen you find the extra man out there, keep
mo ving every minute. Shift a step or two her e ;
"then a step or two there.
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rea dy. When you move, the men who are going
to take care of you have to move, too."
The directions were so amazingly simple that
D anny wondered why he hadn't thought to do
, just that.

" If you can," Craig added, " get them to betray their direction. Meantime, always remember
first and last that on defense you can use your
hands and arms, and that the men who are interfering with you cannot. You ought to be able
to push a man out of the way so that you can get
by him; and if you have two men to deal with
there is all the more reason why you should use
your hands. Think th at over. But r emembe r,
·using your hands doesn't mean temper, and it
doesn't mean striking. ')Vhen you foul, the whole
Jteam suffers."
They had reached the gym. From within came
the crash and rattle of r ough horse-play.
"I'll remembe r th at,'' Danny promised.
"Good!" said Craig, and passed into the building. And in that instant it suddenly dawned on
Danny that though Craig had been kind to him,
the coach had not told him that his place at end
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would be waiting for him when he came out on the
morrow.
The locker room treated Danny as though
nothing had happened. His manliness, as Craig
could have told him, had "squared things." The
boy from Westbrook, howeve r, found little pleasure in the atmosphere of good will. He walked
back to the dormitory building with Dutton.
Ralph tried to sympathize, but he found Danny
strangely silent.
"Worried?" Ralph asked.
D anny nodded.
Dutton pressed his arm. "Everything'll come
out all right. Put a good supper under your belt,
and you'll feel better."
The meal, however, did not lighten Danny's
mind. When he tramped up to his room that
night he was more serious than he had ever been
before. As a rule, his feelings were clean-cutei ther perfect content and satisfaction with himself, or else blind r age with somebody else.
Danny, of a certainty, "saw red" every time his
temper flared.

He was usually
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earnest that he could see but one side of a question, and that was his own side.
,But, though quick of temper, Danny was also
quick to have anything that troubled him out and
over with. That was one of the traits that had
always pleased his father. Whenever Danny got
into a scrape that meant punishment, he was always ready, as Mr. Phipps said, to "step up to
t he captain's office and settle." As soon as the
punishment was inHicted and over with, Danny
considered the incident closed.
To-night, though, presented an incident that
would not close. He had broken a couple of ribs
of the football law. He could not take the punishment to himself and have done with it. The
other ten boys of his team ~ad to suffer. His
spirit rebelled at the thought of rules that made
ten others suffer for his act. Yet the rules were
there, and were not likely to be changed. He
alone had hit the interferer. He alone wanted
to take the punishment. Yet the rules said half
the distance to the goal ·line. Danny sighed miserably.
The fact tha t he could not take all the punish81
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ment to himself fi lled him with acute r emorse.
He fi dgeted around the room. L ater he went to
bed, and tossed and turned, un able to sleep. All
this was entirely new to the boy. He retofo r e
the punishment had been brisk and summary, and
a fter that his mi nd and hi s consci ence had known
peace. And, lying there on a sleepless pillow,
Danny's thoughts went back to what Craig had
told him.
The boy was quick to see a point, and he admitted to himself th at Craig was right. Still
thinking, he d ropped into uneasy sleep, and
awoke some time later with his problem still before him. Once more he dozed. D aybreak
found him out of bed. Sever al hours later he
sat down to a dejected breakfast.
On his way out of the dining h all the solution
of the problem came to him. If playing of yesterday's typ e was bad, the only thing to do wa s
to stop it. F irst he would promise himself to
play clean; then he would promise Cr aig ; then
he would keep both promises.
T his decision lifted a load from his mind. A
little later in the mo rning he met the coach.
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"I've been thinking ove r what you said yesterday," he began.
Craig's sharp glance took in the shadows under the boy's eyes. "Didn't sleep much last
night, did you?"
"No. I was thinking. I was dead wrong, and
I'm going to cut that sort of thing out. You can
bank on it."
Craig knew sincerity when he met it. "I'm
glad, Danny," he said. "I think you have the
makings of a good football player. But you
must learn self-control."
The school bell rang. Danny moved off to
classes. And still no word from Craig as to
Danny's fate with the freshman team. Yet
Danny whistled a bit of song as he trotted across
the yard. H is mind was at ease, anyway, and
that counted for ml,lch.
T ha t afte rnoon, though, Danny got a slice of
the fr eshman team's signal practice. A fter that,
each day saw him in for a bit more of the practice. He played through two quarters of a game
between the fre shmen and the seniors, and during that struggle it dawned on him that Craig
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had been watching him intently. Likewise, it occurred to him that he had made a mess of two
or three plays. After the game, when he saw
Craig coming towa rd him, he tried to lose himself in the crowd. But the coach's hand tapped
his shoulder and drew him aside.
"I've been studying over your case," t he man
said abruptly. "They jockeyed you once or
twice to-day, but you were trying all the time.
You have a head. I'm going to ha ve Cross give
you a try at quarter."
" Quarter ?" Danny questioned, as though he
had not heard aright.
"Quarter," Craig r epeated. To-day the coach
seemed to have a trouble or two on his mind that
made his speech abrupt. "If you can hold your
temper, it's only a question of learning to handle the ball. "
"I've been pretty rotten at end," Danny
sighed.
"I've seen worse," Crai g said indifferently.
" How about that temper? Can you hold it?"
D anny's fighting jaw squared. "I'll hold it or
break it," he answered doggedly.
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Craig forgot his coaching troubles long enough
to smile. "That's the spirit," he encouraged;
"go to it."

A moment later he was off to the

other end of the field to diagnose another football disease.
Quarter!
true.

It seemed to Danny too good to be

Was it possible that he, after his several

failures, was to go out as field general of the
freshmen?
He raced back to No. 52 after the practice,
and breathlessly told Dutton the good news.
Ralph kicked up his heels with delight.
"Craig isn't interested much in you this year,"
he explained; "he's trying to develop you for
next year and the two years after that.

You see,

this is your first trial at football. · I bet he gets
you out for spring practice, and next fall you'll
make the 'Varsity sure."
Danny grinned.

"Wouldn't that be fine?"

Then his tace sobered.

"How are you coming

with the sophomore team?"
"Punk!" said Dutton cheerfully.
isn't my game.

I'm not worrying.
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baseball starts. Then I'll show you how to play
behind the bat."
"Are you the 'Varsity catcher?" Danny
gasped.
"Made the team my freshman year," Ralph
boasted with honest pride. "It's the only game
I can play. I'm a slouch at everythin g else."
Danny, though, thought that being the 'Varsity catcher was plenty honor enough for one
boy. Yet .deep down in his heart he was glad
that if he won his letter at all it would be in football. For Danny and football were becoming
greater friends each day.
Next afternon he got his first try at quarter
on his class team. Cross coached him for a
while, and later Chapman , the 'Varsity quarter,
came over and gave patient instructio n. Danny,
every sense alert and boyishly alive, dr ank in
every word of the advice. His active little brain
settled down with its usual concentra tion on the
thing in hand. The result was that he learned
quickly, and also managed to hold what he had
learned. He had a knack with his hands that
enabled him to get the ball cleverly from the cen86
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ter. Aside from that, he was quick in his motions, and soon he learned hew to pass so that
the backs took the ball with comparative ease.
Craig came over one day, stood watching for a
while, and quietly withdrew. But Craig, though
he said nothing, was satisfied. Danny showed
promise-g reat promise.
Then, too, as quarter, Danny began to get
closer and closer to Cross, the team captain.
Cross had football ability and fo~tball brains,
and an abundance of fast, seasoned back-field material was all that kept him from the 'Varsity.
To Cross Danny went ' when his first football
problem arose.
The team had a set of signals that the quarter
realized bothered some of the players. As far as
he was concerned, he had mastered them without
much difficulty because of his intense power of
concentration. Always in practice, though, there
were times when the signal was missed.
For this reason Danny set to work devising
some system that, even though it might run the
risk of being r ecognized by an opponent, would
not mystify the men who were supposed to under-

•
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stand it. He started to remod el the signals along
the simplest lines . Each play was given a single
number, such as 1, 2, 3, 4 and so fo rth.
At this point Danny went to Cross. The captain listened intently. After a moment he stole
a glance at D anny.
"Have you paid any attention to Chapman's
work with the 'Varsity?" he asked.
Danny shook his head. "No."
Cross whistled thoughtfully. "The thing I
like about you," he said presentl y, "is the fact
that your head isn't swelled. Go ahead with
those signals. The plan is good."
So Danny, next afternon, to ok the team aside
for a secret practice. The new signals were given
out.
Soon the players were working them
smoothly and well. . Then D anny started work
to devise a method that would disguise the simplicity of the signals.
Key numbers came to the qu arter's aid. The
key number always ended with a 3, as 23 , 43,
53, etc. The number th at followed the key number was the signal for the play. In practice the
idea worked well.
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" Ke ep going, " said Cross. "You'll have this
team giving them all a fight."
Danny flu shed with . pleasure and tramped off
to the gym. That night he came to the captain's
ro om.
" A nothe r signal shift," he said. " It' s going
to be too open using numbe rs like 1, 2 1 3 and .f.
Let' s double them. After the key number comes,
let us use double numbers. T his way : Play I
is an end run by right half. We could have 12 1
18 1 19 or 13 mean the same play. "
"Let's see," said Cross th oughtfully. " You
mean that the first figure after a key number,
the 1 r say, would be the r eal signal, and that the
8 or the 9 would be a blind. In other words,
where you now call 2 for a left-h alf drive between gua rd and tackle, you would call 2 1 , or
23 1 or 29 ?"
" That's it," said Danny.
" Now
" F ine !" cried Cross emphatica lly.
we're ready fo r the best of them."
D anny, though, thought that the captain overrated the team's chances. T wo ,days later, when

the juniors defeated the fr eshmen in a close, hard
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game, Cross was bitterly disappointed. Danny,
though, was well satisfied. His team, younger
and lighter, had held the bigger boys scoreless
through three quarters. Danny gave the credit
to the team as a whole. Craig secretly gave the
credit to the team plus its fiery, battling quarter.
Nor had the coach failed to observe those new
signals.
However, even though Danny .was satisfied, he
was also observant. If the freshmen had had one
play out of the ordinary-jus t one-that could
have been relied on in a pinch for a good substantial gain, the team might have tied. He
turned this over in his mind a long time. Finally
his steps led him to Cross' room once more.
"Well," asked the captain with a grin, "what
is it this time?"
"Suppose," said Danny, "suppose we h ad a
play out of the ordinary; something that would
gain for us whenever we needed distance."
Cross pursed his lips. "I've thought of that.
I've tried to dope it out, but it's no go. You' re the
head on this team. See what you can do."
"I'll give it a try," Danny promised.
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too
For two or thre e days the prob lem prov ed
prac tice
much for his eage r mind. The n, as the
a freshslow ed dow n one afterno~, he saw Lee, ,
was
man substitute, race down the field. Lee
plun ging
ligh t-to o ligh t to do any effective line
y useful
and not heavy enough to do any reall
ny ran
inter ferin g. But L ee had speed. Dan
hair .
trou bled fingers thro ugh his red, brist ling
d?
How could he take adva ntag e of that spee
ted
Nex t mor ning he saw the way. He wan
Lee' s
som ethin g that wou ld conceal the effect of
and Lee
spee d until the ball was actually passed,
of two
was actually on his way. A sequence
out sigplays, the second to follow the first with
nal, solved the difficulty.
erre d
Nex t afte rnoo n Dan ny and Cros s conf
on the
in the gym. Whe n the t eam came out
re, this
field Lee, who had been tried at end befo
t half .
because of his speed, was put in as righ
team.
Lee seemed surp rised . So did some of the
far end
Dan ny ran the signal drill down to a

of the field. The n he called a halt.
up.
"He re, fellows,'" he directed, "cro wd
ball is
Her e's a new play. Let us suppose the
~I
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down about fiftee n or twenty yards from the left
si de line . You'll get the signal for the play tomorrow morning, but here it is: The ball goes to
the fu ll on firs t down. T he fuli run s, wi th such
interferen ce as can be furnish ed ~, im from the
h alfbacks and the q arter around his own right
t ackle. He makes sure, however, not to make too
wide an end run. Don't forg et that."

"'l'! e won't," several voices cho ru sed.
" Good ! Instead of running wide , he cuts right
in across tackle, and makes whatever distance he
can. O n that firs t play, the left end comes around
to make tlie play safe from behind . M ind that
left end? All ri ght. The full is down. We
line up aga in. But the left end stays on the othe r
side outside tackle. Before the othe r sid;;: can
t ake stock of the disappear ing left end, the ball
is snapped back without
be fast, fellows . Mind
goes to the right ha lfout wide. The regular

signal.
tha t.

The play must
F ast! The ball

Lee, here. He swings
right e1 d takes ca re of
t he opposing end, and the tackle and the left end
complete box the opposing tackle . See it ? Lee
is fa st. If you fellows get into tha t second play
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of the sequenc-:: with -a bang, Lee will get away
.
for a big gain every time."
For a momen t the boys figured out the play.
Then, bit by oit, admira tion crept into face after
face .

"A.11 right, " called Cross . "Let's t ry it. Stay
down this end of the field. Don't let them spy
on us."
In p ractice, ~fter . t uee or four attemp tst
everyt hing ra:1 smoothly.
" My r oom, to-nigh t,'' Cross ordered. "We'l l
talk this thing over."
So that night the freshm e n team crowd ed into
the captain's quarte rs. Never before had a fres hman team been known to have such ardent discuss10n . The school wonde red wha t it was all
about. Craig blinked his eyes and smiled . If
footba ll brains had discovered someth ing that
made such a meetin g a necessity, he though t that
he knew who owned the brains .
Fo r the next two or three afterno ons the fres hman team disapp eared to the end of the fi ld each
afterno on. A nd each aftern oon Cross came back
to the locker room with a broade r smile.
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"How 's your team ?" Craig asked a few days
later.
· Cross wiggl ed his fing ers. "Giv e us a crack
at the 'Vars ity," he begged.
"To-m orrow ," said Craig , and the announcement went up on the board .
Ther e was an excited meeti ng of the fre shman team in Cross ' room that night.
"Do we work the seque nce?" sever al voices demand ed.
Cross looked at Dann y.
"No, " the qu arter answ ered. "We' ll save th at
until later -unti l it's perfe cted. I guess Craig
thinks we have some thing up our sleeves. We'l l
fool him. We'll play the straig ht game . Then ,
about a week later, we'il dema nd anoth er crack
at the 'Vars ity, and we'll spring our pepp er."
O ne or two fellows, Lee among th em, looke d
disap pointe d.
"D anny' s ri ght," said Cross. " N o scowls
now. H e inve nted that play. Let him decide
when to use it."
So the fr eshm en went into the game that afternoon, and, much to the dis appoi ntme nt of Craig ,
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the youngst ers fail ed to "pull" anything new. It
was straight football, and the freshmen were
slaught ered by an overwhelming score,
N ot until the two elevens lined up did D anny
r eali ze t hat Donald Baggs was the 'Va rsity center and that th en~. was a cha nce-ju st a .chance that he r~ d Baggs mi ght come togethe r before
the aftern oon was ove r. A nd then, instead of
avoiding trouble, he :went seeking it. T here was
a quarterba cl( run of his ri ght through the line.
Either he'd get past Baggs on that play, or Baggs
would drop hi m. D anny itched to try his luckhe called it his luck, anyway.
During the first quarter Danny refrained from
using this play. But .;n the second period the
'Varsity , playing a smashin g game, rushed the
fr eshmen to their own twenty-y ard line, and there
lost the ball on a fumble. T he fr eshmen lined
up. He r e was the place where a light team would
at once kick the ball out of danger. Danny faced
his backs and barked the signal.
T h e full back d ropp ed back as though to take
the ball for a kick directly from the center. D anny
st raig htened up and glanced back at the full so
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as to deceive the 'Varsity as much as possible.
Then he squ.a red around as though to block off
anyone coming th rough the line. At that moment
the ball was snapped into his hands.
He shot through the line just inside guard. For
a freshman team, the play was splendidly executed. Baggs, deceived, tri ed to sho9t tnrough
he other side, a.1d Danny's opening was complete. The qua rter went on for fifteen yards.
"Who left that hole open there?" yelled Talmage, the 'Varsity captain.
Nobody answered. Talm age saw the center
straggli ng back to position .
"You t ried to knife through, Baggs," he called
out.
Baggs' face was fur'ously red. He had completely lost his temper. Had the play been
worked by any other school team he would have
t aken it as all in the day's work. But to have
Danny Phipps slip past himHe crouched into position. During the next
two or three plays he tried his best to deceive
the freshman center and to slip through so that
he could get his hands on Danny. But the fre b.-
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man center, a wise youth, vigilantly protected his
quarter.
"Whew!" breathed the side lines. "There'd
be one hot old scrap if Baggs could get at
Phipps."
But the few f ect that separated th em were just
enough to keep them apart, a.nd Danny had a
rugged opportunity to &ee for himself the folly
of hot temper. For. the game of the cool-headed
Baggs, and the game of the · hot-headed Baggs,
were different;. games entirely.
That night Craig met Cross in the yard. "Were
you fellows using everything you had?" the coach
demanded.
The freshman captain hesitated.
"Were you?" Craig insisted.
"No," Cross answered.
"Huh!" Craig nodded as though one or two
'things were now clear to him. "Saturday," he
announced, "you chaps go back at the 'Va rsi ty."
Cross carried that news to the team. And next
day the fre shmen were out early, and ran through
a glorious, dri ving signal drill.
Saturday's game was a slashing struggle.
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'Varsity had the brawn and. the strength to hammer its way down the field, but the freshmen had
th at untried sequence. It was worked first in the
second quarter. With the ball near the side line,
Cross rammed through outside tackle, and the
left eQd came around to make the play safe from
behind. Nobody on the 'Varsity paid much attention to that parti~ular end. It was his business
to make things safe fro~ hehind.
But with the full down, arid .the elevens lining
up again, the end did not go back to his usual
place. Quietly he . slipped outside right tackle.
The lines had formed.
"Now," cried Danny, softly.
Directly to the light and fast Lee center passed
the ball. He was off and away on a swinging
run outside end. His own end took care of the
opposing player, and the freshm an left end and
right tackle took care of the opposing tackle .
A lmost before the side lines knew what had happened, Lee was out of dange r. 'Var ity took up
the chase, but Lee's flying feet were not to be
denied. He crossed the line squarely under the
posts. The side lines shri eked joyously.
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"Good work, freshies ! Good work, freshies !"
Cross kicked an easy goal. The crestfallen
'Varsity was given the ball to kick.
Craig, tramping the lines, lost all interest m
that particular game. The sheer audacity of the
freshman play had quite taken away his breath.
He had expected the younger team to spring
something on the 'Varsity; but that the play would
streak along so cunningly, so successfully, so daringly had never once entered into his calculations.
The play was not an accident; it was brains. It
was generalship of a high order.
Stung by that score, the 'Varsity thereafter
played smashing ball. Slowly the freshmen lost
their speed and stamina. The last quarter was
a 'Varsity parade . . Beaten and weary, Cross and
his players finally trotted to the locker room.
And there they found Craig. The coach clapped
his hands for silence.
"Who invented that play?" he demanded.
Danny busied himself at his locker.
"Who invented it?" Craig demanded again.
"Danny Phipps," yelled Cross. "Phipps,"
called several other voices.
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"Mighty good work," said Craig, briefly.
But Cross had caught the expression on the
coach's face. For the next few days the freshfj'lan captain quietly gave his quarter all the advice he could. And Danny profited greatly, and •
in turn the freshmen profited, too. It began to
be whispered around the yard that, aside from
the 'Varsity, the youngsters had the smoothest
running eleven in school.
It would have surprised Danny t o have heard
it. But Cross heard, and he was no t surprised.
Then McKean, the 'Varsity scrub quarter, went
out of the game with a sprained ankle. P lainly
there had to be another scrub quarte r, and plainly
th at scrub qua rter had to come from one of the
I

class teams.
"Wonder who it'll be?" Cross asked D anny.
" You can search me," grinned Danny. " I'm
not interested."
"But suppose he shoul d try you?"
" Me?" D anny demanded, incredulously. " Oh,
forget it."
The boy from W stbrook scampered off to
his room, and Cross stoo d in the ya rd and smiled
•
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at nothing for a long time. And next morning,
when Danny came down to breakfast, he found
a note a waiting him, and the note read:
PHIPPS: Report for practice with the
'Varsity at four o'clock: this afternoon .
CRAIG.

CHAP TER VI
TROUBL E IN THE 'VARSITY

REAK FAST that mornin g was a vague
meal to Danny. Never afterwa rds
could he clearly remem ber what he had
eaten, nor could he rememb er whether he had
eaten anything at all. All he knew was that he
sat down at his place, and that after a while he
got up and went out with the others. R alph
Dutton hurried to him once the dining hall was

B

cleared .
"Sick?' ' he asked, anxiously.
Danny said he wasn't.
"But you're white and scared-looking ," insisted
Ralph.
"Gues s-gues s it's this," said Danny, and
handed his room-mate that mornin g's note.
"Whee !" cried Ralph. "Going up! I knew
Craig had his eyes on you. Didn't I tell you?
That play against the 'Varsit y was peaches, and
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cream. Wonder what Baggs'll think about this?',
Danny didn't know, and at that particular moment he didn't really care. His soul, usually so
confident, was troubled. What if he fell down?
Suppose he made a mess of the 'Varsity and was
Jropped from that select little crowd?
"Don't you worry about this," Ralph cautioned. "You'll make good. I'm nothing extra
as a football player myself, but I know the 14karat when I see it. You'll make good."
Somehow this cheered Danny wonderfully. "I- /
I was a little bit afraid," he confessed.
Dutton, who rejoiced sincerely in his roommate's good fortune, spread the tiding far and
near. Danny himself told Cross, and the freshman captain gripped his arms and said he had
expected it. By dinner time the whole school
knew of Danny's promotion, and at noon the
freshman class led a demonstration in his behalf.
The racket and the noise made Danny feel that
they were sure that Craig hadn't made a mistake
in his choice of substitute quarter, and that helped
restore the boy's courage, too. Before dinner was
over. Danny was as cocky as ever.
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vVhen classes were dismissed for the day, he
h<tstened to room No . 52. He was on his way
out when Dutton entered.
"Going to the field?" Ralph asked.
Danny nodded.
"It's only ten after three. Craig said report
at four o'clock."
"But I'm anxiou s-" Danny began.
"llere, " said Dutton, "sit down there. Don't
let them see you're on your ear about this. Stroll
over to the gym about a half-hou r from now.
Walk. in slowly and leisurely. Go to your locker.
Stretch your arms and yawn. That's it-yawn .
It's a good bl~ff. They'll all be watchin g you,
and they'll say: 'Doesn't take much out of Danny,
does it?' I know what I'm talking about. I made
the nine in my freshma n year. You should have
seen them when I yawned. "
So Danny sat on the bed and Ralph held the
watch on him . About quarter of four they left
the room.
"Keep step with me," cautione d Ralph. "Slowly, now; slowly."
They crossed the campus, crossed the road,
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and entered the gym. N ext came the locker room.
"Now," whispered Ralph, hoa rsely, "be sure .
you yawn. "
D anny paraded down to his locker. He opened
th door and tried to yaw n, but excitemen t almost choked him. After that he plunged into his
football ri g feverishly, and was out on the field
before any of the other 'Varsity fellows .
"Rats !" wailed Ralph. "He mussed up the
whole play."
Danny had a warm suspicion that he would be
the center of interest on this, his fi'rst 'Varsity
day. But aside from the fact that T almage, the
'Va rsity captain, gave him a few friendly words,
he created as little excitement as when he was a
member of the freshman team. Craig came to
him after a time and nodded with an absent air.
"Just pike along the lines, Danny," he ordered,
"and wa.tch Chapman ."
Chapman was the 'Varsity quarter. The 'Varsity scampere d out for signal drill, and Danny followed the play down the field. The afternoon,
to him, was developin g into a big disappoin tment.
Was- this what was expected of the 'Varsity sub
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quarter? T hen he would prefer to be back with
. the fr eshman where he could mix in things more
or less. He scowled and paid very little attention
to the play.
" Eyes up, Danny," called Craig, sharply. "I
told you to watch."
The boy came out of hi s thoughts with a start.
Why was he out here watching other f ellows, in
particular one fellow? T hen hi_s active brain gave
him the answer. Chapman must be the best quarter in the school else he would not have his present
place.
"That's it," he muttered. "Craig wa nts me
to see how he does things." Danny grinned.
"Watch and learn, eh? T hat's m e."
Now that he saw a reason for the order every
instinct quickened. He had not yet learned the
lesson that he must obey or ders as given whether
he understood them or not. That would come
later.

In the freshman-' Varsity games Danny had not
given much thought to Chapman. He had been
too busy studying out his own team troubles.
Now, however, he watched every move of this
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chap who excelled in his position. And in half
an hour Dannr had discovere d that no person,
by watching Chapman , would ever discover whe re
the play was going to go.
Danny, as the freshman quarter, had shifted
his position a little-no t very much, but a littlefor each particular play. Chapman , on the other
hand, while not standing squarely behind the center, took practically the same position every time.
It made no difference whether the play was right
half or left half through the line, or either man
around the end. Always Chapman stood practically the same.
A nd then the inquisitive Danny sought to analyze his motions. He succeeded- tha t active
brain of his seemed always to succeed. He fo und
that Chapman stood with one foot a little back,
and one foot forward. When left half took the
ball, Chapman shot the leather straight out forward, and when the right half was to make a line
plunge on his own side Chapman pivoted quickly
on one foot.
After the practice Craig drew Danny aside.
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"Did it do you any good to watch Chapman?" he
asked.
Danny nodded. " Lots of good."
" In 'what way ?"
" W hy, " said D anny, " I used to stand squarely
behind my cente r and pa ss . to the right or the
left- just hold out the ball, you know, a little
ahead, fo r the line plunges. T hen, for the end
ru ns, I used to face a bit the way th play was
to go. I guess that was a dead give-away."
"It was," sai d Cr aig. The coach did not explain that it had taken some other boys thr ee and
four days to see what D anny had di scover ed in
one afterno on. " I'll give you a type-written copy
of the signals this afternoon. If you lose t hem,
o r let anybody else see them, you'll talk to rne ."
D anny nodded happily. The signals I That
'meant tha t he was to be a r eal quarter, afte r all.
" Anything you don't understand, " Craig continued, " ask me, or ask T almage, or ask Chapm an. Get those signals as fa st as you can. Then,
when you watch the practice, you tan see how
they work out."
He r e, to D anny's mind, was mor e footb all
10 8
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brains-learning the movements of the machin•
ery before you were sent in Jo handle it.
"Yes, sir," he &aid, humbly. '
He went back to supper in a frame of mind
that would have filled Craig with delight. He
was tho roughly conscious of all that he had yet
to learn and thrilled, too, at the thought of what
he had already mastered.
There was a meeting of the freshmen in Cross'
room that night to select a new quarter. The
team had a f eeling th at now that Danny was
gone they were about through for the season so
fa r as pla ying real ball was concerned. Faust,
a youngste r who showed a bit of promise, was
selected for the place. The matter was about
over when Danny ra pped at Cross' door.
"I've learned a bit from watchi ng to-day," the
new 'Varsity substitute explained, "and I wondered if our center would pass to me a bit in the
morni ngs so I could try things out."
The team looked at Cross. Cross smiled. "Our
center?" h asked.
"I mean the fre shman center,'' Danny laughed.
"Could M iles pass to me?"
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Miles now looked at the captain.
Cross, "we're all
"Look here, Danny,"/! ' said
,
delighted beca:use 'there's a freshie on the 'Varsity, and we're willing to help. Now, suppose you
help the class. If Miles passes to you, will you
give Faust a bit of coaching?"
"Bet your life," cried D anny; and then the team
howled a cheer, and Faust said fervently that he
was blamed glad that somebody was going to
~

help him.
Next morning Miles and Danny sneaked off
before breakfast- and had a dandy half-hour with
the ball. Miles, in a way, saw what Danny was
doing.
"New way of passing?" he asked.
Danny nodded. "It helps hide the play," he
explained. "Tell Faust about that, and I'll go
over things with him later."
At first the new 'Varsity substitute found it
difficult to do things as Chapman did them. He
was awkward, too. But by degrees his own natural quickness of hands and of feet came to his
aid, and within a week he was quite a master at
the method. He had taken several hours with
I IO
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Faust, too; and Faust developed to the point
where the freshmen began to have faith in him.
Craig- quiet, abrupt Craig-had noticed that
Miles and Danny had been out with the ball several mornings. He questioned Danny about this
after the boy had been a 'Varsity player almost
a week.
"What have you been doing with Miles?" he
asked.
"Practicing ," Danny explained.
"Practicing what?"
"Chapman 's way of handling the ball."
"V\'ho told you to do that? Talmage?"
"No."
"Chapman ?"
"No. I thought-"
"I might have suspected that," said Craig.
"Out early to-day, Danny."
During classes that afternoon it suddenly came
to Danny that, should he go to the 'Varsity at
any time, Donald Baggs would be his working
mate. By t(iis time D anny knew the importa nce
of center and quarter working together . He
likened them to the pitcher and the catcher of a
III
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baseball battery. Only something way inside of
him t~ld him that unanimity in feeling and sympathy is of more importance in football between
the center and the quarter than it would be in
baseball between the . pitcher and the catcher.
Even though pitcher and catcher pull apart brilliant fielding may save a game. But once the
center and the quarter fail to work together the
football team strangles and dies.
/ Danny was restless after this thought came to
him. He was sure that Baggs still disliked him,
for Baggs scowled at him repeatedly in the locker
room. Nor did Baggs ever go out of his way to
say a friendly "Hello," or "How are you coming
I
on?" as so many others of the 'Varsity did. Tal-J
mage and Chapman, and the others, treated him
like a comrade. Baggs treated him like"Like dirt," muttered Danny. "Well, I'll -do
my part if I ever get a chance, and he'll have to
do his."
Dan,.ny was given a chance that afternoon. He
had the signals down by this time, and Craig sent
him oot to run the 'Varsity through a signal drill.
Danny walked out to the field boldly enough; but
I

'I
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his legs trembled and shook at the kne~s and his
hands itched and were sweaty. He saw Baggs
glance at him and frown. The eleven lined up.
Danny laid a friendly hand on Baggs's crouched
back. Baggs moved a few inches. This time it
was Danny who frowned, and he took his hand
away. He shrilled the signal. The ball came
back. The play broke into a studied confusion.
For twenty minutes Danny went up, down, up,
down the field. He gav~ the signals correctly;
he passed to the right man; he did just what he
was supposed to do in the way of interference,
and he did it gingerly. But somehow things
seemed to lag. There was no pepper to the work.
Finally Craig called Danny out.
"That's enough for to-day," he said. "In,
Chapman."
The regular quarter went to the field. The
'Varsity play became brisker, easier, surer, and
stronger.
That afternoon the coach walked to the gym
with Danny. The boy waited for comments, and
they came.
"Mechanically," said Craig, "your 'play is all
113
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right. Keep studying Chapman. You must learn
the knack of keeping the fellows going hard. You
failed in that to-day."
Danny nodded silently. He thought he could
have explained that slowness, but he said nothing
to the coach. While he dressed his busy brain
kept prodding the situation. What was it had
been happening out there on the field during those
twenty minutes? He rehearsed the situation. On
the first three plays the ball had been snapped
to him briskly. Then it had come slowly. He
had juggled, because the oval had not come fully
into his hands. On the next pass the ball came
back faster than at the start, and it had shot
through his hands for his only fumble. Baggs's )
passing had been uncertain, erratic. Danny wasn't
an expert football man, but he knew enough to
realize that this in itself had eff~cted his own
game. If he had not got speed from the team,
it was because he had not got the ball from Baggs
as it should have come to him.
There wasn't much that was half-way about
Danny. Once his reason told him that poor passing had weakened his showing, ne resolved to
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learn if his reasoning was sound. He went to
Talmage's room after supper.
"Got any football books?" he asked.
"They're not exactly for youngsters m the
game," the captain answered, doubtfully.
"I want some-something way up," Danny explained. "I have a book upstairs, but it isn't very
deep."
Talmage whistled. "Going to help Craig coach
the team?"
Danny grinned. "Maybe," and a moment
later he departed with two books under his arms.
He found his room empty. He locked the door,
drew the shades, and prepared to go at his problem with bare fists. Half an hour later he found
what he wanted. He read the passage slowly:
Uniform passing is vital. Anyone who
has played quarterback knows . that, if a
center snaps the ball at a certain rate of
speed every time, the quarter has ~o trouble
in adjusting himself to that speed ' and in
handling the ball cleanly and without effort
every time. If, however, the center, ~fter
passing three or four times at a certain r~te
of speed, suddenly increases the speed a
little bit, it is absolutely certain that the
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quarter will fumble the ball. He has become accustomed to the feel of it, an<l the
new speed rate shoots it through his hands
unless he is especially on guard. The same
is true if the center has been snapping the
ball with pretty fair speed and lets it come
more slowly. Then the ball is liable not
to come up fully into the quarter's hands,
but be caught in the ends of his fingers and
perhaps juggled.

Danny closed the book. "That," he said, "is
just what happened to me."
To his credit be it said that not once did he
think of going to Craig witq an explanation.
Danny Fists of Westbrook wasn't that sort of
chap.
For the next few days he spent the greater
part of each practice watching Chapman perform. He got in for short periods now and then,
but always Baggs' passing harrassed him. And
at last came a suspicion that perhaps the slovenly
work of the center was intentional and born of
malice. Perhaps Baggs was trying to "knock"
his game. '
Danny saw red when this thought came. If
he had had a11y proof that this passing was puru6
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posely bad, he would have gone to Baggs' room
that minute, and Manor Hall"' would have seen
the greatest scrap of its hi~tory. There was a
time that Danny woul}l not have bothered about
proof; the mere thought would have been enough
to send him on trouble's path. Now, though, the
discipline of the football field was beginning to
get in its work. Unconsciously the boy was_starting to hold himself in check.
Nevertheless, his sense of fair play felt outraged. He couldn't or wouldn't carry tales; but
he could not control .the expression of his mouth
and eyes. In the locker room next day he stared
fixedly at the center, and Chapman came over and
dug him in the ribs.
"What's up, kid?" the quarter asked. "You
look as though you'd like to slip Baggs a dose of
poison."
"I-I was thinking about something," stam•
mered Danny.
Chapman laughed. Even though he and Danny were after the same place, a warm bond of
friendship had sprung up between them.
"Choke those thoughts," the older boy advised.
\.
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"If they're going to make you look like that
they're not goo~ for you." '
That bit of wisdom, however, made no impression on Danny. That afternon he got :'"'1'other short period with the 'Varsity, and once
more the play was slower than when Chapm.m
was m.
"Come on," Talmage cried, impatiently.
"Everybody work."
"I'm sending it back· on signal!" Baggs
growled.
Danny bit his lips. Later, as he came out of
the practice, he paused beside the center.
"I wonder," he said in a low voice, "if you _}
pass the ball to Chapman as evenly as you pass
to me?"
Baggs flushed hotly. "Chapman's a quarter,"
he growled. Then Chapman, who seemed to
have been watching things, ran over and whirled
Danny around, and slipped his arm through Dan_:)
ny's and dragged that volcanic young person off
to the locker room and the cool of the showers.
After that Baggs not only disliked Danny, but
Danny also disliked Baggs.
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A day or two later the seniors lined up against
the 'Varsity, and Danny tramped the side line and
watched the 'Varsity score at will. vVhen the
third quarter began, Craig sent him out to relieve
Chapman. Danny went forth with no feeling of
joy. The 'Varsity had the ball. The quarter
took position behind his center.
"Steady," he called. "Even and steady."
Baggs mumbled something. Danny gave the
signal. The ball came to him jerky and irregular.
And then the last of Danny's confidence vanished. It was impossible for him to steady down
and get things running right. He never knew
how that leather oval would come to him, and
instead of every muscle moving with the smoothness of oil, he had to strain himself to be on
guard against any kind of pass that might come.
And so the 'Varsity, that had routed the seniors
for three quarters, barely held its own in the last
period. When the final whistle blew Danny
stretched his arms wearily. Oh, for one good
rousing crack at Mr. Donald Baggs' nose I
But he held himself in and walked silently to
the gyrn, and then up to the locker room. Craig
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had remained back on the field. The players
could all see Danny's dejection.
"Don't worry, quarter," called a voice. "Better luck next time."
"Quarter?" came Baggs' voice with a note of
surprise. "Did somebody say quarter? Wouldn't
one-eighth be about right?"
An icy silence settled over the locker room.
Under the showers fellows turned off the hissing
spray.
Danny-the same Danny who had vowed to
hold his temper at any course-felt something
choke in his throat.
"Some fellows," he shot back, hoarsely, "some
fellows can never forget a licking, can they?"
The silence of the room deepened. Seconds
passed, and the heat in Danny's blood died. Outwardly he was calm, but inwardly he felt sick and
weak. Once more his temper haq triumphed.
His tongue had worked with a cutting lash-and
the thing that he had said would surely do the
'Varsity no good.

CHAPTER VII
A •NOTE FROM BAGGS

T seemed to Danny that when he returned
to the yard every fell ow there knew of
what had happened in the locker room.
What was worse, every fellow seemed to frown
at Danny and to turn away a bit. Somehow, these
fellows made Danny bristle. He stuck up his
freckl ed nose scornfully, and paraded defiantly
to the dormitory and up to No. 52.
But, once in the room, all his defiance deserted
him. He sprawled into a chair and was thoroughly, genuinely miserable. His football fortunes seemed to be on the way to a grand, old

I

smash.
Ralph Dutton came into the room a bit breathlessly. E vidently he had run quite a distatlce.
"You and Baggs had a row?" he dema uded.
Danny nodded sullenly.
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"Did-did you say something to him about
the fight?"
And then Danny-the hot-blooded, red-haired
Danny-rose in his wrath.
"I did," he cried. "I told him that some fellows couldn't forget a licking. I know what's
being said. The fellows think that it looks pretty
cheap to slap a fellow about a fight in which he
has been licked. I guess that's right. But nobody stops to think that Baggs started everything
by taking a crack at hie. Who asked him to make
a criticism of the way I played my position? If
he played his-"
Danny stopped short. Dutton whistled softly.
"What about Baggs' game?" he asked.
"Nothing," Danny scowled.
Dutton, however, had a pretty good idea that
there were clashes between Danny and Baggs
about which the yard knew nothing. These clashes
could have come only on the footb all fi eld. Ralph
whistled again, this time a bit sharply.
"You keep right on going,'' he said, crisply.
"And-and don't pay any attention to anything
that happens in the dining hall."
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Danny grunted. "So they're going to treat me
as though I'm a rotten sort, eh? All right." The
supper bell rang. Danny marched out and down
to the long hall where the students of the green
and white ate.
Ralph, fearing trouble, followed him. But
Dan11y sought no row. He stalked with calm
disdain to his own table; and the boys who had
resolved that they would take this youngster down
a peg found that he was flying over their heads.
After the meal Danny met Chapman on the way
out.
''That was raw, kid," the 'Varsity quarter re·
proved.
"What was?" Danny asked.
"The way you pitched into Baggs."
I
"How about the way he pitched into me?"
•
Chapman said nothing to that. Instead he •
patted the younger boy's arm.
"Hold your temper," he advised. "It pays."
"Wish I had held it," Danny confessed. Chap- "
man stared as· though puzzled. "I'm not thinking about. Baggs," Danny continued. "I'm thinking about the team."
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Chapman nodded. "That's what I was thinking about," he said.
Later in the evening, Talmage, the 'Varsity
captain, came to No. 52 while Ralph and Danny
were studying.
"Clear ' out," the captain said to Dutton. "I
want to talk to Danny."
Dutton put down his book. " You might have
said 'please'," he growled.
"Please," Talmage amended.
Dutton departed. The captain turned to
Danny.
"I want you to apologize to Baggs," he announced.
Danny frowned. "How about Baggs apologizing to me?"
"I don't want any argument," Talmage cried,
impatiently. "You ought to apologize to Baggs."
"Why?"
"He's the 'Varsity center, and if you and he
are· on the outs it will hurt the 'Varsity."
"How?"
"Because you and he sometimes have to work
together-"
12-'f.
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"Then how about an apology from Baggs?"
Danny insisted. "If I'm sore at Baggs it will
mean just as much trouble as though Baggs is
sore at me, won't it?"
"You apologize," Talmage insisted. "You do
your bit and never mind the other fellow."
That sounded reasonable, but Danny could not
forget how Baggs had passed the ball to him.
It galled him somewhat, too, to think that everybody thought of the center and that nobody
thought of him.
"The worst of being a freshman," he said, "is
that you must knuckle to every fellow-"
"The worst of eing a freshman," Talmage
cried hotly, "is that you think you're the whole
cheese the minute you hit the 'Varsity."
Danny's mouth twitched. "I didn't ask for
the 'Varsity," he retorted.
"You didn't refuse it," Talmage shot back.
"Did you?" Danny asked.
Talmage flushed. "I want you to apologize
to Baggs," he flared.
"And I don't give a rap what you want," answered the pugnacious Danny. "I'll just as soon
125
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be on the freshman team, anyway. You tell
Craig that I said so. I'm not in love with the
'Varsity. There isn't enough action there to suit
me. A freshman on the 'Varsity is like a pebble
on the beach-he's lost in the bunch of other pebbles. If Baggs will come along and apologize
for what he said to me, I'll apologize for what
I said to him."
"Is that your idea of school spirit?" Talmage
asked.
"It's the sort of spirit I learned from Baggs,"
Danny cried.
The captain strode toward the door. "I'll tell
this to Craig."
"Go ahead," Danny invited, recklessly. "And
tell him to watch-"
"Watch what?" Talmage invited.
"Nothing," said Danny. "I made a mistake,
then."
"It isn't the only mistake you made to-night," ,
the captain hinted. He waited, but Danny made
no advances, and in a minute he was out in the
ball. "Pig-headed kid," he raged.
The captain went straight to the coach's room,
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and twenty fellows in the yard saw his journey
and co\rectly analyzed what it meant. They tdld
one another that Phipps' goose was as good as
. cooked. But when Talmage came forth, half an
hour later, he refuse'd to discuss Danny and
Baggs, and went directly to his mom. That was
the last the yard saw of him that night.
Meanwhile, however, the freshmen had talked
things over. One of their own class was in trouble, and they stuck to their own. They breezed
through the yard and dema.nded to know who
had started all this, anyway. Hadn't Baggs fired
the first shot? Well, then, Danny had given him
as good as he had sent.
The stand· that the freshmen had taken filled
Craig with alarm. A row in the 'Varsity was
bad enough, but to have the matter become a fuilfledged school row was worse. Next morning he
waited for Danny in the yard.
"What's this I hear about you and Baggs?"
he demanded, sternly.
Danny told him exactly what had happened.
"I-I lost my temper,'' the boy said in a low tone.
"I promised you I'd hold myself in, and instead
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of that I ripped into him as hard as I could go.
I'm sorry, but-but I did it.,,
Craig's eyes held their sternness; Danny's eyes
dropped.
"Suppose you apologize to Baggs," the coach
hinted.
D anny shook his head stubbornly. Here was
a matter on which he was ready to lock horns
with the whole school. He _did not put his refusal into words; in fact, he said nothing. But
Craig, watching, understood, and the coach did
I
not turn the hint into a command.
"You said something to Talmage," the man
continue~, "about something I ought to watch."
Danny's eyes came up. "That was a mistake,"
he said, quickly. '"I didn't mean that."
"What is there that you think I should watch?"
Craig asked again.
"Nothing,'' Danny insisted. "Talmage got on
my nerves and I guess I did some wild talking.,,
"I wo?der if you did,'' said Craig. He walked
the length of the yard with Danny and let all the
school see that he and the substitute quarter were
'
.
not at war. Later he walked back and forth
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across the yard with Baggs. The school, taking
this to mean that all was serene within the 'Varsity, stopped its chatter. Not for a moment did
the yard suspect that the coach had staged two
strolls for its particular benefit, and that the acting of Craig had accomplished its purpose.
Danny, though, despite the fact that the coach
had paraded with him in friendly fashion, was
sorely worried. The man had suggested an apology to Baggs, and he had refused. What would
follow? The boy from Westbrook had an idea
that it was no light matter to stir up trouble in
the 'Varsity and then to refuse to smooth the
troubled waters. Would Craig gently drop him
from the squad?
He came out that afternoon a bit apprehen. sively. Talmage spoke to him, and tried to be
natural, but could not hide the fact that he was
sore. The fellows treated himWell, he didn't
exactly know how they treated him. Then Craig
came into the room. He spoke to Danny, and
he spoke to Baggs, and then he went out; and
somehow Danny had a feeling that the coach ·
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wasn't going to penalize him for anything that
had happened.
As a matter of fact Craig had awakened to
the fact that there was more to the trouble between Danny and Baggs than he had suspected.
In the freshman team Danny had been a "live
wire." He had been on the go every minute.
On the 'Varsity he was slow. It wasn't that he
was slow compared· to the 'Varsity fellows; it
was that he was just slow. The way he passed
the ball now would have been slow even on the
freshman team. It wasn't nervousness and it
wasn't anxiety.
Red-haired, bristling Danny
wasn't the sort of fellow who developed "nerves."
Then what was it?
Before that crash in the locker room Craig had
wondered. He thought now that he knew. Something had upset Danny's play. What? Plainly
not the backs, for while it was possible that any
one of them might have wilted, all three would
not have collapsed at the same time. That left
only the center-and the center was Baggs. If he
was at odds with the quarter, and if the passing"That's it," muttered Craig. "Danny told Tal130
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mage to tell me to watch, and that 'watch' must
p.ave meant that I was to watch Baggs. I'll watch
him."
The coach used his eyes that afternoon. ·He
seqt Chapman in at the start of the practice, and
later he sent in Danny. As soon as the substitute
quarter took the field Craig left the side line and
went out and took position directly in the rear of
the fullback. There, with his hands stuck in the
pockets of a knitted woolen jacket, he grimly followed the team up and down the field.
After the practice he tapped Baggs on the
shoulder. The center glanced up with a start.
"See me to-night," said Craig.
And next day a rumor began to seep through
the school that Craig had read the "riot act" to
Baggs, and had told him that hereafter the center
was to make no criticisms of any other 'Varsity
player's work. Danny heard the rumor. In
truth, it must be confessed that he hoped that
what he had heard was true. He' even voiced thii
thought to Dutton.
"Hope it's true 111¥Self," growled Ralph.
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And after practice that afternoon Ralph met
him in the locker room.
"It is true," he whispered, hoarsely.
" What's true?" Danny asked.
"That Craig hopped on Baggs.

Baggs told
half a dozen fellows, and they've spread it all
over the place."
Danny sighed with relief. That meant an end
of that trouble, anyway.
"Right here," he vowed, "is where I begin to
keep my tongue inside my teeth."
At Manor Hall football ran a practice period
each fall from September until the middle of October.

Then the 'Varsity began to play outside
schools, and the class teams be.gan to battle with
each other for the school championship. Six or
seven games were usually on the 'Varsity schedule. This year there were seven. Danny hoped
fervently that he would get a chance to get into
one of the battles.
He got a chance m each of the two practice
games that were left. It occurred to him that
Craig kept pretty close to the play while he was
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'Working. Danny had sense enough to know that
the coach was watching somebody. Who?
"Me," muttered the boy to himself. "He
knows things slow up when I go in." Danny
glared at Baggs.
For Baggs' passing was still something to
keep a quarter in hot water. Danny was never
sure how the ball would come to him, and gradually the backs got to a point where they were
never sure just when the quarter could be counted
on to toss the ball to them.
"Great Scott, Danny," cried Talmage in exasperation one day, "smooth it out; smooth it
out. Get things running evenly."
Danny's tongue ached to reply, but he held himself in check.
But, even though football had its unpleasant
side, Danny chanced on one thing that was of
immense benefit to him. One day, as he stood on
the side lin~, he awoke to the fact that Craig was
talking to himself. Soon the boy discovered that
the coach did a good deal of low talking to himself as he followed his men up and down the
field. Seldom did Craig call out a comment while
133
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the play was on. He believed thoroughly in let:
ting a team.learn to stand on its own feet so that
it would not be dependent on the voice and the
drive of the coach. Hence, while at times he
would go out on the field and drive his charges,
generally he retired to the side line when they
lined up for a scrimmage. And there, closely following each play, he muttered praise or censure,
or made quick comment on the success or the failure of each manoeuver.
Once this knowledge came to Danny he tagged
along at the heels of Craig every moment that
he was not in the line-up. And from the things
that Craig spoke aloud the' substitute quarter came
to know the importance of an interferer putting
his man out, the lusty reason for starting a play
on time and with a snap, and many other football
truths.
There was one day when Craig seemed in a
mood to talk long and often in that low tone.
Danny, unnoticed, was at his heels. A 'Varsity
end run was spoileq when the opposing end slipped
past the interferer and reach the runner.
"Oh, put him out; put him out," Craig groaned.
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"When you go for a man, get him. How can
any man put out even a fairly good end by running at him and falling down? Keep on your feet
and get him I Isn't it possible for back-field men
to learn that? Any good end would simply toy
with that sort of interference. He'd put his hand.
on your head and slip right past."
"Whew l" whispered Danny. "I won't forget
that."
By this time the 'Varsity was lined up again ..
A line plunge failed when the runner stopped
short in the opening. In fact, there wa·sn't any
opening, for the 'Varsity line had failed to clean
up. The back might just as well have gone
against a stone wall. Danny saw all this, but
didn't exactly know what the trouble was. Then
Craig's low voice told him.
"Fine line charge!" the coach grunted, with.
savage sarcasm.
"Opponents 1had the jump on
you by four seconds. Four seconds I You can't
clean up a line unless you start when the ball
starts. Get the jump on the other fellows I If
they start to come forward first, you might just
as well take up your satchel and go home."
1
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. The line formed again. It was another line
plunge. This time the forward cleaned up, and
the runner got six yards.
"Better!" grunted Craig. "Hard and fast, and
you '11 get there."
Then came a criss-cross.
"Great heavens!" gasped Craig. "That was
a good play to try then, but look how they did it.
Beautifully timed!
Beautifully timed-not!"
For instead of drawing the opposing man past
the point where he could catch the second recipient of the ball, the play drew him directly to the
spot where he should not have been. And so,
no sooner had the left half sent the ball to the
right half than he was secure in the arms of the
opposing tackle.
"Time it differently," Craig muttered. "Time
. it differently, or you'll run squarely into him every
try."
Danny saw the point clearly. He even remembered how he had once been fooled on a crisscross that was not as well worked as this. He
made up his mind that he would study out the
exact point where that ball ought to be passed.
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Then came a play that interested Danny more·
than all the others. This was a quick kick by the
quarter from close behind the line. The play
was allowed by the new rules, and Craig felt that
he could make something of it; but Chapman had
failed to see the point of the coach's teachings.
Instead of swinging sidewise and swingiag his
foot sidewise so as to lift the ball up over the line.
he faced the line too much and kicked exactly as
he would have kicked were he in the fullback's
position. His actions gave the play away too.
much, and as a result every now and then the
kick was blocked.
Even before the ball was snapped Craig
groaned dismally. "Come to life, Chapman L
Everyone on the other side knows you're going
to kick. Look at your position!"
And suddenly Danny realized that it must in- •
deed be a blind team that wouldn't at least suspect that Chapman was about to try this quick
kick.
The instant the ball came back and before.
Chapman could do much more than touch it with
his foot, an opposing ma.n . w~s . partly thrpugh
.
..
..
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with his hands high in the air over Chapman.
The ball struck those hands and bounded back.
The fullback recovered it, but twenty-five precious yards had been lost.
"That's a lesson for me," Danny decided.
"Sideways kicks for your uncle Dudley on that
play, hereafter."
And the next day, while running the 'Varsity
through a signal drill, he kicked as a 'Varsity
quarter was expected to ki~k on that particular
signal. And on the side line Craig nodded his
head as though pl!!ased, and smiled softly to
:himself.
Meanwhile the opening game of the season
against Mt. Merry Academy was approaching.
The school, by slow degrees, arose to a vast
height of enthusiasm. Every student who could
possibly spare the time paraded to the field each
day and cheered the 'Varsity. Thin, little students, whose slender frames barred them from the
game, went to Craig and asked him if the team
had enough money, and if he wanted a meeting
held to raise funds. But Craig said that there
was money enough -and that the principal thing
,
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he wanted was eleven chaps who would play like
the very mischief for the green and white.
Whereupon a dozen or so fellows who had figured that they'd have to give a dollar ea~h to the
football fund cheered up wonderfully.
And so, with the Mt. Merry game only twentyfour hours off, the 'Varsity ran out to the field to
prance through its last signal drill, and Chapman
tried to shine too brightly on a quarterback run.
He started with a snap, and his foot jerked, and
a few minutes later they had him on the side line
and Craig had diagnosed the case as a twisted
ankle.
"Se.rious ?" asked Chapman.
"Enough to keep you out to-morrow," an/
swered Craig; and the news spread that Danny
would quarter the 'Varsity in its first outside
game.
It wasn't pleasant news to the school. Fellows who weren't football players could remember that Danny hadn't been able to get the life
out of the team that Chapman had got. They
growled among themselves that things were start-
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ing off badly for the green and white with a freshman kid in for quarter.
Danny heard none of this; but Dutton did- ·
and along about eight o'clock that night Ralph
appeared in the room with a bleeding nose.
"Hello I" cried Danny. "Fight?"
"Yep!" Ralph joyously splashed cold water
•
on the injured organ. "Some fellows said down
there that you wouldn't get the team running as
fast as Chapman."
Danny's chin squared.
"Wish I knew who hit me," Dutton sighed.
•'Two or three of them were knocking, and I
sailed into the bunch." He bared his right hahd
and showed a skinned knuckle. "I got one of
them, anyway."
Danny turned away his head. "You-you're ,
a good skate, Ralph," he said, unsteadily.
The substitute quarter was worried. He knew
that he wasn't getting the proper speed out of
the 'Varsity; he was sure that Craig knew it; and
now the yard knew it, too. What sent the heat
into his blood was the fact that nobody seemed
to think that Baggs mig}:tt have something to do
140
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with the sluggishness. He was a freshman, and
Baggs was a junior. The motto of the school
seemed to be "pound the freshman kid."
"All right," he grunted, passionately. "Let
them knock. I'll go into that game with clean
hands, and I'll come out of it with clean hands.
That's all I care about."
•

But he knew that he cared for more than that
even while he said it. Twenty minutes later Talmage poked his head in through the door of
No. 52.
"Craig wants you," he said to Danny.
They walked to the coach's rooms together.
Talmage seemed to have something on his mind.
"You," the captain said, hesitating, at last,
"you and Baggs ought to forget your differences.
to-morrow."
"Suppose you tell that to Baggs," Danny flared.
Talmage grunted, and they finished their journey in silence. Danny found the coach sprawled
off in a roomy wicker chair.
"Sit down," Craig invited. Talmage disap- ·
peared. Soon Baggs walked into the room.
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"Hurrah I" said Craig. "Now the gang's all
here. Close the door, Baggs."
The center obeyed the order. He took a chair
as far away from Danny as he could get. Craig's
eyes narrowed. Yet, when he spoke, his voice
was calm and even.
"To-mor~ow's game," he said, "depends upon
Jou two. That's the reason I have brought you
here. I want both of you to play hard; I want
you to play fast; I want you to play together."
Danny colored. Baggs said nothing.
"What the eleven does," Craig went on, earn-estly, "depends· to a large extent on the center and
the quarter. If the work between them is ragged,
everything else is ragged. They are the pivots . •
Everything turns on them. They're the-.-the
.White Hopes," he finished with a smile.
Neither Danny nor Baggs gave an answering
smile.
"Center and quarter must pull together all the
·way through," the coach continued. "It's essential to the welfare of the team. There must be a
common feeling, and steady and consistent pulling
together all the time. It's essential not only
142
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for their own play, but for the effect on the
team. I have seen a team with a good, strong
line and a first-class back-field, completely upset
because of the work of center and quarter.
Mind, the center and the quarter I speak of made
no blunders, yet the back-field never made the line
at the right time, and the line never went forward
as it should. So I want you fellows to-morrow to
work together like a clock. Danny is the second
hand; you, Baggs, are the minute hand. If you
two chaps tick off correctly, the rest of the eleven
must keep time."
Still Baggs said nothing.
"Like the pitcher and the catcher of a nine,"
said Danny.
"Exactly," said Craig. "Young and Crieger
ff were a great battery for Boston. Yet, as soon as
1
they were separated, they both dropped out of
baseball."
"Didn't age have something to do with their
drop?" asked Baggs.
"And yet," said Craig, slowly, "they got past'
trouble safely as long as they could stick together."
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Once more Baggs said nothing. Craig bit hi»
lips.
"All right, boys," he said. "That's all."
They went out. They did not speak. Danny
went down to the yard. Did Craig believe that
he was nursing a grouch, or did the coach suspect
Baggs? The boy turned the problem in his mind
for half an hour. Then he gave it up and went
indoors. It was too much for him.
In the room he found Dutton, and Ralph wasexcited-vastly excited.
"Here's a Black Hand mystery, Danny," he
greeted. "I found it pinned to the outside of the
door."
"A letter?" Danny asked without much interest.
"Maybe." Dutton frowned. "I don't know
what it is. It isn't addressed to anyone. It was
just pinned there. And it isn't written either; it's
been printed with pen and ink as though the chap
· tried to disguise his handwriting. You just take
a peek at this."
He held out a sheet of paper.
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with a yawn. Instantly the yawn became a gasp.
For on the paper in. rough letters was printed:
UNFRIENDLY BATTERIES HAVE WON GAMES, TOO.

Danny dropped the sheet on the study table.
His face, perhaps, told more than he meant to
tell.
"Know who sent it?" Ralph asked, eagerly.
"No." Danny shook his head positively. Their
eyes met. Ralph whistled, and after a moment
he turned away with a laugh.
"Tell it to Sweeney, Danny," he invited.

CHAPTER VIII
A MUFFED PUNT

HAT scrawly, venomous note from
Baggs sent the hot shot of worry into
Danny's brain. The language of it
told him all too plainly that whatever resentment
Baggs had heretofore nursed, he still kept in his
heart.. That meant that next day, against M t.
Merry, there would be_ trouble. It meant freaky·,
uneven passing; and slow work by the backs, and
1 slow work, too, by the line.
All in all, things
, looked black for Manor Hall.
Danny had a stuffy, choking feeling that Baggs
wasn't playing fair to the team. His note meant
that he wbuld play on the morrow just as he had
played on all the other days that had passed since
. Danny had joined the 'Varsity.
"I'll tell ·Craig," Danny thought; and next moment he knew that he wouldn't. He was one of

T
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the type that never complains. He would take
what came to him, and even while taking it he
would boil up at the thought that the school had
to suffer with him. And yet he would take his
medicine, and take it in silence.
There was still an hour before bed-time. Dutton had started to study, and Danny slipped out
the door, and down the stairs to the yard. He
found a dark corner under a few trees and there
had a bad half-hour with himself. Gradually the
language of Baggs' note began to soothe him. It
had read, "Unfriendly batter.ies have won games,
too." The more Danny thought of this expression, the more he came to see that Baggs wasn't
trying to hurt Manor Hall. Baggs didn't like
him. Baggs couldn't work with him in harmony.
Baggs didn't say that Manor would lose; Baggs
merely said that "unfriendly batteries" had won.
The whole thing could niean only that Baggs was
with Manor heart and soul, but that Baggs wasn't
with the quarter who played behind him. And
that in turn could mean only that Baggs' passing
was not wrong by intent, but that it was shaky
and uncertain because there was a feeling of anir 47
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mosity toward the boy who stood a few feet in
his rear.
And suddenly, out there in the darkness, Danny grinned.
"Why," he muttered, "if that's all that's wrong
I'll soothe him and have him working his head off
before the game is ten minutes old."
He went back to the room. Dutton had put
aside his books. They chatted for a ~hile, and
then the "lights out" bell rang, and they crawled
under the soft, warm coverings of their beds.
Danny dropped into sleep at once-the deep,
restful sleep of the untroubled mind.
Next day Danny felt a nervousness that was
new to him. • The freshmen were genuinely delighted because he was to play. They showed
their feelings by howling the class cheer, and by
cheering for Danny, too. Twitches of excitement
ran through the school. And Danny, his thoughts
suddenly telling him that this game was practically
up to him and Baggs, began to have a queer,
empty sensation in his stomach.
He saw the center during the morning. They
spoke stiffiy a moment, and then separated.
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Baggs' eyes were apprehensive, but Danny said
nothing about the note. What was the use? Besides, a new thought had come to him, and it had
filled him with alarm. Would his plan to soothe
Baggs work?

Hadn't he, in one of the practice
games, tried to pat the center's broad back as
Chapman always did, and hadn't Baggs showed
plainly that he wanted none of it?
The harassed quarter went in to a flat dinner.
Nothing tasted right. After the meal he lounged
in the yard with a cluster of freshmen. The Mt.
Merry Academy fe~lows came past shortly after
two o'clock, and turned in toward the athletic field
and the gym.
"Gosh!" cried one voice. "They're light, eh?
We ought to lick them about 50 too."
"Right-o," chorused a medley of voices.
Danny wet his lips. So that's what the school
expected of him to-day I He hoped fervently that
Baggs would pass that ball so that the plays could
be made fast and sure.
Soon Talmage came out of the dormitory buildmg. "On the way," he called; and Danny and
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other 'Varsity fellows walked with self-conscious
strides to the gym.
They found Craig in the locker ro9m. "Shake
it up, fellows," he ordered. He turned to Talmage. "See the visitors yet?"
"No."
"Go and look them over."
Talmage went off to that portion of the locker
room reserved for visiting teams. Soon h·e came
back.
"Don't they feed them over there?

There

isn't a chap with them qver o~e hundred and forty
pounds."
Craig laughed.

"It will be good pr,actice,

anyway. Roll up a ,big score. Pull everything
we have. Make · the practice count for something."
Danny sighed.

Craig, too, expected a large '

afternoon for the green and white.

In uniform at last the boy moved toward the
door. The coach halted him and took him aside.
"Don't be afraid to experiment," Craig directed.

"They lack beef; you have nothing to
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fear. If a play fails, find out why. Slam it to
them again. Make it be good."
Danny nodded. "How about kicking?"
"Only on last down. And don't kick then if
you think you have a play that will pick up the
distance."
Danny nodded again, and went through the
door.
"Phipps I" Craig came after him. "As soon
as you've scored two or three times, don't hesitate to let Talmage try to boot them over if you
get within kicking distance. He needs the practice."
Danny's throat was dry. "Suppose we don't
score two or three times?"
"Go look at them," said Craig.
Danny did not explain that he had already seen
the Mt. Merry fellows. He went out to the field.
Later, when the full quota of Manor Hall had
come forth, he took the team out for signal drill.
He thought that things ran a bit smoothly, but
he knew that a signal drill and a real scrimmage
have little in common. Things that seem smooth
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in practice, may look like the ragged edge of a
saw in a grim battle.
The captains went off with the referee to toss
for choice of how to start the game-offensive
or defensive. Talmage came back to his players
grmnmg.
"They kick. Get that ball and rush them
straight down the field. Play hard, everybody.
Keep that ball moving lively, Danny."
"Lively it is," said Danny, bravely. The two
elevens lined up for the kick-off. Then came a
blare of sound from one part of the stands:
"Tick-a-Jacka, tick-a-lacka, tick-a-Jacka, loo,
Hong-chow, hong-chow, hong-chow, boo.
:R.ah, rah, rah, rah, rah, rah, rah, rah, rah,
Phipps! Phipps! Phipps!"

The freshmen had announced themselves.
The referee's hand went up. "Ready, Mt.
Merry? Ready, Manor?" The whistle shrilled.
The Mt. Merry line came forward quietly, easily. Then the ball soared up into the clear air.
The Mt. Merry ends raced away. The game
was on.
A cold moisture broke out on Danny's palms.
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He watched the leather, prancing anxiously as it
began to drop. Then it was in his arms.
"Left," cried Talmage.
And Danny was away to the left. He saw a
Mt. Merry player or two blocked off. Then a
strong, tugging tackle caught him and he went
down with a jerk. Instantly he was on his feet.
"Line up, fellows. Lively, now. Line up.
Signal!"
He called the numbers. His hands were out.
The ball came back with a jerk. He caught it
fearfully and none too surely. His hands were in
bad position for the pass, and the pass itself was
bad. Talmage was thrown after a one-yard gain.
"Smoother," he pleaded with Danny. "The
opening was there. I'd have had ten yards if the
ball had come when it should."
Again Danny's voice called the signal. This
time Baggs' pass was clean and steady. Right
half tore eight yards through tackle on his own
side. The stands cheered as one linesman almost
stood upon the other linesman's toes.
"Now for a first down," yelled a voice.
Some of Danny's fear departed. That la11t
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pass was all that it should have been. He shrilled
the next signal with more confidence. The pass
was low .and wide and slow. '
And Mt. Merry came through, and Talmage,
to whom the ball had gone, went down for a
four-yard loss.
It was fourth down and five yards to go. Something choked in Danny's throat. He gave the
signal for a kick. The ball floated away to the
waiting Mt. Merry backs. A group of te~ Mt.
Merry fellows in the stands let loose all the yell
that ten throats were capable of.
The visitors didn't waste much tiqie bucking
this heavier line. Their first try lost them a yard,
and their second attempt lost them two more.
Then they kicked. It was Manor's ball again.
"Do it this time, fellows," boomed a voice.
And Danny, back of his own line, ran his hand
along Baggs' canvas jacket. He put his hand
there with the intent to create the best of good
feeling." There was nothing in the action that
should have irritated. Yet Baggs, to all appearances, was irritated. His pass q1me hard and
fast. Danny almost lost the ball. He got it
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away to his left half, but the half went down
directly on the line of scrimmage. A voice
groaned:
"Second down. Ten yards to go."
Baggs passed Danny. "Keep your hands away
from me," he ordered in a low voice."
Now, a quarter can so place himself that his
center never feels easy about sending the ball.
But Danny knew that his stand was right. He
bent down again. He would make one more try
to win Baggs over.
His voice was almost pleading as he called the
signal. Yet the leather came back to him in an
uncertain, ragged way. The play gained two
yards.
"Oh, get in there, fellows," groaned Talmage.
"This isn't a game of marbles. Start something!"
Danny came back to the scrimmage line with
his center. His voice had a queer break in it as
he whispered:
"Pull with me, Baggs; pull with me."
"Take care of your own end," Baggs retorted.
"I'll take care of mine."
And the next play gained another weary two
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yards. Once more Talmage kicked. The ten
Mt. Merry students threatened to rupture their
throats.
The end of the quarter found both teams scoreless. So, also, did the end of the half. The
athletes of the green and white ran off to the
locker roor:n. There, with a watch in his hand,
Craig ripped into them for not having scored before this. Two 'Varsity boys came out; and two
substitutes went in, and Danny had a healthy idea
that he would have come out, too, had Chapman
been in any shape to play.
To the fiery, little quarter the game thus far
was a bitter humiliation. He had been expected
to lead the team to a big score, not only by the
school but also by Craig. And up to the present
the team had scored but one first down. He went
out for the second half with the light of battle
in his eyes.
"I'll get that ball to the backs," he vowed,
"someway, somehow."
He tried with all the desperate ardor of his
..
hot, young soul. But still the passing from Baggs
served to slow him up. His nerves, too, began
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to snap under the strain.

The end of the third

quarter found _Manor Hall as far from Mt.

Mer~

ry's goal as she had been at any time during the
afternoon.
During the short rest Talmage changed the
plan of battle.
ordered.

"Make it a kicking game," he

"I can out-kick their man. We'll kick

until we get inside the thirty-yard line. Then we
must go over. Here, you ends; when I kick cover

that ball."
And so the green and white, facing a far, far
lighter team, came down to kicking to save its
life. Danny could feel his eyes burn with unshed
tears.

Each time a signal for the kick came, he

stepped far aside so that Baggs would not be
bothered in making the pass.

Talmage, grim-

mouthed, kicked out his heart for distance. Slowly Manor Hall began to creep toward a possible

.

score.

Then, with her chance almost in sight, a brisk
breeze sprang up.

It was at Mt. Merry's back,

and it helped the Mt. Merry full wonderfully in
his punting. He began to outboot Talmage. Thct
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green and white retreated. Danny's shoulders
shook.
That was the turning point. Manor Hall collapsed. Into her line the lighter Mt. Merry lads
tore, and here and there they began to make gains.
They took the ball to the forty-yard line. There
Manor held. The Mt. Merry full prepared to
kick.
Danny, as he dropped back, knew in his heart
that Manor's chance to win was gone. He knew,
too, that the school would blame him, for was not
he the untried quarter, the experiment? Some o~
his own superb courage had disappeared in the
last few minutes. He wanted to do so much for
the green and white, and, instead, had done so
little.
The full kicked. Danny, with jumping nerves,
stood under the ball as it came down. He ' was
almost on his own goal line. The thought that
he might muff did not enter his head. T hen the
ball was in his arms-and then it was out, and his
heart was in his throat.
He threw himself sprawling in an attempt to
cover the leather before it could rebound. The
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oval got away from him. He saw a Mt. Merry
end scoop it on the run.
Danny jerked himself up. There was a wild
roaring from the stands. He made a blind clutch
at that lucky end. He fell. He knew he had
missed.
In the Manor Hall sections there was silence.
Ten delirious boys shrieked with crazy joy:
"Mt. Merry! Mt. Merry!
Rah, rah, rah,
Rah, rah, rah,
Rah, rah, rah,
Mt. Merry!"

Mt. Merry!

The green and white eleven, hopeless, stunned,
ranged off back of the goal line. Mt. Merry
missed its try. Before the ball could be brought
out the final whistle sounded. Ten boys promptly spilled themselves out of the stands and had
a "hip-hip-hip" parade around the field all by
themselves.
The Manor Hall team went slowly to the locker
room. Danny, flushed and shamed, brought up
the rear. Inside the gym Craig met hfa discoura.g7d boys.
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"You played poor ball," he said, "and I think
I know where the trouble lies."
The squad moved as though each boy was
weighing himself in the balance. Danny kept his
eyes on the tops of his shoes.
"Phipps !11 cried the coach suddenly.
Danny did not raise his head. What could be
seen of his face was fiery red.
"That was a marvelous catch," the coach cried
wrathfully. "There on your own goal line-and
you threw the game away. A tie game would
have been bad enough, but a defeat- What do
you expect to do against heavier teams if a shadow outfit like Mt. Merry can hold you at will?
And then to muff at such a time I It was the
worst football play I have ever seen. I hope I
shall never see another like it. You knew the
danger, Phipps. Why didn't you hug that ball?
Why didn't you hug it? Why didn't you hug it?"
Danny did not answer. The locker room was
ghastly still. Craig, after a "'o/hile, turned away.
"That's all," he said, quietly. "Dress."
They went hastily to their lockers. Danny'i
shame had given place to anger. Baggs had up160
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set his game; Baggs had upset the play of the
whole team. Yet not a word of censure had gone
to the center.
Danny glanced down the length of the room.
Baggs, in front of his locker, did not appear to
have a care in the world. The quarter felt a
wild desire to rush over and have it ou't with this
boy who had brought him so much trouble. But
that would mean explanations, and explanations
were the one thing that Danny did not want to
give.
He left the locker room without bothering to
put on his collar. Neither did he comb his hair.
Outside he found Ralph Dutton waiting for him.
\
"I'm sick of the whole game," Danny burst
out, wrathfully.
Ralph's glance was curious. "Did Craig go
for you?"
"Yes."
"Forget it."
Danny sighed mournfully. "That's easy to say,
but-"
"It's easy to do. Remember your first day at
Manor, Danny? Remember the fight? When
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Baggs reached you with his left that first time it
looked as though the scrap was over. But you
kept plugging, and you reached him in the end.
That's the way it will be with football, too."
"Why do you drag Baggs into this?" Danny
asked, suspiciously.
Dutton laughed. "Just a comparison," he answered, lightly. "I'm a great comparer."
Danny had an acute feeling that his roommate suspected that Baggs had had much to do
with Manor Hall's defeat.

\

CHAPTER IX
DANNY SHOWS FORM

D

UTTON, however, said nothing more
about Baggs. They came to the yard,
went up to No. 52 of the dormitory
building, and there Danny combed his hair and
adjusted his collar and tie, Dutton made vigorous use of soap and water. At length .they came
down to the dining hall. There, for the first
time, Danny learned what it meant to be the sus•
pected cause of a football defeat at Manor Hall.
I
He wasn't exactly snubbed. But fellows looked I
at him gloomily, and others, who spoke to him,
said, "Hello, Danny," as though they feared the
words would choke them. Even Cross, the captain of the freshman team, gazed at him sadly.
"Huh!" snapped Danny. "Why don't you
wear a black band on ,your arm and go into
mourning."
"We should have won," croaked Cross.
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"And we would have won, too," cried Danny,
hotly, "if-"
"If what?" asked Cross.
"If we had won," said Danny, and went down
to his table. He left Cross standing there pondering deeply.
Danny's depression would have passed had he
known that Craig regretted the words he had
spoken in the locker room. Craig was no man's
fool. He had sense enough to know that something betwe~n Baggs and Phipps must have caused
the smashup in the Manor Hall machinery. He
knew that Baggs was loyal to the green and white.
He knew that Danny was loyal, too. Then, what
had happened in the game must have been the
thing that he had feared and had lectured the
boys about. In the classroom and in the yard
there was always talk of chaps who "couldn't get
along together." That seemed to be about the
status of center and quarter. They couldn't get
along together. They meant well, but they
clashed.
And the clash, as Craig saw it, must have unstrung Danny. The team hadn't gone right, and
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the quarter had lost his nerve. That was the
only way to account for the fatal muff.
"I hope," the coach thought aloud, "he doesn't
take my lecture too much to heart."
But Danny did take it to heart, and in the next
few days he woke up to the fact that he had completely lost his nerve in catching.
Now, when a man in the back-field muffs a punt
in the ordinary practice, the muff does not affect
him materially. He may be disgusted for a moment. The coach may even bark a sharp criticism. On the whole, however, there is no reason
why the back should not catch the next punt, or
the one following that. There is nothing very
much at stake, and his nerves are in a quiet condition.
'
But all this is changed when a quarterback,
standing in the shadow of his own goal in a
game, makes a muff that results in a winning score
for the other team. From that time on, unless
the quarter is an exceptional boy, there is going
to be trouble every time he goes,, after a kick.
Sometimes a boy will recover instantly from a
mischance of that kind; and if he catches the next
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ball or two, back will come his courage and he
will continue to catch the leather successfully. In
that case, there is little danger that he will muff
a kick in the next game. But if, after that fatal
miss, the next · ball jumps away from him, the
captain and the coach can begin to make up their
minds that that particular quarter is gone for a
week or more.
Danny was not an introspective boy. He wasn't
one, usually, to worry about himself. Yet, having made that muff against Mt. Merry, the feeling that he would muff again came to him whenever he saw the ball sailing toward him. He felt
he would muff it; he knew he would muff it. What
was worse, he did muff it. In practice he kept
missing one or two out of every three. It seemed
impossible for him to regain his courage and his
confidence.
Craig muttered glumly as he saw this boy who
had promised to prove a find going wrong.
Dutton tried· his best to cheer his room-mate.
Daily, though, Danny cal1'le to the room after
missing his usual number of punts.
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stalk around grim and dogged, but plainly much
discouraged.
In this fashion four or five days passed. Craig
began to figure that it would be wise to secure another substitute quarterback; for, even though
Danny might begin to run the team with a dash,
he would be of little use were he dropping punts.
With his hands deep in his pockets and his head
bent, Craig took the path leading to the yard.
Suddenly a voice broke in on his thoug~ts.
"How goes it, Craig?"
The coach swung around. Off to one side
stood Arnold R. Baggs, known to every old Manor Hall man as "A. R." Rumor said that he was
the best back-field man Manor had ever developed; the best captain the Manor 'Varsity had
ever had. And rumor also said that at Yale he
had been a mountain of strength for two years to
the eleven of the blue.
Craig shook hands gladly. "Going over to
see Don?" he asked.
"Just came from his room," answered the older
man. "I thought I'd drop in and see you."
"Fine," cried the coach, heartily. They went
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on toward the coach's rooms. There they discussed the elevens that had been turned out by
the big colleges. Finally the talk drifted back to
Manor's team.
"How are they?" asked Mr. Baggs. "I hear
that Monroe has a corking team, and that Franklin is pretty fast, too."
"We're not a slow lot," said Craig. "If we
can patch up a place or two-"
"The boy?" said Mr. Baggs, quickly.
Craig shook his head. "No. Don is a pretty
good center. Quarter is what troubles me."
Mr. Baggs whistled. "How about Chapman?"
"He'll play in the next game, but I'm beginning to think he isn't there with everything he
ought to have. I had a freshman kid as substitute, and I had great hopes for him. In the Mt.
Merry game he dropped a punt. He's been off
his game since."
Mr. Baggs was interested. "Lost his nerve,
eh?"
"Yes."
"Bad case?"
"Worse than bad." ·
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The old graduate chuckled. "I've seen cases
like that. I've seen them cured, too. We had a
quarter who muffed in a big game and went to
pieces. We had to play a man in his place the
next week. But we cured him."
"How?" Craig asked, eagerly.
"Tut, tut. Let me try things first. If I fail
you will have to get somebody else. If it does
work o~t, I'll tell you how it is done. Then you
can save the medicine for future nervous quarterbacks."
"This boy isn't nervous," said Craig. "That
is, he isn't what you think of when you say 'nervo~s boy.' He is high strung, but he isn't wobbly."
Mr. Baggs nodded. "All right. Give me a
look at him. When?" .
"To-morrow?" Craig asked.
"How about to-night?"
The coach stood up. "Supper is about over~
We'll go now."
Over in No. 52 Danny was giving a splendid
exhibition of a young student in the act of being
studious. He was crouched in a chair; his shoulders were hunched; his hands were twitched int0<
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his red hair; a book was before him. On closer
inspection, however, the idea of study faded, for
Danny's eyes were not on the book. His mind
was dreaming of a football play, and he was wondering if the defensive halfback could be put out
at a particular spot. Then a knock sounded on
the door.
Dutton, reclining on one of the beds, sprang
hastily to his feet. He, too, had had a book, but
his thoughts had been on Danny and whether
Danny would get another chance this year.
"Come in," he called.
Craig entered. At the coach's heels came an
older man whom Ralph did not know.
"Hello, boys," called Craig. "This is Don
Baggs' father. Dutton, Mr. Baggs; and this is
Phipps."
The man shook hands with the boys. Danny
wondered what was coming. Baggs' father certainly wasn't there, he thought, to do Don Baggs
any harm.
But the talk, instead of running to Don Baggs,
ran to football in general. Craig could see a
puzzled light in the eyes of Dutton and Danny.
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"I guess," he laughed, "they're wondering why
you're here, A. R."
"Manor's old halfback?" gasped Dutton.
"There's a picture of him downstairs. I didn't
know he was Don Baggs' father."
"The fellow who drop-kicked a goal from the
forty-yard line," whispered Danny in an awed
voice.
"He's a pretty old 'fellow'," Craig reproved.
"Oh I" Danny flushed. "I'm sorry-"
"I'm not," cried Baggs' father, heartily. "I'm
glad that kick is remembered. But forty yards
isn't so much. A chap named Haxall once kicked
a goal from the sixty-five-yard line."
"Drop-kick?" Danny demanded.
"Placement," Mr. Baggs answered. "It was
back in l 88 2 1 a Yale-Princeton game and-"
"Huh!" said Danny., "We're talking about
preparatory schools. I guess forty yards is almost a record for a prep school."
Mr. Baggs chuckled. Plainly Danny's loyalty
had pleased him, and Craig was delighted. Soon
the coach turned to Dutton.
"Come on, Ralph. · Let's take a walk. I want
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to talk to you. I'm going to leave you with
Phipps, A. R. I'll be back in half an hour."
"Fine I" smiled Mr. Baggs. "I'd like nothing
better than to chat with the boy who think:> I'm
a hero-tha t is, if there's no objection to smoking in this room."
"You won't find any material here," said Dutton. "We don't-''
"Or won't while you're at Manor," said Craig,
sharply.
"I carry my ammunition with me," laughed the
old back. He pulled out a pipe and a tobacco
pouch. Dutton and Craig left.
Slow~y the man filled the pipe.
Danny, uneasy in the presence of so much greatness, fidgeted
about in his chair.
"I understan d Craig has been trying you at
·q uarter," the .man began.
"He was." Danny sighed. "I guess I'm
through."
Mr. Baggs pretended to be surprised.
is that?"

"How

"Oh, I just lost my nerve catching punts."
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Danny started the explanation with a brave smile,
but his voice trembled, at the end.
"Lost your nerve?" asked Mr. Baggs. "That
is bad, isn't it? But it isn't uncommon. I used
to be as nervous as a thin witch, but I always had
pretty good luck. W·hat's wrong? Do you get
under them all right?"
"Yes; that part's all right. I guess it's just
plain muff."
"Maybe not. Have you tried any different
way of catching?"
. Danny stared. "Is there more than one way?"
"Many ways," replied Mr. Baggs, emphatically. "There are a great many good ones, and
a grdt many bad ones. The trouble is that some
men can catch the ball every time in a bad way,
and other men cannot catch it once in a dozen
times in a good way. There's no such thing as.
.
(
one way to catch a football." ·
Danny's eyes had begun to sparkle. " Do · you
mean, sir, that my form may be wrong? That
aside from that I may be all right?"
T he man laughed. "Not so fast, Phipps. I
haven't seen you in action yet. But you look like
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a player. Here, I'm a bit rusty, but I ran kick
a bit at that. Suppose we go out to-morrow morning? I'll kick to you, and we'll see where the
trouble is."
"I'd like to," answered Danny, eagerly. He
had lost all fear of his famous visitor. "I can
be at the field at eleven o'clock."
"Eleven it is," cried the man. "Now, let's get
down to the team."
Danny felt a sinking of the heart. Was the
man going to ask about Don Baggs? But the
questions and the talk went off on another angle
entirely.
"How does the line show up?" the man ask.ed.
"Is it heavy?"
"No," answered Danny. "But it's aggressive !'
"Ah I That's the stuff to have. A light, aggressive chap is better every minute than a meal
bag, especially when you get out to the tackles'
positions. How's the back-field? Fast?"
"One is."
"Who's that?"
"Lee. He's the fastest runner in school. He
can get out to the end of the line like lightning.
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If he gets any interference at all he'll get past.
He can't plunge, though. He isn't hard to tackle
when you hit him."
"Well," observed Mr. Baggs, "Craig ought to
make something out of his speed."
They talked on, and the man smoked two pipefuls. · Then Craig and Dutton came back, and
the former 'Varsity star departed.
"What kind of chap is he?" Dutton asked,
curiously.
"He doesn't act like Baggs' father," answered
Danny.
Ralph grinned. "Wonder how he'd pass the
ball, Danny?"
The quarter felt a wave of confusion. He
had let slip a bit too much.
"I'm not talking about passing," he said, stifHy.
Next morning at eleven o'clock Danny raced to
the gym. Mr. Baggs, in footb all clothes, was
there wai ting. The boy had an instinctive feeling that the man must have been a real athlete
in his youth. He still had much of the lines, and
looked hard and rugged. When they came out
on the field the man began to punt. He got the
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ball off easily, and with a fine, clean swing, catching the oval on his instep and sending it high or
, low, or with a spiral, without any apparent effort.
"I guess you could kick them from the fortyyard line now," Danny volunteered.
Mr. Baggs chuckled. "Let's see you try to
catch a few."
Danny went down the field. The man kicked.
Danny droppe.d the ball. He also dropped three
out of the next five. Then Mr. Baggs came toward him.
"The first thing for you to do," he said, "is to
restrain your ardor,"
Danny looked uneasy. "Why, I thought that
a fellow had to play with his whole heart."
"I don't mean that sort of ardor," said the
man. "As soon as my foot hits the ball you beg~n to scamper around. That's wrong. As soon
as my foot hits the ball get an idea of the direction. Then commence to move toward the spot,
not violently, where you think the ball will drop.
Catching punts is not like catching fli ~ s in a baseball outfield. There the fielder must start speedily with the crack of the bat; but you must re-
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member that an outfielder in baseball must use
speed, for he has a lot of territory to cover and
a baseball comes more rapidly than a football.
Remember that."
"Y es, sir,
. " sa1"d D anny.
"Another thing. Usually on a ·punt in a football game you have two men back. You may not
have two men on the full distance back; but in
that case you have a man who can take the short
ones, while you look after the long ones. It takes
a ball a long time to cover the forty or fifty yards
of a punt. Under the present rules, were a punt
coming in such a way that you would have to go
•
after it like a baseball
outfielder-that is, run at
full speed all the way and then only be able to
just reach the ball-it would be wiser not to try
to take the ball on the fly."
"I see," said Danny.
"Hold on!" cried Mr. Baggs. "That doesn't
mean that I am in favor of a back letting fly balls
bound if he can catch them. But remember this:
the ball hitting the ground puts nobody on side,
while the ball that hits you puts your opponents
on side. So if there is any doubt that you can
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reach the ball, let it go and then take your time
getting it after it has hit the ground."
Danny nodded once more. He began to wonder what all this had to do with the way he
muffed.
"Now," said the man, "this all bears on that
too-hurried start you make, and the way you skitter a\round. You use up a lot of energy by starting at one angle, and then changing and starting
at another. Learn to st'art easily. Judge the
ball. Then get under it, not hurriedly, but comfortably. Don't run like a hundred-yard sprinter
for ten or fifteen yards, and then stand there uncomfortably motionless and watch the ball come
down. If you get there easily you won't have so
much time to wait and worry and think. You
won't even be excited when you get there. That
is the first proposition. Fix that in your head.
Steady down a little. Steady down."
Danny began to see that there was more of a
science to catching punts than he had ever believed.
"Now I'm going to show you," the man continued, "how I want you to get the ball to-day and
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to-morrow. After that you will find that you
won't muff any more. I have no objection to
your catching the ball in your hands as you do.
Some players catch more in the arms. However,
if you put yourself in the right position, you are
just as safe with the hands, and it seems to be
'
more natural for you to catch that way. But I
don't want those hands stuck out, nor do I want
you to hold your body so rigid when you catch.
Bring your hands in closer to your body. This
way. See?"
Mr. Baggs illustrated. Danny watched the
operation with parted lips.
"As the ball comes down, bend your body this
way and keep your elbows in." Here Mr. Baggs
put his hands in such a position-that, with his body
and elbows iri, there was a complete pocket for
the ball. The only way it could possibly get away,
Danny saw, would be by going through his hands,
striking his body, and shooting down through his
arms.
"There's another trick I want to show you.
When you lean over and take the ball in your
hands and in the pocket formed by your body, it
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is not a ba d plan to lift your leg a little." Mr.
Baggs drew up one leg so that it formed a complete bottom to the space below his arms.
"Ah!" said Danny.
"See it?"
"Yes, sir."
"Good I The idea is this: If a ball is to get
away at all, it must hit the bottom of that pocket
and then bounce out over your hands and arms.
You may juggle on the catch, but you . still hold
the ball.. Then, too, by bending your bony a:!d
making it less ri gid, there is no danger of the
ball hitting your body and bounding away from
. you. Toss a ball in the air for me a few times.
I'll show you."
Danny tossed the ball. Mr. Baggs caught it
deftly. Danny realized that it wa'> almost impossible for the oval to get away from the combined ha~ds, arms, body and leg.
"Suppose I throw some in the air for you?"
the man asked.
Danny nodded eagerly.
The man tossed the ball. Soon Danny discovered that the art wasn't as easy as it had
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seemed. At first he messed things up badly.
After a dozen or so throws, though, he began to
feel easier. He could get the ball in his hands,
and at the same time bow his body and keep his
arms m. He didn't, however, get the knack of
lifting his leg.
"Here," cried Mr. Baggs; "let the ball go
through your hands this time and hit "our leg.
See what happens."
What happened was that the ball bounced
straight up and away from the boy. Danny
looked bewildered.
"You tried to catch it altogether on your leg,''
Mr. Baggs explained, "and you jerked the leg up
too rapidly and too high. Just bring the leg up
gradually. It's only there to fill the last chance
for the ball's escape. Try again."
And on the next catch Danny saw clearly the
prihcipal of the thing. Ten minutes later he was
catching easily and well.
"That's all for to-day," said the man. "Tomorrow I'll kick to you and see how you come
through."
They went back, to the locker room.
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"And that man," thought Danny, "is Don
Baggs' father."
Next day Mr. Baggs kicked, and Danny, for
half an hour, caught everything that came to him.
At first he was nervous and uncertain. After that
h.is courage came, and at the finish he strutted to
the gym with a careless swagger. The boy from
Westbrook was his old cocky self again.
And, in the next few days, the school woke
up to the fact that "Phipps was getting them:"
/
Mr. Baggs, standing beside Craig, chuckled as
he watched his pupil.
ul guess I've brought him around, Craig," he
said.
"And a good job you made of it, too," said
the coach. He had hopes for Danny again. He
would have been even more delighted had he
known that Mr. Baggs had told .his son that
Danny had the makings of a football star, and
that young Baggs had gasped in surprise. True,
Craig was aware that Don Baggs watched the
substitute quarter in a puzzled way, but he atta~hed lit~le significance to that.
Though the coach was pleased with Danny's
I
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showing, he spoke no words of praise. He knew
that the boy wasn't of the brooding type, and he
saw no reason why the qua,rter should not eat the
bread of doubt for a while. So, though Danny
got short workouts with the 'Varsity, he received
little attention. Yet his heart rejoiced, for he
had a feeling that Baggs' passing was a shade
more consistent than it had been in the past.
The second game on the schedule, that with
Creskill Academy, was played on a damp, drizzly
day. Manor won easily, but Danny did not get
a chance. All the 'following week he zealously
went after punts in an effort to convince Craig
that he had found himself again. But Chapman
played all through the game with Lincoln School,
and Danny, at the finish, walked to the locker
room scowling and glum.
In the few days that followed he became morose. He knew that he would make good if he
had another chance; he knew that he would make
good, somehow, even if Baggs still threw him off
with uneven passing. And so came the fourth
gam~ with Meade as the opponents.
Meade was generally weak at football. This.
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year was no exception. Manor scored four times
in the first half, and Talmage kicked three goals.
Two more scores came in the third quarter. The
elevens stopped for their short rest.
"Phipps I" called Craig.
Danny sprang from where he was lined with
the other substitutes.
"Play this quarter," said the coach.
Danny raceq out wild-eyed.
"Good boy," said Chapman. "Soak it to them.
Don't get too free with their right end. __He's
the best they have."
"I'll remember that," Danny promised, gratefully. Then he saw a host of other substitutes
romp out. With them came Orth, the substitute
center. Danny didn't stop to think that he· had
gone in merely because the rest of t_he substitutes
had gone in. He was satisfied with things as they
were. He had a chance to prove himself.
And in that last quarter he drove the team with
savage vim. He pleaded, he encouraged, he
begged. The boys sprang into their plays with
flashing speed. The passing of Orth was the best
that Danny had ever known, and five times Man184
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or plugged its way to the goal line. The game
became a slaughter.
The Meade coach whispered with Craig. Craig
nodded; and a merciful whistle cut three full
minutes out of the game. Manor Hall cheered
Meade; Meade cheered Manor Hall. The tired
elevens moved toward the gym.
Danny, his heart swelling with the knowledge
of work well done, wanted to be alone for a
while. He lingered in the rear. Suddenly he
felt a hand on his shoulder.
"Good work," sai~ Craig's voice.
Danny lo~ked back with a happy smile. The
man's fingers tightened.
"Danny," he said, "I'm glad."
1

CHAPTER X
'A CHANGE IN DEFENSE

RIDE and joy filled Danny's heart as he
dressed in the locker room. True, he
had gone in against a beaten eleven, but
he had shown that he could drive his team. Bet•
ter than that, Craig had given . him a smile of 1
warm friendship. Danny's shoulder still tingled
where the coach's fingers had clutched. And to
the boy, that clutch meant even more than the
smile.
To-day again, he found Dutton waiting for
• him. This time they romped home happily in
the fall twilight.
"Makes all the difference in the world who's
passing the ball, doesn't it?" Ralph asked.
Danny shook his head. "You mustn't say that,
Dut."
Ralph laughed good-naturedly. "All right;
but I'll think it."
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Danny couldn't object to that. He told his
room-mate how Craig had acted after the game.
"Whee!" Ralph threw up his hat and cheered.
"This has been a great day for you, hasn't it?"
Danny nodded soberly.
In the dining hall that night the fellows treated
Danny as though they were beginning to hope
for him again. Baggs kept his eyes on his plate;
but Reggie Clarke, Baggs' room-mate, cast scowling sneers at the substitute quarterback.
"What have I done to him?" Danny wondered.
Later, when he told Dutton about Clarke,
Ralph snorted disdainfully.
'"Don't worry about .him," he advised. "He's
a no-good sort. He tried for the nine a year ago
and was dropped from the squad, and since then
he's been jealous of every fellow who gets ahead
with Craig. I guess he puts bugs in Baggs' ear, ·',,
too."
"About what?"
"Lot of things, maybe. Perhaps about you."
"I'd wallop him in the eye if I thought so,"
cried Danny, hotly. "I have enough trouble with
Baggs without anybody sticking in an oar and-"
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"Ah I" said Ralph, gleefully. "Let the cat slip
that time, didn't you, Danny?"
The quarterback colored with confusion. "I
don't mean trouble in a football way," he scowled.
"What way?" Dutton insisted; but Danny
would say no more.
Two games were left on the schedule. The
Franklin game came the following Saturday, and
a week later came the season's big battle-the
clash with Monroe Academy. Franklin played
two games a week, and got more of the real crash
of football than Manor. She had gone through
her season thus far with an unbroken string of
victories, and she generally had won by big scores.
A rumor had gone round that her back-field was
fast and driving.
The Manor boys, however, refused to be
frightened. Yet Craig was secretly uneasy.
Monday, when 'Varsity practice was resumed,
Danny went out with a confident swagger. Because he felt that he was once more in the good
graces of the coach, his courage had come back
in full. To-day he watched, and with no dark
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thoughts running through his brain, he gave .heed
only to the play on the field.
Against Meade he had three times called for
plays on which center snapped the ball directly
to the back who was to make the run. The plays •
had failed, and he had speedily abandoned them.
Now he watched critically every time one of these
plays was called.
After a while Craig came over to whe~e ·he
stood. "Get in there, Danny," he ordered.
"Oh, please, I'd rather st;iy here and watch,"
Danny answered, before he thought.
The coach's face darkened. Suddenly he smiled.
"What are you watching?"
"Those plays where center snaps the ball directly to the backs."
"You didn't use them much against Meade,
did you?"
"No." .
Craig rubbed his chin thoughtfully. He was
always glad to get an outside opinion provided
the opinion was intelligent. He had realized for
several days that these particular plays were not
going with the force he had expected. Was it
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possible that this freshman kid might stumble on
the reason?
"All right," he said, brusquely. "Watch."
S~ Danny remained on the lines during the
afternoon. The practice over, he waited for
Craig. The coach came past him deep in thought,
and as usual muttering to himself.
"I don't see why Lee,'' he mused aloud, "cannot get out beyond tackle quicker. He gets there
just in time to be a second too late."
"Mr.-Mr. Craig," said Danny, timidly.
Craig's head came up. "Did you speak to me,
Danny?"
"Yes, sir; I-"
"Never mind the 'sir'. What is it?"
"If Lee can't get out there nobody can. Lee's
a mighty fast man."
Craig frowned. "You mean the play is wrong?"
Danny had his courage now. "Not exactly
that," he answered, boldly, "for we have one or
two other plays that are ~ little like it and they
~ork all right. Only-"
'·' Only what?"
"Only the ball goes through the quarter."
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Craig whistled, softly. "So! Don't you think
a back ought to make the line quicker when the
ball is passed directly to him?"
"That's just where the trouble is," Danny answered.
"You mean the center doesn't give the back a
good pass?" Craig demanded, darkly. Was this
boy "knocking" a fellow-player?
r
"No," said Danny, promptly. "But I noticed
that the back has to wait for the ball, or else
the ball has to pass considerably ahead ~f him. if
he starts the instant it is snapped. I think that
he can get there quicker if the ball comes through
the quarter, because the quarter can take a step
or two while the back is starting. That will help
Lee, for one thing, to get out quicker."
"Hum!" mumbled Craig. An instant later ·he
said: "Many football men think the direct pass
is quicker."
"Well, if you have the center throw the ball
far enough ahead of him so that he can get a
running start, then it would be quicker."
Craig stood there thinking deeply. Danny began to lose heart.
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"Of course," he added, "I don't know much
about it-"
"We'll try your plan to-morrow," the coach
broke in, abruptly.
Danny raced away. Try his plan to-morrow!
Then Craig must think that there might be something to the suggestion.
Next day the 'Varsity went against the seniors
for four seven-minute quarters. Chapman, fearing that . he was slipping behind in physics, laid
off for the day, and Danny had the quarter's place
to himself. To-day Baggs' passing didn't interest
him. In fact, he hardly gave it a thought.
Before the 'Varsity went out, Craig explained
how on that one particular play the ball would
go through quarter instead of directly from the
center.
Before the 'Varsity-senior game was two minutes old, Danny called for the play. Lee skinned
past the tackle, and on for fifteen yards.
Craig, watching intently, clapped his hands
against his thighs.
"The kid's right," he muttered.'
Danny tried the same play four more times
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that afternoon. Once it was stopped.
times it gained substantially.

Three

After the game Craig drew Danny aside in
the locker room.
"Meeting in my rooms to-night,' 1 said the
coach. "Come over."
The captains of the various teams, and some
of the quarters, were always invited to these meetings. They were Manor Hall's football councils of 'war. Heretofore, however, Danny had
never been asked to attend. He stared blankly.
"M-me ?" he gasped.
"You," said Craig, and smiled. ·
When Danny arrived that night he felt like a
cat in a strange garret. Craig and Talmage and
Chapman were there. Cross and the three other
class captains sprawled in chairs. The class quar1
terbacks were there, too, with the exception of
the quarter from the freshman team. Danny's
head buzzed with embarrassment.
He took a rear seat. Football talk ran on for
ten or fifteen minutes. Soon the boy forgot about
himself. His eager ears drank in every word,
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and after a while he began to see p1ays in a way
that put them in a new light.
Finally Craig rapped on the arm of his chair.
The room became still.
"We are going to take up," the coach an- ·
nounced, ",the question of passing the ball through
the quarter instead of direct. That is why I have
asked Phipps here to-night. He suggested the
change, and it certainly worked this afternoon."
Danny felt the hot blood in his cheeks. Some
of the fellows stared at him in a questioning way.
But Chapman smiled good-naturedly, and Cross
I

smiled with pri~e.
"Tell the meeting, Danny, what you told me,"
Craig invited.
"Go to it, Danny," cried Cross.
Danny's tongue seemed to stick to the roof of
his mouth. Presently he recovered himself
enough to say:
"I saw that Lee had to wait every time before
he got the ball. He had to start from a standing
position. I thought ~erhaps the quarter way
would be faster."
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"That's the whole problem in a nutshell," said
Craig.
"Why is it faster?" asked the senior captain.
"When a quarter," Danny explained, "gets the
ball and starts with it, the halfback starts at the
same time. He takes the ball while on the run,
because he starts as soon as the ball is snapped."
Craig nodded approval. "That's right. E
think we had better have the 'Varsity and all the
teams that are practicing that play put the ball
through the quarter."
"But," cried the senior captain; "but won't
that give the play away?"
"I thought of that," Craig answered, "and l'm
sure it will not. If the quarter stands as Phipps
stands, the opponents can't tell."
Now the gathering began to stare at Danny
with respectful eyes. Cross smiled again.
"I don't believe they can tell .whether I'm going to pass to right or to left halfback on that
particular play," D anny said. "They may be able
to tell::'on some other plays; but as long as I get
a chance to take a step after I get the ball, I can
stand so they can't tell which way I am going to
l
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start. It is different on a straight line plunge.
There it makes a pretty close thing of it."
The senior captain nodded slowly. "I guess
the quarter pass is better," and with this the
meeting agreed. Danny left with Cross.
"You're coming fast, kid," chirped the freshman captain. "We're proud of you."
Franklin was to play a match on W ednesdar
at Nutley, and Wednesday morning Craig disappeared. Talmage ran that afternoon's practice. At supper the word ran around that Cr_aig
was back. Later Talmage stopped Danny.
"Another meeting to-night," he whispered.
"Craig says to come over."
Danny went gladly. As soon as they were all
there Craig announced that he had seen Franklin play Nutley that afternon, at Nutley.
"How a·re they?" Chapman demanded.
"Fast," said Craig. "Their speed was a revelation."
"What's their specialty?" a voice asked.
"A split tandem," Craig answered. "It's
mighty hard to tell which side of the center the
real attack is going to hit, and which side is go196
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ing to get the fake interference. They line up
fast and they shoot the ball quick. Sometimes the
first man has the ball and they rip a snap opening for him. Then again that same man comes,
ducks, apparently takes the ball as he did before
and strikes in that same opening. But he hasn't
the ball, and the man behind him gets the ball
and shoots the other side of cent~r. Sometimes
the .tackle and guard both get the opposing guard
and shove him one side or the other. Of course,
there is nothing new about this; but the speed
with which those fellows play makes all the difference in the world. Besides, they have a couple
of short, stumpy backs who come low and hard,
and keep going until they're actually knocked
down. They put it all over Nutley to-day. 11
The rooIII settled into uncomfortable silence.
Talmage cleared his throat.
"What's the answer?" he asked.
"We must get up a defense against this split
tandem, 11 answered Craig. "If we don't, they'll
hustle us up and down the field."
I
Talmage whistled uneasily. "Can't we block-"
4
'The center? No. They have a good run
I
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outside tackle. Bring the tackles in, and Franklin would swing out for long gains."
There was another spell of silence. Craig
took a small blackboard from a closet and hung
it on a wall peg.
"Here's the play," he said. "Study it."
The boys stared with wrinkled brows.
"How did Nutley play its center on defense?"
Talmage asked.
"They dropped him back a bit," Craig answered.
"Did anybody take him?"
"Sometimes. The Franklin center, after snapping the ball, would charge straight through at
him, but he would dodge, as he had every advantage. The big trouble was that Nutley center
didn't dodge to the right side."
"Couldn't he see where the play was going?" ·
Craig chuckled. "He thougp.t he could for a
while. Two o:r; three times he got the fake runner instead of tJ:ie man with the ball. ·After a
time he waited a little longer. This helped him
to stop things up, but th.e Franklin gams were
pretty good just the same."
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"Perhaps Baggs could stop it," Talmage hint·
ed. "We play him back a little."
"Nutley's center was pretty good," answered
Craig. "If he couldn't break things up, I don't
see that Baggs could-not the way Franklin
played to-day."
Danny itched to speak. He had studied the.
diagram on the blackboard, but he felt that he
should keep his lips closed unless he was asked.
for an opinion. The eager look in his face, how:
ever, caught the coach's eyes.
"What do you think about this, Danny?" Craigasked.
"I wish I had seen the play," the boy answered.
I
"What do you want to know that I haven'tstated?" Craig demanded, sharply.
Danny felt an implied criticism. Yet he an-.
swered, stoutly:
"Did the Nutley guards charge in?"
"Yes."
"Well, wasn't that just what Franklin wanted?'
I didn't see the play, but didn't they just about
invite the guards to charge in? Wouldn't that
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open up additional space between the guards and
the center?"
Craig ran quick fingers through his hair. "Put
that on the blackboard," he ordered.
Danny had never before made a blackboard
explanation, and the coach's command sent a
lump into his throat. Nevertheless, he marched
bravely to the front of the room, and was glad
that Cross and Chapman patted his arms as he
passed. He felt better when he reached the
board. He made three big, white crosses.
"What are they?" Craig demanded
"Center and guards," Danny answered.
"Well?"

"If Franklin knew that the Nutley guards
would charge, and if Franklin let them come a
little, that would widen the space between the
center and the guard on either side. What I
mean is, that the space is greater when the play
really starts than it is before the ball is snapped.
If they can be sure that the guards are going to
charge every time, they can play first on one side
'
and then on the other. Do you see?"

zoo
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Danny faced the players. Here and there
heads nodded.
"But," said Craig, "you can't tell the guards
to stand still."
That seemed to be a poser. Danny stood forlornly beside the blackboard. Suddenly the 1coach
slapped his knee.
"Here I" he cried. "I have it. Of course, if
the guards stand still those fellows will get the
jump on us all the time. Suppose we try this:
Have the guards give a lunge as though they
were going forward. Have them shove their
opponents back if they can. Then let them stand
still."
"That's it," cried Danny.
Craig smiled. "See it, do you?"
"Yes. If the guards do that, and if the center
stands up a little closer, the hole won't be as big."
Craig tossed a piece of chalk toward the ceiling and kicked the piece as it came down. "We'll
try this to-morrow." He glanced at Talmage:
"How does it look to you?"
"Looks good to me," said Talmage, heartily.
20I
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Chapman smiled softly. "Brainy kid," he
whispered.
Craig turned to Hauser, the junior captain.
"Can you . have your team out at two o'clock tomorrow afternoon?"
Hauser nodded slowly. "I guess so."
"Good I Have them on the field. I'll coach'
them for an hour."
When at three-thirty o'clock next afternoon the
,Varsity lined up against the juniors, Talmage was
not surprised.
"Juniors keep the ball," said Craig.
Again and again the class team tried Franklin's split tandem play, as Craig had taught it to
them. Soon Craig saw that Danny was right.
If the guards lunged, and pushed their opponents
• a bit, and then stayed in the opening low and
well spread out, they generally got the runner.
'.And this also gave Baggs a chance, even though
he played fairly close to the line, to shoot if the
play went out wider.
Chapman-good, open-hearted Chapman-- '
·saw all this with knowing eyes. After the prac<tice he walked back to the gym with Craig.
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"I'd like to know what I'm doing as the 'Varsity quarter," he complained. "That chap Phipps
should be running things. He's a wonder."
And Craig, without meaning to, nodded once
or twice.

CHAPTER XI
DANNY'S DEFENSE

RAIG was quite ready to admit that for
a boy playing real football for the
first time Danny was indeed a wonder.
Yet, in his heart, he refused to consider the idea
· of Danny as quarter in the two big games that
were to come. His smile, however, as he patted
Chapman's shoulder, was tender. For Chapman
showed the spirit that he saw too seldom in young
boys-die spirit that was willing to sacrifice self
1
for the good of a common cause.
"Danny hasn't had the experience, Chappie,"
he said, gently.
"He has everything else," Chapman answered,
stoutly.
They passed into the gym. In the locker room
Cr~ig stood by the door and studied the roomful
of. splashing, dressing boys. His eyes were on
Dann.y. The boy had muffed a punt and had lost

C
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one game. Yet in this, th<: hour of his triumph,
he took on none of the airs that would mark him
as the owner of an inflated head.
"I wonder," said Craig, aloud.
"Wonder what?" demanded Chapman, who
had remained near the coach.
"Nothing," was the answer.
Chapman smiled. "You're wondering whether
he shouldn't be the quarter.

Keep thinking.

That's what I want you to do."
And Craig did "keep thinking." The result
of his pondering was that he had a long talk
with Chapman the afternoon before the Franklin
game. That night, too, the coach went to No.
of the dormitory building.

52

"I guess you came here to ask me to play on
the 'Varsity to-morrow," Dutton joked.
Craig laughed. Dutton laughed, too.
"Clear out," the coach ordered. "I want to
talk to Danny."
"Huh I" said Ralph. "Just as though I didn't
know it." He departed without his hat. From
the doorway he called advice to his room-mate.
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"Don't let him scare you, Danny. He wants you
to play to-morrow." ,
Craig laughed lightly. "You're a poor guesser;
Dutton," he called.
Yet, as soon as Ralph's footsteps had died
away down the hall, the coach turned to the won·deri-ng freshman.
"Dutton's right," he said, crisply. "I came
here to tell you you'll play part of the game
against Franklin."
Danny's head whirled. "But-" he began,
lamely.
"I don't like Baggs' passing either, if that's
·what you mean," the coach interrupted. "And
perhaps you'll be able to hold that ball when it's
kicked to you."
"I-I don't think I'll muff the ball," Danny
answered. He was still somewhat staggered by
what the coach had told him. "I've never misjudged a kick; and the way Mr. Baggs showed
me there's no chance to miss unless I do misjudge.
As to Baggs-"
"Well?" Craig broke in.
"We don't pull together," said Danny. So
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long as Craig knew, there was now no harm in,
talking.
The coach's eyes flashed directly to the boy.
"You mean he throws you off by bad passing?"
"Not purposely," Danny answer~d, hastily.
"He doesn't mean to pass them badly; but they
don't come evenly and I'm a little bit afraid each
time. That forces me to think too much about
getting the ball and not enough about the rest of
the play. I guess he feels the same way when
he snaps it."
"How's that?" asked Craig.
"I mean that he feels I won't get the ball. I
guess he hasn't much confidence in me. That
would delay him in starting his charge. He's a
'
mighty
good center. I know it, even if we don't
pull. And I think-I think-"
"Well," Craig demanded; "what is it you
think?"
"I think," Danny answered, "that Chapman
should go all the way against Franklin and Monroe. He's had more experience m the game.
And Baggs passes better to him."
"Is that all?" Craig asked.
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Danny flushed. "Yes."
"Then Chapman will play the first half, and
you'll play the second. We need the Franklin
game to teach us how to play Monroe. So in
you go. And don't worry about Baggs."
"I won't," Danny promised, and he didn't.
But he did tingle with the thought that he might
get in against Monroe. Hadn't Cr ig said as
much? All in all it was a restless Danny who
went to bed that night. Yet he dropped to sleep
within half an hour, and the sun was up when
he awakened.
Before going in to breakfast , Danny stepped
out into the yard. The day was clear and crisp,
with just enough coldness to make one think of
an overcoat without putting one on. Breakfas t
was a meal highly spiced with chatter and preparation. For Manor Hall was to travel to Franklin field for this game, and every Manor boy
who could possibly make the trip was to go, too.
Some of the fellowt', lacking the cash that would
have given them places in the barges that had
been hired, had lunches wrapped for them. They
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set off, immediately after breakfast, to walk the
ten miles to Franklin.
"You fellows won't be so merry when you have
to walk ten miles home afte~ the game/' shouted
a semor.
One of the plodders looked back and winked.
"You chaps with the money will take pity on us
and invite us to crowd into the barges," he said,
shrewdly.
Three or four students scratched their heads
and thought out the proposition.
"I guess he's right," said one. "It'll be pretty
tight packing on the way back, but so long as we
win-"
"Oh, we'll win," came a chorus of voices.
But at that there wasn't any too much confidence at Manor. Franklin's fast back-field had
the green and white students badly worried.
Dinner was served a half-hour earlier than
usual. As soon as the meal was over, Craig bundled his charges into a roomy barge drawn by
two horses. Four other barges had come for the
students. The crowd had planned to escort the
eleven; but Craig, getting wind of this, had
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changed his order for a one-horse outfit to a two. horse vehicle. And, while the boys were crowding into their own wagons, Craig's charges lumbered off.
From the other barges came cries and pleas:
"Wait for us!"
"Hold them up, Craig; hold them up."
"Hold on there, team; you're running away."
Craig grinned. He wanted his boys to have a
spell of quiet, and quiet they would get. The
student barges, each drawn by only one horse,
would, not overtake the 'Varsity.
Franklin was set in what might have been
termed fertile school soil. Six other boarding
academies clustered in the country round her.
Each of these schools sent a raft of boys to the
game. Franklin had made a record as a scoring
team, and Manor of late had developed a knack ·
of holding stiffly. It looked like the old problem
of the irresistible force meeting the immovable
body.
The game wa~ set for three o'clock, for it was
still early enough in the year to finish in daylight,
and the hour gave more persons a chance to get
2IO
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to the grounds than had the game been set for
two o'clock. When Craig and his Manor Hall
boys arrived, they found the stands comfortably
filled. The athletes of the green and white
dressed without nervousness. At quarter of three
Captain Burke, of Franklin, led his team out.
They fell to practicing rolling the ball along the
ground and dropping on it, going through signals, punting and catching. There were thirty
boys in this squad, and they made quite an impression as they did their work.
A few minutes later Captain Talmage lead on
Manor Hall. The cheer of Manor rolled and
rocked through the stands :
"Watch them fight! Watch them fight! Watch them
fight!
Green and white! Green and white! Green and
white!
Manor, Manor, Manor, Manor, Manor I

Hall, Hall, Hall!"

"All right, fellows," called Talmage. "Limber
up."
Danny stood back by the goal and caught some
punts, figuring the direction of the wind. Chap2 II
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man was with him, and they talked over the conditions.
"You'll get them all right to-day," Chapman
encouraged. "Little wind t'o bother you. They'll
try their running game as much as possible."
"I'll get them when they're kicked," said Danny, doggedly.
"That's the talk," cried Chapman.
Captain Burke had won the toss. Soon the
referee's whistle blew. Franklin kicked off, and
the ball came all the way to Chapman, who stood
between the goal posts. Chapman's catch was
deft. Instantly he started toward the right side
of the field. The interference formed quickly and
well. The quarter almost reacped the thirty-yard
line before he was brought down.
The teams lined up without loss of time. Chapman's signal sent Talmage back as though for a ·
kick. The formation was a fake, however~ and
on the first down Chapman sent Proud, the left
half, through a snap opening. The play was
good, but at that it gained only four yards. Once
more Talmage dropped back as though to kick.
This time the ball went to him straight from
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Baggs. The captain's punt carried the oval well
down into Franklin territory. The ends were
down on the Franklin back in good shape. He
had no chance to run back the ball. The teams
lined up on Franklin's forty-yard line.
Danny's fingers twitched. Here's where his
defense failed or stood up nobly. He could see
that Craig's head was thrust forward, and that
the coach's eyes were narrowed.
Franklin went right into action with her rapidfire attack. Speedily the Manor eleven knew that
it faced a mighty tough proposition. That slashing split tandem pierced through gua.rds and center, and occasionally shot outside tackle. Here
was speed and variety such as Manor had never
met before.
Franklin's runs were not l-0ng, but they were
consistent. They kept Manor on the jump' every
m·oment, and kept her anxious, too. For every
now and then a runner would almost . get clear,
and then, in some miraculous way would be
stopped.
Danny, sitting with his blanket about his shoulders, groaned. "It's a failure," J-i~ said aloud.
213
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But was it? Suddenly he noticed that the
guards were doing exactly what they had been
told not to do-they were charging. In their
eagerness they were forgetting what they had
been told. What was worse, the more Franklin
~ained, ·the harder the guards tried to break
through and to reach the back-field. The result
was, as Danny had foreseen, that the guards
themselves made the holes for Franklin's attack.
"Come on," the boy begged under his breath.
"Get set. Get into the game right."
Franklin, admirably driven by her quarter,
carried the ball from inside their own forty-yard
line down to Manor's ten-yard line. With the
present ten yards to gain in four downs that
means, as most boys know, a remarkable consistency of attack.
"Stop it, Manor," Danny pleaded.
Craig' wasn't worried so much about the advance as he was over the fact that his boys were
working their heads off. They were putting more
effort into the defense than Franklin was putting
into the offense.
The stands had no time to analyze that situa214
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tion. Manor's students began to yell a shrill
entreaty:
"Hold them, Manor I Hold them, Manor I
Hold them, Manor I"
Manor braced. Th~y took bigger chances
against a forward pass. They brought up their
backs and stiffened their line. Three times they
held stoutly. Then Burke, the Franklin captain,.
moved back to try a drop-kick for goal.
The cheering died in the stands. The Frank~
lin center shot the oval. It came to !Burke,
dropped and rose. The ball missed the post byless than an inch. Manor's students cheered their·
relief:
1"Watch them fight! Watch them fight! Watch them
fight!
Green and white! Green and white! Green and
white!
Manor, Manor, Manor, Manor, Manor!
Hall, H all, Hall!"

Ta1mage had an instant to talk to the team,_
and by his motions Danny knew that the captain
was telling them that they. were not playing te>i
their coaching.
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"Give it to them," Danny muttered.
it to them, Tal."

"Give

Manor kicked out. At once Franklin resumed
its split-tandem attack, and the attack still pierced
the line.

But now, however, Baggs got up a lit-

tle closer in the center; and the guards, too, began to play as Danny had suggested and as
Craig had coached them.
apparent on Franklin.
through so easily.
effort.

Soon the effect was

The plays did not come

Besides, they caused more

Franklin carried the ball just fourteen

yards. Then she kicked.
Danny slapped his knees.

"That's the ticket."

Craig glanced back and smiled.
Having in a measure stopped Franklin's attack, Manor now had an opportunity to show
how she could carry the ball, now that her team
had warmed to its work.

The plays were good

in the main and occasionally there were strong
gains; but ChapETian 'seemed unable to drive with
the .speed that would have made them wonderfully effective.

To Franklin's thirty-yard line

Manor took the ball.

Then, on an attempt to
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gain a scant yard on last down, the leather was
lost.
All through the first quarter the battle raged
evenly.
Manor's improved defense stopped
Franklin, but Franklin's defense also stopped
Manor. The second quarter drifted along, and
in the stands boys told each other that it would
be a scoreless half.
But, with three minutes of the second quarter
still to play, Franklin did the unexpected. She
had reached Manor's thirty-five-yard line, and
there she tried a forward pass.
The Franklin quarter, starting with the ball
as though he intended to pass to the right halfback, ran straight on past the half. Five yards
back he turned suddenly. Talmage awoke to the
danger.
'-'Get that pass!" he cried.
He was too late. Out to where the Franklin
right end stood sailed the ball. The end, gathering it in, tucked it under one arm and raced for
the goal line. There was nobody near enough
to stop him, and he crossed in a babel of Franklin yells. It was the first touchdown of the game.

•
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Franklin's chee.r roared, and roared, and
roared. Manor's followers sat stunned. Then
the ball was brought out, and Burke, Franklin's
captain, kicked an easy goal.
When the half ended the lads of the green
and white jogged off to their drhsing-roo~.
There Craig spoke to them. He made no complaint about that touchdown. As h"e saw it, it
had been a lucky break. If his boys would only,
drive things, he felt sure that they would come
through with the winning score.
And so he talked to them seriously about their
lack of drive in their attack. He told them that
they had settled down nicely, and that they were
spiking the split tandem. But their own offensive
plays, he said, were not f.ast enough, nor were
they selected with judgment.
"I'm going to play Phipps," he said. '
Baggs looked up. Chapman grinned and
winked at Danny. The coach turned to the redhaired quarter.
"I want you to drive th.is team," he said. "I
want you to drive it fast. I want you to see what
you can do with it. And I want every man to get
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into every play. That's all. Time's up. Out
you go."
They went forth with renewed courage-went
forth to fight an uphill battle and to regain lost
ground.
This was Danny's chance, and Danny knew it.
If ever he was to make good, here was the time
and the place. The coach had said that this game
was an attempt to learn how to play Monroe.
If he was to get into that big game, here was the
place where he must show his worth.
"Snap me one or two," he called to Baggs as
they ran out onto the field.
Baggs stooped and snapped back the ball. He
performed the operation in a bored way as though
to say, "What sort of quarter have we with us
now?" Danny felt the old atmosphere of antagonism. For a moment it placed a damper on
his spirits. But the few passes that Baggs made
were even and steady.
"What's the odds?" Danny asked himself. "As
long as he sends them back right I don't care
what he thinks of me."
Danny, too, had an idea that Mr. Baggs had
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been t.alking to his son, and that as the result of
this talk the center unconsciously put more heart
into his work when playing with one Phipps.
Danny couldn't carry this line of thought far,
however, because in another moment the second
half was on.
Soon he realized that Baggs' passing was better than any he had yet had from that boy. The
result was what Craig had planned. The plays
went off with speed, and snap, and fierceness.
The ball took a steady journey toward the Franklin goal.
"Good boy, Danny," cried Talmage. "Keep
it up."
And two minutes later Danny sent his captain
through right tackle for a touchdown. Talmage
also kicked goal. The score was tied.
In the stands hilarious Manor fellows told one
another that Danny was as fast as Harper. Harper had gone down into history as Manor's best
quarter. It was praise indeed to have the school
compare one to that former football wonder.
Danny, on the field, heard none of this praise.
To him, the big thing was that the score was tied.
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The bigger thing was that it was time to get after
a victory.
But the final period began with the score still
tied. And now Danny went at his work with a
furious zeal. The eleven reached Franklin's
thirty-yard line. Franklin was going fast. The
Manor students cheered happily:
"Watch them fight! Watch them fight! Watch them
fight!
Green and white! Green and white! Green and
white!
Manor, Manor, J\!Ianor, Manor, Manor!

Hall, Hall, Hall!"

, And then, on third down, Baggs passed poorly,
and Danny, thrown out of his stride, passed poorly to Lee. The fleet right half fumbled. Talmage recovered the ball, but Manor found itself
with eleven yards to go to' make first down.
Danny gave the signal for a drop-kick. Talmage moved back.
"Block ' hard, fellows," the quarter pleaded.
"Block hard." He took a stand a few yards behind the line ready to take care of any boy who
might come through. He choked down whatever
22I
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bitterness was in his heart. Once more Baggs'
passing had thrown him off.
But this time Baggs was worried, too, for he
knew that his pass ha.d been poorly timed. He
saw Talmage waiting with outstretched arms. He
snapped the ball.
A sudden cry broke from the stands. The pass
was four feet over the captain's
head.
,
Franklin'~ right tackle and right end h ad made
heroic efforts to come through. The tackle had
been blocked, but the end-the same end who had
scored on the forward pass-had got away. He
raced after the ball, and was past Talmage before the captain could turn.
Danny, too, had seen the weirdness of that
pass. Before it had even gone over Talmage's
head, he had started on a run back toward his
own goal, for his common sense told him that
a ny Franklin boy who might go through would
certainly get the ball.
Suddenly Danny saw the Franklin · fo rwa rd
two scant yards ahead of him. The boy groaned.
Why hadn't the line blocked hard? And then
the Franklin end scooped the ball, and with the
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Franklin cheers sounding in his ears, started for
Manor's goal.
However, he had lost a little ground in getting
the ball, and his lead had decreased to five feet.
Danny, using every ounce of his strength, raced
after that menacing figure in front. Instinct told
him that Talmage was out of the run-that he,
Phipps, would bring down that Franklin boy or
nobody would. He set his lips and tried to increase his speed. The Franklin end was fast, but
he had to carry the ball. Danny had nothing to
impede his progress and the lust of battle was in
his heart.
By the time midfield was crossed Danny had
shortened the distance perceptibly. He was not
yet near enough for that desperate leap that
would come the moment he felt sure he could
'
clutch the runner. He knew that he must not
shoot his bolt too soon, for he was the only Manor boy near enough to prevent a touchcfown. And
so they crossed the thirty-five-ya rd line.
A moment later Danny felt that he could get
his man. The stands saw him reach out and almost leap on to the back of the Franklin end.
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After a staggering yard or two they crashed to
the ground. The Franklin end came down with
a snap that knocked the ball out of his arms.
Danny could h~ar Talmage's flying feet. "Get
it, Tal," he yelled. The next instant the captain's body came over the ground, low and hard,
and pocketed the oval. It was Manor's ball
again, but on her own twenty-five-yard line instead of in front of Franklin's goal.
From the stands came· crazy, confused cheermg. Danny heard his name.
Both teams straggled down to for171 new lines
of scrimmage. Baggs touched Danny's arms.
"Thanks for catching that chap," he muttered.
"That touchdown would have been against me."
He didn't say the words with any degree of
cheerfulness, nor with even as much gratitude as
the words would indicate. But, at any rate, it
was a change of heart.
Danny called briskly to the team. "Right after
them, fellows. Back to that thirty-yard line. Signal!"
The ball came from Baggs with a sharp, clean
snap. It was the right kind of passing, now.
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"He has more confidence in me," Danny exulted. "Now we'll show them." Lee had made
five yards. "Good work," he called. "Hustle,
fellows, hustle. Signal! Signal I"
And the dash and go of the quarter crept into
the team, and despite that crippling upset, Manor
steadily worked its way toward Franklin's goal.
Two minutes before play ended, the forwards
snapped a hole for Lee, and that fleet young man
went through and across the line. It was Manor's game. Franklin's split tandem, for the first
time that season, had met its master.
Back to the locker room came Danny, back to
praise from Talmage, and Chapman, and Craig.
During all the congratulations that he received,
however, the quarter's thoughts were all on
Baggs. Not once, after that riot of a chase to
save a touchdown, had Baggs' passing been fluky.
That meant that Baggs felt a bit differently toward him, and it also meant that there might be
something now that would pull them together.
Danny felt sure that he would be able to do even
better if he and Baggs worked in warm, close'
harmony.
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Sunday night Dutton came to him with news
that made his heart beat faster.
"One of Baggs' crowd," Ralph began, "made
a remark about you a little while ago."
Danny held his breath. "What was it?"
"He said he thought you were about as good
as Chapman." Ralph came over to Danny's
chair. "And when one of Baggs' crowd says
that," he finished earnestly, "make up your mind
that Baggs thinks so, too."
Danny tried to appear unconcerned, but his
heart was beating with joyous haste. If he and
Baggs got together"! wonder," he said, aloud, "if I'll get a chance
in the Monroe game?"
"After what you did yesterday?" Ralph demanded. "Of course you will."
Danny grinned, and then the grin faded. "Oh,
I'm only a freshman," he protested. "You don't
catch many freshmen playing against Monroe."
Somebody came up the stairs on a wild run.
The door of their room was flung open. In uponi
them charged Cross, the captain of the freshman
team. ·
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"Have you fellows heard the news? You,
Danny?"
"No," said the boy from Westport.
"It-it's all over the yard. You'll hear the class yelling in a moment. Gee, but it's great of
Chapman."
Danny sprang to his feet. "What did Chapman do?"
"Do?" Cross waved excited arms. "He went
to Craig and said that you were the fellow who
should start the Monroe game. You'll hear the
class in a mom~nt. There! Didn't I tell you?"
Even Danny, stunned though he was, heard the
/ roar that broke loose beneath the dormitory windows:
"Rah, rah, rah, rah, rah, rah, rah, rah, rah,
Phipps! ' Phipps! Phipps!"

/

CHAPTER XII
JOY AND GLOOM

T

HE cheers that shattered the calm of a
Sunday night sounded fine to the unthinking freshmen. But a lot of the
glamour went out of things Monday morning. For
Dr. Wilmer, facing the school at chapel, told the
boys gravely that it had long been a rule at Manor Hall that there should be no unnecessary noise
on Sundays. The Doctor said he was sorry to
inflict punishment, but that his duty compelled
him to cut the liberty of the entire freshman class.
Now, to cut liberty meant that the students
concerned were prohibited from leaving the
school grounds. The freshmen shifted uneasily
in their seats. If their liberty was cut for a week,
they would be unable to roam about with the
horde of visitors who would come down for the
Manor-Monroe game next Saturday. True, they
could witness the game, for the athletic fi eld was
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school property, but they would be unable to
romp through the gayety that always came the
day before the big game.
"Up to and including Thursday of this week,"
the Doctor finished.
And then there was a sigh of relief that could
be heard all through chapel. Dr. Wilmer's mouth
twitched.
Later, Danny saw Chapman in the yard. He
had a warm respect for the other boy, for despite
the fact that they were rivals for a 'Varsity place,
Chapman always treated him with astonishing
kindness. There was a wide, clean streak of
fairness in Chapman. He had a habit of thinking that the other fellow was. better than he, and
he always did what he could to help the other
fellow. He was modest, too, and retiring, and
that was something that had hurt his work as
quarter. It stopped him from driving the teamfrom urging, commanding, demanding'. His nature seemed to pull him back at the times when
he should have been pushing the team to its
hardest. This was the boy who had said that
Danny must play the Monroe game.
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They met near the dormitory st.eps. Chapman stole a quick look at Danny's face.
"Here," he cried, suddenly, "don't you begin
to tell me I shouldn't have done it."
"You shouldn't," said Danny. "Of course, I
thought it would be fine if I could get a little
slice of the game. I'd like to get my letter, and
I understand that you have to play against Monroe to get your M."
Chapman nodded. "Right. You'll get it, too."
"But I don't want to start the game," cried
Danny. "I'll get nervous and I'll go to pieces.
I know I will."
Chapman looked worried. "Here; that won't
do, Danny. You have football brains. You must
make them count. And don't let Craig hear you
say any thing about going to pieces."
"~hy ?" Danny asked, anxiously.
"Because, if you do, you won't have a Chinaman's chance of getting into even one minute of
the game, I've told Craig what I think. That's
settled. Now, you sit back and wait for things
to happen. If Craig starts you, jump iri and rip
things apart. If he starts me, why, keep yourself
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ready, for you'll get a crack at them sometime
befo~e the finish."
By th_is time little knots of fellows had gathered at a distance, and were watchjng the 'Varsity
quarters. It wasn't so long ago that these same
fellows had been blaming panny for the loss of
the Mt. Merry game.
"I guess," said Danny, "those fellows think
you're crazy for going to Craig."
"Guess again," Chapman laughed. "It's all
over school that you were the chap who dug up
the defense that ditched Franklin's split tandem.
Danny, you're a hero."
"Huh!" said Da~ny. "I never heard of a hero
yet who didn'.t have folks chucking rotten apples
at him later in the game."
.So he took his new honors modestly. Fellows
who tried to fawn over him met with an indiff erence that robbed them of their flattery. Craig,
watching the whole sc~'ne, smiled dryly.
"If they find a foolish streak in that kid," he
·muttered, "they're welcome to it."
That afternoon practice was resumed on the
field. At once Danny· awoke to the fact that a
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subtle change had taken place. There was no
more of the rush and tear, free and loose, of ordinary practice.

Instead, Craig came out to the

field and stayed there.

Plays that had failed

against Franklin were run off slowly, then with
increasing speed.
slowed up or
studied.

Linesmen and backs were

quicken~d.

Passes were timed and

The whole attempt was to have every

boy get into every play at the exact instant when
his Jorce would do the most good.
There were no new plays to learn.
was left but to perfect what they had.

Nothing
And so

came the final patient lessons in the hardest problem of the game-team work.
When Danny's turn came to work in the lineup, he glanced anxiously at Baggs.
later his fears died.

A moment

The passing of the center

was as steady as it had ever been for Chapman . .
Danny could have shouted for joy.

His voice

became a living, challenging sound that demanded
work and got it.

But the work was not always

smooth, and ten times in a row he called the same
signal, and passed the ball the same way for the
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same play. On the eleventh attempt his voice
was sharp and irritable.
After the play Baggs gave the shadow of a
grin. "This is the place where tempers bang,"
he said. "Over and over again until you feel
that you could kill your grandmother."
It was the first time that Baggs had ever given
Danny a friendly word in practice. After that
Craig could have called for the same play all
afternoon and Danny's temper would have remained as sweet as new milk. He and Baggs
were getting together-and that was everything.
Though Chapman had gone to Craig, and
though Chapman had said that he would surely
get something to do against Monroe, Danny was
not sure. For one thing, Craig had said nothing
to him, and it was Craig's word that was law.
After the practice he saw Talmage and Craig
talking earnestly and glancing now and then in
his direction.
"Here's where I hear something," he reasoned
nervously.

But neither captain nor coach said
anything in the locker room, and Danny went
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back to his room still in the dark with respect to
what was to happen next Saturday.
In the dining hall Cross, .the freshman captain,
called across the tables:
"Hey, Dariny I · Got a plan to upset Draper's
punting?" ,
Danny grinned. "He's their quarter, isn't he?
Some kicker, too, eh?"
"Right-a!" called Cross. "Some kicker-and
then another little some. They say he sends
down a punt that's the hardest kind of a proposition to handle. I u'n derstand it floats, and spirals,
and does everything else all at once. Better find
some way to stop that. 11
Danny grinned again, and seemed quite pleased
with this thought. 'But in reality his heart was
heavy, and he suddenly lost interest in his supper. He knew that, despite his present popularity, the memory of his slump in catching punts
still lingered in the school mind. If Draper
kicketl a ball that was difficult to handle, would
Craig send him into this, the season's biggest
game, and take a chance?
"Nix," said Danny mournfully. He stared
\
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at his dish of rice pu dd~g. For the first time in
his life rice pudding didn't appeal to him.
Ralph Dutton crowded against Cross while
the boys were on their way out.
"You fog-head! " he hissed. "What are you
trying to do? Worry him sick?"
"What did I do?" demanded Cross. "Worry
who?"
"Danny, you chump. What did you want to
say anything about Draper being hard to catch?"
"Oh W said Cross sorrowful,ly. "I didn't think
of that, Dut. Think he'll get the glooms?"
"If he does, I'll try my best to chase them,"
was the answer. Ralph walked away, and Cross
stood there scratching his head and sighing regretfully.
When Dutton came back to No. 52 Danny
was plainly upset. Ralph banged books, and
whistled cheerfully, and had a high, old noisy
time for a few minutes.
"Well," he asked presently, "it- looked to me
as though you and Baggs worked together pretty
well to-day."
Danny nodded.
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"Good I That makes it a sure thing."
"What?" asked Danny weakly.
"That you'll get in against Monroe. I told
you everything would straighten out."
Danny wet his lips. "Did-did you hear what
Cross said about Draper?"
"Cross I" Ralph sniffed. "About Draper being hard to catch? Do you know what I heard
Don Baggs' father say about catching punts?"
Danny's interest quickened. "What?"
"He said-he said--" Ralph was not used
to fibbing, and the effort came hard. "He said
that-that if a fellow had form-you know what
I mean, form-he'd be able to catch any punt
tpat was ever punted. Now what do you know
about that?"
"Did he really say that?" asked Danny, suspi, ciously.
"He did," answered Dutton royally. "He told
me one day while he was coaching you. I met
him in the afternoon. He coached you on form,
didn't he?"
"Yes."
Ralph went back to his books. After a while
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he heard a sound and looked around. Danny
was whistling softly. Ralph grinned.
Next day there was more of that careful,
painstaking practice. Danny wondered whether
Craig would say anything to him. When he went
in he was conscious that the coach was watching
him. Baggs' passing continued good. He ran
the team ably and with a smooth variety of play.
Toward the close a freakish wind sprang up.
Instantly Craig halted the work. He and Talmage moved off. Chapman edged toward Danny.
"Watch yourself," he whispered. "Don't get
rattled."
Craig approached. "Down the field, Danny.
I want Talmage to kick to you."
And suddenly Danny understood. So this
Draper was a hard punter to handle. Craig was
sending him out in this topsy-turvy, up-hill-anddown-dale gale to see how he stood the ordeal.
The boy's wiry body stiffened. Then· Talmage
kicked. The b~ll came crazily. Danny moved
gently toward where it promised to fall. And
slowly, carefully, he pocketed it as Mr. Baggs
had showed him the trick.
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•P

Five more times Talmage kicked, low and high,
short and far. Danny caught them all. Then
Craig waved him in. The others were ordered
to' the gym. Chapman passed with a wave of his
hand. Danny, Craig and Talmage had the field
to themselves .
"I suppose," said the coach abruptly, "you
have heard that Chapman wants me to play you
for the full Monroe game?"
"I heard it," said Danny.
"What do you think of the plan?"
"I don't like it." Danny's voice wa's frank.
"I'm a freshm.an, and this is my first big game.
If I were to start the trouble, I might go in all
upset and nervous. But if I can watch things,
I'll get interested in solving Monroe's defense,
and then, if I should go in later--"
"You'll go in," said Craig decidedly. "We'll
play them like we played Franklin. Chapman
starts. You may go in at the half; maybe not
until the third quarter. But in you'll go some
time. Then drive them."
"I'll drive them," Danny promised grimly.
"Baggs and I are pulling- -"
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"That's one reason why .you're sure to go in,"
said Craig.
Had Danny been there alone, he would have
gone whooping across the field. As he was, he
tried hard not to show his joy. He was sure of
going in against Monroe. He was sure of his
letter. And all in his freshman year, too I
"I heard Cross say something to you . about
Draper's punting, last night," said Talmage.
Danny came back to earth with a bounce. His
face reddened.
"Are you afraid of Draper?" demanded Craig.
"No," said Danny. "I was worried at first.
I know why you chased me out after kicks today. I held them; and Draper can't do anything
worse to that ball than the wind did a little
while ago. Mr. Baggs says if a fellow has for~
he can get them all. He taught me form. I'll
get them."
Craig nodded. "And when Draper kicks, how
many yards do you think you'll run back the
punt?"
Danny's eyes went to the ground. There was
a long minute of silence.
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left together. Dusk had settled over the yard,
and lights winked in the windows of the dormitory
building. As they came to the dormitory steps
· Ralph Dutton hurried forward to meet them.
"That you, Danny? Here's a letter. I found
it when I got in. As soon as I saw it, it smelled
like trouble."
In the lighted hall Danny ripped open the envelope. The letter was from his mother. He
read it through slowly:

\

MY DEAR DANNY: I heard to-day that
you play on a football team at Manor Hall,
and the news has distressed ·me. I understand that the game is brutal, and that
broken bones are common. I stopped a
week ago to watch a contest in the Westbrook publicr park, and I wondered that th.e
police did not interfere and put a stop to
the outrage. I saw boys run at each other
and throw each other violently on the
ground, and I am not sure that they did not
bite each other. Such games are degrading,
and it is my wish that you cease this socalled sport at once.
YouR LOVING MOTHER.

Danny folded the letter.
said sadly.

"It is trouble," he
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"Well?" asked Craig.
"When Draper punts," said Danny, slowly,
"I'm ?oing to give my whole thought to getting
the ball. If Draper's all they say he is, that's
the wisest course. I won't start running until I
get the ball. I'd sooner miss two or three yards
that I might run back than miss the ball and have
a Monroe end fall on it."
Craig smiled softly. "That's all, Danny. I
guess Draper won't get away with much on you."
The boy streaked off to the gym. In the
locker room he found Chapman.
"How about it?" asked the quarter.
"You start the game," Danny babbled happily.
"I go in later. Isn't that fine? Both of us get
a crack at them."
Chapman smiled. "I thought that's what
they'd do-if you caught Talmage's kicks."
Danny grinned. "Did I look calm and-and
all that, out there?"
Chapman nodded. "Weren't you?"
"I was scared stiff," Danny confessed. "But
I got them. That's the point-I got them."
Chapman waited for him to dress, and they
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Chapman stared. "What kind of trouble?"
"My mother objects to football."
Chapman turned quickly on his feet, ran off
a few steps, and suddenly came back.
"You fellows go in and eat," he ordered.
"Ask them to save something for me. I'm off
. for a talk with Craig."

/

CHAPTER XIII
THE THRESHOLD OF FRIENDSHIP

ANNY ate his supper in a hopeless sort
of way. Before the meal was half
over Chapman hurried in. He sat
near Talmage, and soon he and the captain were
in earnest conversation. On their way out they
edged their course so that they intercepted Danny

D

near the door.
','Craig's rooms," said Chapman. "Right over.
'Come with· us."
The three boys made haste to the coach's quarters. Craig showed signs of worry.
"Now, Danny," he began crisply, "let's see
that letter."
Danny handed it over. Craig read it througli,
and as he re~d he shook his head from time to
time. . Finally he folded it, stuck it back ig its
envelope, and returned it to the boy.
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"Any use arguing with your mother, Danny?"
he asked.
"Not if mother thinks football is rough and
brutal," the boy answered hopelessly. "You see,
I was sent to Manor because I was getting into
a lot of scraps at home. Dad sa~ that if I
learned to control my temper here he wouldn't
worry about anything else."
Craig's eyes snapped. "You did have a temper
when you came here, Danny, didn't you?"
"Y-yes."
"Where is it now?'? .
Danny shook his head. "I don't know. Something has happened. I don't fly off like I used
to."
"And your father said that if Manor taught
you to control-- You're sure he said that,
Danny?"
"Yes. He told me that the last talk we had
before I left home."
Craig's fingers nervously tapped the back of a
chair. "Your father didn't send you here because
of fights, did he?"
"No. He didn't mind fighting so long as there
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was no bullying, or grudges, or things like that.
But he didn't want me piling into scraps just because I flared up. 11
Slowly the lines of worry left the coach's face.
Gradually, too, he began to smile.
"I have a feeling, Danny, 11 he said "that we're
going to save you. 11 He turned to Talmage. "I
want you to write a letter to Mrs. Phipps. Mail
it to-night. It will be delivered to-morrow, and
you and Chapman can go to Westbrook and interview Danny's parents to-morrow evening.
Here, Tal; sit down here. Write it now. 11
The captai~ dropped into a seat. The coach
handed him paper and a fountain pen. Talmage
made aimless marks with the pen.
"What should I say ?11 he demanded.
Craig waved his hands. "That's up to you.
You're the captain."
Talmage groaned. Presently he wrote a word
or two, and soon the pen began to move briskly.
After a while he looked up and grinned at the
others.
"Think I'll do this as a business, 11 he said. "I
certainly can sling ink when I get going."
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"Finished?" Craig asked.
"Huh!" Talmage grunted. "This isn't shorthand. I'm through the introduction."
"Read it," said the coach.
The captain cleared his throat with a show of
importance. He read in a voice that was a bit
self-conscious:
DEAR MRS. PHIPPS: Danny has just
told me that you object to his playing football. We are plunged into despair at such
news. He's a corking good quarterback,
and no one can compare with him in running the team. I don't dare face the school
with any such news.

Talmage dropped the sheet and glanced at
Craig. "How's that?"
"Keep going," said Craig.
"Hold on!" cried Danny. "That isn't fair to
Chapman about running the te--"
Chapman clapped a hand over his mouth.
"Go on, Tal" he laughed; "you're doing nobly."
So the captain turned author againt and presently read another part of the letter:
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Honestly, I don't see how Danny could
stand it to be on the side lines. He'd go
mad, for there never was a fellow who
had so much the ideal spirit for a football
player. If his stand in classes was bad it
might be different, but Danny's a good student, and every professor in the list will be
disappointed if he doesn't play.
Football isn't brutal. Dr. Wilmer encourages the sport, and comes to see all our
games. He wouldn't do that if the game
wasn't all right. And biting is prohibited
under the rules. I know from my own
experience that football has done me a lot
of good, and it will do Danny good as sure
as I am writing this letter.

"Was it necessary to mention biting?" asked
Craig dryly.
"Well," said Talmage, "Mrs. Phipps said
something about biting in her letter."
"Oh I Go on I"
The captain's pen scratched agam. Soon he
handed it back to Craig. He read the letter's
close:
Please do not spoil our team. And please
do not spoil Danny's future. I am sure
that he will be captain 6f the eleven before
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he leaves Manor Hall. Please be good to
us and to him. If you have no objections,
Chapman, our other quarter, and I are
coming to Westbrook to-morrow night. We
will reach the house soon after eight. We
think we can convince you that Danny
should play. You must consent.
Yours hopefully,
WALTER TALMAGE.
/

"Mail it," said Craig. He glanced at Danny.
"Think that will win, son?"
Danny frowned doubtfully. "I-I don't
know."
"Well," remarked the coach easily, "I have
another shot left, anyway. Keep this to yourselves, boys. Who else knows about that letter?"
"Dutton," Chapman answered.
"Will he talk?"
'.'He will not," said D~nny positively.
Talmage dropped the letter in a post-box near
the yard. "Good luck to you," he said. . They
separated to their rooms.
Next day the 'Varsity, keeping the ball, went
in against the senior team. For half an hour
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Craig watched his players plow their way up and
down the field. Danny had ten minutes of the
period, and Baggs worked well with him. The
end of the practice found Craig well pleased.
The attack was smoother, stronger, more powerful.
After supper Talmage and Chapman disaP,peared. Danny hunted up the coach.
"Can I sit up and wait for them?" he asked.
"Nonsense!" cried Craig. "They are to com~
back on the nine-twenty from Westbrook. That'~ ·
a mail train, and it reaches here at eleven o'clock.
I'll meet them at the station at this end. You
can come over here first thing in the morning."
And at seven o'clock next morning Da~ny was
pounding at Craig's door. The coach let him in.
"You play," he said. "And ~ow get out of
here and let me dress."
Danny hastened off and told Dutton the good
news. Later in the morning he met Chapman.
"It was funny," said the quarter. "Your
mother was dead opposed to football. We
couldn't argue it at all. Then Talmage gave your
father Craig's note--"
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"Craig's note?" Danny demanded.
"Yes. Craig gave us a note for your father
before we left. Your father read it, and then
'
your mother read it. They looked at each other
for so long that I thought we'd miss our train
back. 'Don't you think that's a good game for
Danny?' your father said. 'Yes,' said your
mother, as though she didn't want to say yes, and
just had to. Then we came away."
"What was in the note?"
Chapman shook his head. "I don't know. It
was sealed."
At noon Danny found Craig in the yard.
"What was in your note?" he asked.
The coach smiled. "I told your father that
you have reached here with a pretty hot temper,
but that the discipline of the football field had
about pulled its teeth."
"I can just imagine," Danny said slowly, "how
my father felt when he read that."
It seemed to the ~boy that his cup of happiness
was full. And yet, that afternoon, with the Monroe game only two days off, all his high hopes
went to smash. For Baggs' passing to him was
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raw, and plays had been going strongly under
Chapman suddenly wilted and drooped.
Danny could not understand the change. For
almost a week he and the center had worked together in smooth harmony. They had not quarreled. There had been no clash. And yet
Baggs' passing was just as bad as it had been in
the Mt. Merry game.
For three rattling, jarring minutes Danny ran
the team. Then Craig sent him to the side lines.
"Take things easy," the coach ordered. "I
can't take a chance on having you too finely
drawn. Come on, Chappie."
Somehow, though, Danny suspected that he
had been taken out because the coach had seen
that something was wrong. Once Craig had
spoken to him about Baggs' passing. That
meant that the man was aware that at times
Bag&s wavered. Then why hadn't Orth been
substituted for Baggs? Why had Chapman been
\called back?
,
It did not dawn on Danny that perhaps he had
been taken out to save his nerves-that perhaps
Craig had seen that he was upset and had sent
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him off before the upset went too fa'r. · All he
realized clearly was that his football fortunes
were at sixes and sevens again, and without any
apparent reason at that.
He said nothing to Dutton that night. In the
morning, after breakfast, he came out .of the
dining hall with Reggie Clark~, Baggs' roommate. Clarke, in his . high-pitched, biting voice,
spoke to Danny a moment or two, and straightway Danny went to his room. He felt that he
didn't care whether he attended classes that day
or not. For Clarke had told him that Baggs had
said that he didn't want one Danny Phipps in the
game.
When Dutton came back to the room for his
books he found Danny sitting miserably by the
window.
"Hello!" he called in surprise. "What's gone
wrong?"
"Baggs has made the crack that he doesn't ·
want me in the Monroe game."
"Oh, rats!" Dutton cried. "That's carrying
things a little too far., You can't get your letter
unless you play."
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"I know that."
"And Baggs says-- Oh, come, Danny, I
don't believe it. If you trace this thing down
you'll find it's a fake. Baggs didn't like you when
you won the scrap, but everybody said you had
made a friend of him when you saved that touchdown in the Franklin game."
"His passing was fine after that game," Danny
admitted. "But yesterday everything went wrong
again. And then to-day I was told--"
"Who told you?" demanded Dutton.
Danny hesitated. "Clarke," he said at last.
"Oh I Then it is fake. That chap's always
trying to stir up trouble. You take my advice and
go and have a talk with Baggs. I'll bet he didn't
say he didn't want you in the game. You go ask
him."
"I will," said Danny suddenly. "We might as
well spill the beans now as spill them in the Monroe game."
"Here!" cried Ralph in alarm. "Don't get
into a scrap right before--"
"I won't," said Danny grimly. "But if what
/
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Clarke says is true I know a Manor Hall fellow
who's in for a licking right after the game."
There was no time to do any investigating during t~e dinner hour. But, as soon as classes were
dismissed at three o'clock Danny went directly to
Baggs' room. He knocked on the door with
trembling knuckles.
"Come in," a voice called.
Danny entered. Baggs frowned. "Well?" the
center demanded.
"Did you," Danny asked slowly, "did you make
the statement that you didn't want me in the
Monroe game?"
"I didn't," said Baggs. Danny felt a sudden
relief. "I didn't," the center continued, "but I
hope Craig keeps you out."
Danny's eyes took fire. "You mean," he cried
bitterly, "that you'll give me the same dirty passing you gave me against M~. Mer--"
"Easy there," growled Baggs wrathfully.
"You licked me once, but you'll have a chance to
try it again if you keep that up. That's the second dirty crack ,.You've made about me."
"The second?" Danny's anger gave place to
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astonishment. "What did I ever say about you?"
"Don't play innocent," sneered the center.
"You made the crack that if you hadn't saved
me .in the Franklin game Craig would be playing
Orth against Monroe. Wh~ gave you any license
to say that Craig would take me out of the lineup?"
"Who told you I said that?" Danny demanded.
"Clarke did. He said you told him that--"
And then Clarke strolled into the room. His
eyes shifted from the center to the quarter. He
retreated toward the door.
"If you fellows," he began nervously, "want
tu talk things over--"
"We do," Danny answered sharply. "Stay
here."
"No. I'll be back in a· moment."
He sprang backward, but he wasn't quick
enough. Danny's fingers closed on the ends of
his coat. For a moment there was a wild struggle
in the doorway.
"Hey, Baggs," yelled Clarke, "don't let him
rough-house me this way."
But the center made no move to help his room-
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mate. Danny dragged the struggling boy baclC
in the room. He shot out one foot and kicked ,
shut the door. Then his fingers g'ot in between
Clarke's collar and Clarke's soft throat, and he
shook that unhappy boy's head with savage,
ragmg vim.
"Did I tell you that I had saved Baggs in the
Franklin game?" he howled.
"N-n-n-o," chattered Clarke. ·
"Then why did you tell him I did? Did I say
Orth would be played against Monroe?"
This time Clarke's "No" was almost a wail.
His feet were against the sub-base. Suddenly
Danny began to bang his head against the wall.

''If I did the right thing," the quarter cried
hotly, "I'd take you out in the yard and make you
admit what you've done. Trying to stir · up
trouble in the team right before the big game I

I

There isn't a decent streak in your whole body.
You're dirt. And if you ever make another bit
of talk like this I'll tell the fellows just what you
are."
Danny released his hold, and Clarke staggered
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along the wall and leaned in the corner. There
he faced toward Baggs.
"You're a fine pal," he whimpered. "Why
didn't you make him stop?"
Baggs turned his back on his room-mate.
Danny, trembling with excitement, faced the
center. "I'll go in to-morrow," he said. "Craig
told me so. I can't run the team unless you stand
by me. The passes must come to me in good
shape, or I can't get the ball to the backs. That's
:what threw me off against Mt. Merry."
"I suppose," Baggs asked, "you think my passing in that game was intentional?"
"No," said Danny slowly. "You wouldn't be

'.A. R. Baggs' son if it was."
The center was silent, and his eyes slowly traveled to the floor.
"I'm not playing for you to-morrow," Danny
went on, "and you're not playing for me. We're
playing for Manor Hall. That's everything. I
know you don't like me. But try to forget that
I'm behind you. Just give your best for Manor."
Again Baggs was silent. Danny sighed and
started to leave.
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"Wait," said the center. "You're wrong. You
say I don't like you. Times like these there are
lots of things about you I like. I didn't at first,
but I guess I had you sized up wrong. You could
have said a lot of nasty things after that Franklin
game, but I guess you didn't. Anyway, my loyalty to Manor is as clean as yours. When you go
in, run the team for all you're worth. You'll find
me right there fighting with you."
Danny came back and held out his hand.
"Let's be friends, Baggs."
"I-I guess that will have to come later," said
Baggs slowly.

.

CHAPTER XIV
THE MONROE GAME

HERE was little that went on at Manor
Hall that Craig did not know, guess
or suspect. Before the slight practice
that day was many minutes old, the coach drew
Danny aside.
"Anything happen between you and Baggs?"
he asked sharply.
Danny nodded.
"What?,,
"I went to his room after classes. We had a

T

talk."
Craig's eyes flashed angrily. "You mean that
there was a fight?"
· "No," said Danny. "We had no row. Baggs
told me to do my best if I went in, and that he'd
be with me every minute."
The anger fled from the man's face. He had
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a strange feeling that he'd like to cheer. He held
back his enthusiasm.
"Good!" he said calmly. "That means,
Danny, that when you go in to-morrow I want
action."
~'You'll get it," the boy promised stoutly. Now
that Baggs was to really work with him, his confidence in his ability was supreme.
Fellows who watched the light work that afternoon decided that Baggs and Danny were becoming pretty chummy. They decided, too, that it
was an excellent thing for the t~am, and that it
ought to help Manor's chances. Ralph Dutton
grinned merrily, but made no comments. After
practice he met his room-mate near the athletic
field.
"What happened?" he asked.
Danny told him. Dutton whistled softly.
"I told you Clarke was a no-good chap. You
gave it to him right and proper, eh? Good I
And Baggs wouldn't inter fe re? Say, Danny,
something's getting ready to drop."
And next morning the news went through the
schootthat Baggs and Cla rke had separated, and
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now occupied different rooms. Craig thought
this out for a while, and finally grinned.
"Wise little Danny," he muttered.
The Monroe ga~e found a cool, nipping day
awaiting its pleasure. There were moments of
cloudiness that hinted at rain; there were moments of bright, open sky that promised sunshine.
But, as the morning wore on, the clouds disappeared bit by bit, and the sunshine came more and
more into its own. By noontime, when trains and
automobiles and trolley cars were bringing in the
crowds, the day was all that even Mike O'Toole,
the head ground-keeper, could ask, for Mike
had rheumatism and had no love for dampness.
The Manor squad ate a light dinner. The
fellows were at high tension, but Craig could see
no signs of abnormal nervousness. He laughed
and joked with them, and tried to keep their
minds off the game. Finally he led them to the
gym-out through a boisterous yard and across
a noisy, cheering, howling athletic field. Then
they were in the locker·room. They dressed with
more quiet than usual. Soon Craig lined them
up and told them what he wanted. He spoke
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quietly and with calmness, and the boys drank in
the lecture with stern attention. After that they
went out to a shrieking welcome from the stands.
Danny was with Chapman. "Where's Draper?" he asked.
Chapman shook his head. Talmage answered.
"That chap over there. See him? There he
kicks."
Danny watched the ball. His eyes told him
that those kicks would be hard to handle. Yet
he was sure that he would get the ball when it
came to him.
There was a flurry of sharp practice. Then
Captain Talmage, of Manor, and Captain Parent,
of Monroe, stood with the referee in the center
of the field. The referee tossed a coin.
"Tails," called Talmage.
All three stooped over.
"Heads," said the referee.
Parent walked back to his players. He and
Draper talked a moment and studied the wind.
They decided to receive the kick-off and to take
the north goal.
The teams spread out in battle form. Talmage
•
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kicked. The ball went down to Monroe's fiveyard line. There Monroe's right half caught
the oval. Instantly he was away. It looked for a
moment as though he had a clear field ahead.
"Come on," yelled the Monroe stands. "Come
on."
Twelve yards away, however, Manor's end and
tackle brought him down. The teams lined up.
On the first down Monroe punted. Draper
got the ball away cleanly, but Danny, watching
closely, felt that the kick should have been longer.
Chapman was under the ball. It came into hi~
arms and squirmed out and away.
"Oh!" Danny gasped. Chapman threw himself at the oval; he covered it before the Monroe
ends could reach the danger zone.
"Whew!" breathed Danny. "That's too close
for comfort. He must kick an awful ball if
Chapman can't hold it."
Manor began its attack. Chapman sent the
fast Lee on a straight plunge through right tackle
for two yards. Instantly he sent his left half
around from the other side and at the same spot.
Six yards more resulted.
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"Go it, Manor l Go it, Manor I Go it,
Manor!" chanted the stands of green and white.
But Chapman had no idea of attempting to
carry the ball from his own territory all the way
down. Just at present he was simply feeling
Monroe out. He called on Talmage to punt.
The effort was a little hurried, and as a result
Monroe had the ball on her thirty-yard line.
Monroe tried an end play. It failed. Then
Draper punted. Plainly Monroe relied much on
Draper's valuable foot.
The ball came to Chapman on Manor's fortyyards. This time, while Danny held his breath,
Chapman made a good, clean catch. But the Monroe ends were on him, and he could not run back
the kick. At this point came the first time out.
Gowdy, Manor's right tackle, tried to bump off
a Monroe tackle, and was somewhat damaged in
the collision. He resumed play, and the Manor
stands gave a cheer with "Gowdy, Gowdy,
Gowdy!" on the end.
Chapman called for Lee's speed, and Lee went
around right end for eight yards. The stands
howled for a first down. Chapman shot Proud,
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the left half, at left guard. This brought another three-yard gain. But Manor had held on
this second play, and the penalty set her back.
Chapman gave the signal for a punt. The ball
went to Monroe's forty-five-yard line. She was
.fifteen yards better off than she was when the
ball last came to her.
Monroe's first play was a clever double pass.
It brought .five yards. Then right half ripped
two yards through the center. The drive off
this play seemed to shake up the Monroe line.
Once more Draper punted. The ball went to
Manor's thirty-five-yard line. Chapman dodged
back five yards.
So far there had not been much to choose between the elevens. If anything, Manor felt encouraged because of her rather greater gain on
running plays. Her growing confidence, however, soon found itself crushed. On the next play
Prpud fumbled the ball; and a Monroe tackle,
who had drilled his way through, got the leather
on Manor's forty yards.
"W-o-w !" shrieked the Monroe stands.
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moment later the yell became a deep, throaty
chant:
"Put it over I Put it over I Put it over!"
And Monroe started things with a rush. The
first play brought five yards around right end.
Then came a halfback plunge at Gowdy. Manor's
right tackle was still shaken from that earlier collision. The play brought six yards. Then the
Monroe full hit the same spot for five yards. On
the next play he tried to get through left guard,
and was stopped. Draper, however, on a quarterback run, cleverly skirted the end for a first down.
l'hings looked blue for the green and white.
The stands were shrieking. From Monroe's
sections came pleas for a score. From Manor's
friends came a different plea-a plea to "Get
that ball!"
Once more the Monroe left half smashed into
the injured Gowdy for a gain, this time five yards.
Instantly he followed with a five-yard gaia around
the right end. The ball was inside Manor's tenyard line I
"Hold them, fellows I" Chapman begged.
"Everybody hold!"
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The line stiffened, and on the next play Monroe failed to gain. Once more she tried. This.
time it was a wide end run. But it was too wide,
and the runner was forced back for a five-yard
loss. It was Draper's chance to try a drop-kick.
The teams lined up. Manor's friends clattered
to their feet.
"Block it!" they yelled. "Block it I"
The ball shot back. Manor's right guard
ripped his way through. He jumped high int°'
the air and thrust up both hands. The ball tipped
his fingers, caromed off to one side, and missed
the posts by five yards.
Cheering broke out in the Manor stands. It
had been a close call.
Out beyond one of the side lines Danny felt his.
heart settle into a steady, strong beat. That
drop-kick had about scared him stiff.
Manor put the ball in play with a scrimmage
on the twenty-yard line. Talmage gained eight
yards around the right end on a fake kick. Then
Chapman gave the signal for a kick, and with
that signal same ,a minute of blood-curdling anxiety for the green and white.
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For Talmage had a habit of trying to kick
from too close to the line. Craig had worked
hard to eradicate this football evil, but without
complete success. Now Talmage took too close
a stand. Craig, on the side line, groaned.
Baggs sent the ball back straight and true. But
Monroe's left tackle broke through the wobbling
Gowdy. His jump •blocked the kick. It shot
sidewise. Lee raced for the ball, got it, and then
lost it again. The stands yelled crazily. Chapman, in a wild mixup, shot for the ball and got it
on his ten-yard line.
The stands settled down. Talmage dropped
back for another kick. This time he was far
enough behind the line; but Gowdy was about
through, and the Monroe left tackle went past
..... him as though he had been straw. Again the
Monroe tackle blocked, the ball going off to the
right; again there was delirium in the stands.
This time Manor's right guard fell on the ball.
Once more an almost sure touchdown by the
enemy had been averted.
The slaughter had gone far enough. Craig
sent in Soffie, and Gowdy came tottering out.
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Soffie held back the ambitious Monroe tackle, and
on the next play Talmage got his kick away. The
ball went to Monroe's forty-five-yard line.
Twice the Manor line held. Then Draper
kicked. Chapman caught the ball, and scooted
back, amid frant'ic cheers, to his fifty-yard line.
It was a pretty run.
Two plays brought ' but four yards. Manor
punted. The ends went down in good shape, and
dropped the Monroe full on his own thirty-fiveyard line. On the next play the Monroe quarter
fumbled the ball, and then fell on it to save it.
Then Draper punted to Chapman, and the whistle
for the end of the quarter sounded as Chapman
was downed in the center of the field.
During the minute intermission the players
changed sides. Talmage drew Chapman away
from the others.
"Try a forward pass on them the first play,"
he advised. "They probably won't expect that,
and it may come off."
· Chapman nodded. "Sounds good, doesn't it?
I'll work the one where our right end goes back
and throws a diagonal to left end."
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"That's the stuff," said Talmage. The referee's whistle sou~ded. The teams lined up for
the second quarter.
Manor had the ball. Chapman barked his signal. Right end, who had shifted back a little at
the same time that right half had slipped up, ran
back on Baggs' pass, received the ball from
Chapman, and leaned back just behind the fiveyard limit. From there he shot out a beautiful
line pass to left end.
It seemed for an instant that the play was
certain to go. Manor's stands arose with a roar.
The pass was a long one, the end was well down
under it, and he seemed more likely to get the ball
than the watchful Monroe back who had started
down the field with the pass. It was a race between the two. The Monroe back was the faster.
He leaped into the air, and intercepted the pass
· on his thirty-yard line. The Manor yells died.
The play had been well executed, but the brilliant dash of the Monroe back had saved his
colors.
Monroe's attack failed to dent Manor's line.
Draper once more punted. The Manor line had
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forced Draper to hurry, and the ball went outside
on the forty-five-yard mark. The teams lined up
agam. Craig noticed that Chapman limped.
And yet Chapman tried a quarterback run. He
was too lame to bring it off, and was tackled out
by the end. Instantly on the line-up he called for
another forward pass. This time the ball shot
off toward the right end. Here the play almost
worked; for the ball reached the tips of the end's
fingers, bounded off a little, and was caught by
a Monroe back before it touched the ground.
Even old 'Varsity men in the stands told one another that this was some game.
Monroe gained two yards on a quarterback
run of her own. A double pass that followed lost
the two yards that had been gained. Once more
Monroe called a punt to her aid. The kick was
high and short. Chapman, coming in on it, failed
to signal for a fair catch. As a result he was in
a crowd of boys when he tried to make the catch.
He fumbled, and Monroe regained the leather
practically in midfield.
"I doubt if Chapman can last out the quarter,"
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He motioned to Danny.
Craig muttered.
"Studying the plays?"
"Yes." Danny's body began to tremble with
excitement. He wondered what he would be like
when he actually got in the game.
"Good I Keep your eyes open. I want you to
know all you can when you start."
Danny's heart skipped a beat. It was only a
. question of minutes now when he would be in
the thick of things.
Monroe tried the right end for three yards.
Th_en they tried Baggs, and Baggs was a stone
wall. The ever-ready punt sailed away. The
r. ' kick went out on Manor's thirty~eight-yard line.
Once more Chapman tried his fake punt, and
Tal~age won thirteen yards. Then Proud was
twice called for a dash on his own side of the
center. Each time the Monroe line held him safe,
and Talmage tried a kick. It seemed that neither
side could form an attack that would be sufficiently sustained to score. Draper caught Talmage's punt on his own thirty-five-yard line. One
disastrous plunge at Baggs was enough for Monroe. She elected to try Draper's foot. Draper
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got off a wobbly offering this time, and Monroe
lost eight yards on the exchange. Both elevens '
seemed weak and tired: Talmage gained one
yard on a hard try. Then he punted, and got the
ball off to Monroe's twenty yards.
There the enemy took on a new lease of life.
'R ight end was circled for four yards; a double
pass brought eight more. Draper tried that weak
right tackle hole, and Soffie let the runner get
past him for five yards. The full skirted left
tackle for another four yards, and a quarterback
run brought another first down.
Soffie, anxious, was allowing himself to get
drawn in. The Monroe full found him for a fiveyard gain. Monroe had gone from her twenty
yards to midfield on straight running plays.
Right there, though, Manor came to life. On
the next play Lee bolted through between guard
and center. He caught the play behind the line
for a loss of five yards. Draper kicked, and the
ball went out of bounds on Manor's thirty-fiveyard line. That seemed to use Monroe up, and
the half ended with the ball in Manor's possession in midfield. Thus far it was a no-score game.
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The teams rushed to the dressing-rooms.
Danny was hot on the heels of Craig, and was
with the d.irty, sweaty boys as they piled into the
room. Craig called a rubber.
"Here, Joe I ·Get to work on Talmage's .legs.
The rest of you fellows lie flat on your backs and
listen to me."
Danny stretched off with the others. From this
position h~ saw Don Baggs' father come into the
room.
"You are putting up a good game on defense,"
said Craig. "I wouldn't ask for anything better. But your attack hasn't enough speed. Another thing, just because those forward passes
didn't work, don't be afraid to try. It's worth
while taking a chance in a game like this where
the other side isn't getting near enough to score.
If you can pull a good long pass it will give you
a fine start for a touchdown.
"Now you, Soffle. They're making big gains
through you. They made them over Gowdy before he was taken out, and now th.e y're making
them over you. They draw you in. That's where
you slip up. Don't let them fool you. Stay out
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pretty wide, and then shoot in if you have to.
That end is boxing you more than he has any
business to. Get out your hand I Push him off l
Keep clear of him I Don't let him get up close
to you before the ball is snapped. Drive your
play I Snap it into them I Play fast I Get them
on the run and don't give them a chance to get
set.
"That's all, fellows. You know the importance
of this game as well as I do. Just before you go
out I'm going to have Mr. Baggs talk to you.
Here, Joe I Let me know when we have three
minutes left."
Craig walked here and there among the boys,
talking to them individually. Danny felt that the
original plan would go through, and that he would
start the half. His heart thumped at the thought
of getting into the game. He tried to keep his
mind steady; he tried to think of what plays he
would use and of how he would use them. He
couldn't think of plays. One thing only stuck in
his mind. How would Baggs pass the ball? And
then, with that thought, came another. Would
he miss any of Draper's punts?
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Craig's voice came:
"I want you fellows to listen to Mr. Baggs for
two minutes."
The old Manor Hall warrior stood among
them. He didn't bluster, nor did he talk with a
roar, yet every word he said drove right home to
the hearts of the boys. Danny felt something
swell in his throat as he listened.
"You fellows," said Mr. Baggs, "are fighting
for Manor Hall. Here you have a chance to
show that you can make good. Every now and
then you get going, and then there's a slip. That's
because each boy isn't doing his own little part
to the best of his ability. You're not thinking.
You're not setting your minds on the work the
instant you hear the signal. You know it isn't
the fault of the back if he doesn't gain ground.
It's the line that must make the break for him.
Snap those openings harder and fiercer I Charge
your line back more I Don't let them get the
jump on you! About every third down you fellows are late.
"Now for the back-field. You fellows must
start quicker, and you must run harder. It's only
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the fraction of a second whether you get past the
tackle on a run outside, or whether he gets you.
You tried several forward passes. The second
should have gone. If the end-you, I mean-if
you had run harder you'd have got the ball in
your hands and not on the ends of your fingers.
That would have meant a touchdown."
The right end dropped his head. "I-I won't
slip up again, Mr. Baggs," he promised.
"That's the spirit," cried the man. "Let every
fellow go out there feeling that he isn't going to
make any of the mistakes he made the first half.
Let evei:y fell ow do a little better than he did be.fore. Then the game will go to Manor. And I
want a cheer for Manor, fellows-a big cheer."
He got it. Even before the echoes had died
away the voice of Joe, the rubber, came to them:
"Time's up!"
"All out!" cried Craig.
The team crowded through the door. Danny
felt ah arm around his shoulders. He looked up.
Craig walked beside him.
"You are going in for Chapman," said the
coach. "I want to see you clean up the work in
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good style. I want to see you drive that team
as you can drive it. Make them work I Make
them work hard and fast I It's a question of
which team cracks first, and I want to see you
keep our boys fighting."
"I-I'll do my best," said Danny.
With the exception of Danny, Manor's team:
was the same as when she had finished the half.
Monroe sent in a fresh left end. Draper still
held his place, but so far he had not lived up to
his reputation as a punter.
Manor kicked to Monroe's twenty yards. Monroe made two attempts to advance. Draper
dropped back to punt.
Here was Danny's first chance. His hands
felt cold and clammy. He saw the ball sail up the
field from Draper's foot; he felt a moment's
tremor. Then, somehow, he felt perfectly confident that he was going to catch the ball. He
seemed to remember in detail all Mr. Baggs' instructions. He placed himself, without hurrying,
under the dropping oval. It settled into his grasp
as though muffs were things that he had never
known.
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The kick had out-distanced the pursuing ends.
Danny ran the ball back ten yards before he was
stopped.
Remembering Lee's speed he worked the right
half for his first play outside tackle. The ball
came cleanly from Baggs. Danny took a quick
step, shot the ball to Lee, and then flashed out
himself as an interferer. The play earned six
yards.
Craig had ordered forward passes. Danny
called for one. But the wind was with the ball,
and it went too far. A Monroe half secured i-t
I
on his own thirty-yard line.
Once more Monroe failed to gain. Draper's
kick sailed down to Danny. This time the boy
was thinking about the run back he had secured
on the other kick, and was a bit anxious to get
started.
The result was almost a fumble.
Danny's heart gave a frightened thump. Next
time, he decided, he'd make sure first about catching the ball.
Danny called on Lee, and Lee whisked around
his own end for a (our-yard gain. Then Proud
was sent around the other end. Exactly as he
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had done in the first half, he fumbled, and a Monroe tackle dropped on the ball. But Monroe
could not advance against the granite wall of the
green and white, and the punt came down to
Danny on his thirty-five yard line. This time he
gave all his attention to the catch.
Here Manor was found holding, and the penalty brought her to her twenty yards. Danny,
quick to realize that twice at this same stand Monroe had blocked Talmage's punts, quickly called
for a quarterback run.
The play worked nicely. An opposing guard
came through too soon and Danny went past
Baggs. T~n yards on he met the middle defense
man. There he stopped.
Instantly he signaled for a punt. The play
was unexpected; and it got away with such speed
that the ball went over the Monroe full's head.
A Monroe back finally got it on his three-yard
line.
Monroe kicked without delay. It was Manor's
ball on Monroe's forty-five-yard line.
After that the period ran nip and .tuck . . Manor
would gain a bit; then Monroe would ~ain her
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share. Occasional trick plays were tried, but none
of them succeeded. The quarter ended with the
ball in Manor's possession on Monroe's forty
yards. Danny had driven the team fast, but
thus far he had not been able to overcome Monroe's sturdy defense. He thought, however, that
he had found one or two weak spots, and he believed that he could still get up within scoring
distance.
Danny started the next period with a fake kick.
Lee went around the end for ten yards. The ball
was now on Monroe's thirty-yard line. Then,
from the same formation, Danny tried a quarterback run of his own. The ball came back widely
and he almost lost it, falling on it in the end to
save it.
Baggs retreated to the new scrimmage line.
"I'm sorry," he whispered humbly.
Danny forced a grin. "Accidents will happen," he chirped. "Lively, fellows. Line up l
Line up I"
He again called the signal for the kick formation, and this time took another chance on a
forward pass. This time the right end had his
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fighting blood up. He raced away and caught the
ball, and went down on the ten-yard line.
Manor's stands roared.
"Touchdown!''
"Touch down I Touch down I"
Danny thought that here was the place to win.
He gave the signal that should have sent Proud,
the left half, just outside of tackle. But Baggs'
pass was again freakish. The ball came far to
the left, and Danny almost pulled away from it
by trying to get started. Proud, though, had
started. Danny tried to pass him the ball, but
the oval went behind him. A medley of yells and
shouts came from the stands.
Danny, almost with the pass, realized what had
happened. He charged after that precious ball
with savage vim, and fell on it. But the play had
brought a ten-yard loss, and it was second down
with twenty yards to go.
Danny felt a momentary despair. But that, his
better sense told him, was not the way to play the
game. He. saw Baggs, and the big center looked
as though he could have cried. The team lined
up. He patted Baggs' broad back, and some·
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how he felt, from that moment, that Baggs was
with him heart and soul.
He called for a kick from placement. Talmage tried hard, but the ball missed the goal
, posts by inches. Monroe's friends cheered.
M•anor's chance to score was g<me.
Monroe put the ball in play on her twenty-yard
line. On the first play Manor's left tackle tried
to sneak through outside guard. He was offside,
and Manor was penalized five yards. It began
to look like a no-score ganie.
Play followed play without any effective result.
Danny caught Draper's punts handily, but could
not run them back.
With three minutes still to play Draper sent a
long, high punt out to midfield. The ball settled
well in Danny's hands; then the ends got him.
He was on his feet in an instant. Craig had sai_d
forward passes. Well, here was the place to take
big chances. lie stepped over to Talmage.
"Forward pass on the second play," he said.
"It's our only chance."
Talmage wiped the sweat from his face.
"Make it go, Danny," he panted. '
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As they lined up Danny leaned over Baggs.
"Here's where we win or lose, Don," he whispered. "Get them back clean and sure."
Baggs' cheeks twitched. "You'll get 'em," he
said.
Danny dropped back into place. He gave the
signal for a run around left tackle, which would
bring the play further to that side of the field.
The gain was but four yards, .but the ball was
where Danny wanted it. He had fallen in the
scrimmage and Baggs had helped him to his feet.
"Next play, Baggs," he whispered.
He ripped oui: the sig9al for a long forward
pass. The ball came perfectly from the center.
It was Manor's old play. Only this time left end
came back, took the ball from Danny, and sent a
long spiral pass sailing down the field.
The stands turned lose ~ yell that was without
order or direction-just a yell. For it was plain
that this play either won or left the game a tie.
Right end race~ down the field with hungry
speed. Here was his chance to win his place in
Manor hearts. But it looked as though he would
11ot be able to get under thd flying oval.
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He was going at full speed when the ball was
half-way down. Turning slightly he saw where
it was going. His speed seemed to increase. The
Monroe back was not near enough to make
trouble. The end ran desperately. Then the
stands saw him reach up and out with a frantic
clutch. The ball was in his hands I
There was riot in the stands. The end seemed
about to fall. He staggered a step or two, and
regained his balance. The Monroe back was
coming up fast, but the end lowered his head and
raced down the field and across the line I
With less than a minute to play the game was
practically over. Monroe's adherents sank gloomily into their seats. Out on the field Talmage
hugged Danny, and Baggs grinned with honest
Joy. Craig, on the side line, chuckled softly.
From the stands came a mad
"Watch them fight! Watch them fight! Watch them
fight I
Green and white! Green and white! Green and
white!
Manor, Manor, Manor, Manor, Manor!

Hall, Hall, Hall!"

r
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DANNY FISTS

Talmage kicked an easy goal. A minute later
the final whistle blew. .
Manor cheered Monroe; Monroe cheere'd
Manor. The teams started from the field.
Danny felt something touch his arm.
"If-if you care to shake hands--" Baggs
began clumsily.
That was something that Danny wanted badly.
Their hands gripped.
"Didn't we give 'em a fight?" gasped the quarter.
"I guess we did," said Baggs proudly.
Craig, bringing up the rear, saw it all.
~trangers in the stands wondered to see him 'toss
his cap into the air and kick it merrily as it came
down.
(I)

TH! END
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